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ABSTRACT
A new method for solving H°° control problems is developed. The method makes use 
of the Youla parametrization to characterize the set of all stabilizing controllers .S T  CO in 
terms of a stable function Q ( s ), and also to transform the H°° control problem into a 
model-matching problem with an objective function E (s )  being linear in Q (s) .  The 
model-matching problem is then solved by using the interpolation results of Hung. In the 
general case (i.e. problems of the 3rd kind) closed-form state-space characterizations of 
optimal and suboptimal solutions for Qis') and E (s )  are given. Furthermore, the solutions 
generally only require to solve two standard algebraic Riccati equations of smaller size than 
the McMillan degree of the (generalized) plant. This has an advantage of alleviating the 
computation burden associated with the y  -iteration required for determining the attainable 
minimum of | \E (5 ) 11 <*,.
The H°° approach to feedback design with multiple objective functions is studied in 
this thesis. For a system with two objective functions ^ ( 5 ), (i = 1, 2) a design criterion 
of minimizing the function max ( 11T ) 1 1 , 11 T 2(s ) 11«,) subject to internal stability of 
the closed-loop system is proposed. The problem is formulated as an H°° control problem 
and an iterative algorithm for obtaining a solution is given. A numerical example is given to 
illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed design technique for tightly bounding and 
shaping the frequency responses of two objective functions.
The application of H°° feedback design techniques to the control of flexible structures 
is investigated. Experiments are conducted in order to evaluate the use of the H°° approach 
to the control of flexible structures. An H°° optimal controller is designed and implemented 
in a laboratory system to manoeuvre a cantilever flexible beam and simultaneously control 
its vibrations. The controller performance is then assessed. The results obtained are shown 
to be satisfactory and encouraging.
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N ota tion  and D efin itions
JR field of real numbers
C field of complex numbers
Re (z  ) real part of z  e <D
<C+ {s 6 C,  R e i s ) > 0} i.e. open right half plane
<D_ e C , R e i s )  < 0} i.e. open left half plane
{5 e G , R e i s )  ^  0} i.e. closed right half plane
€ - {s e C,  R e i s )  ^  0} i.e. closed left half plane
JRis) field of rational functions with coefficients in JR
jppXm set of p  Xm matrices with elements in JF (=  JR, JRis ) etc.)
In'On n Xn  identity matrix, n X n  zero matrix
A r ,A * transpose, complex conjugate transpose of matrix A
A ~ r =  CA “ 1)r
A >  0 matrix A is positive semi-definite
A > 0 matrix A is positive definite
A 1a symmetric square root of A ^  0 i.e. A 1/1 — (A %)r , A 1/2A 1/1 = A
def(A ) rank defect of matrix A
dim(A ) dimension of square matrix A
X G O . X j C A ) set of eigenvalues, the i th eigenvalue of matrix A
A.*. G O maximum modulus of the eigenvalues of matrix A
) the largest singular value of matrix A ( = \% iA *A  ))
l l G G ) l b Hankel norm of G (5 ); see equation (2.9)
l lGO)| |co = sup crm(G(y’co)), —co<cu<oo,  H°°-norm of G ( s )  0)
[G (5)]+ the stable projection of G (s ), including the constant term
[G Qs )]_ = G (5 )— [G (s )]+, the unstable projection of G O')
deg(G (s )) McMillan degree of G (5 )
$ ( # ,£ / ) linear fractional transformation of H  (s ) and U (s ); 
see subsection 2.2.4
alternative form of linear fractional transformation 
of H (s  ) and U (5 ); see subsection 2.2.4
M +,M _ set of matrix functions bounded and analytic in the right 
(resp. left) half plane
set of inner (i.e. stable and all-pass) functions 
= {GOO e EZ+ :G*COGOr) = GCy)G*CsO = I  }
E- set of anti-inner (i.e. anti-stable and all-pass) functions 
= { G C r ) € i M _ : G * ( 5 ) G ( 5 ) =  GOOG*CsO= I )
set of sub-inner (i.e. stable and sub-all-pass) functions
= {G( f f )€^T+ : | | G ( j ) I L  <  1 1
$- set of anti-stable and sub-all-pass functions 
= { G ( f f ) e . H l : | | G C f f ) | L  <  1}
=#■, 4 ^ implies, if and only if (iff)
—► becomes
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A bb rev ia tion s
LTI Linear time-invariant
SISO Single-input single-output
ARE Algebraic Riccati equation (subsection 2.2.3)
LFT Linear fractional transformation (subsection 2.2.4)
LHP Left half-plane
H°°CP H°° control problem (Section 2.3)
MMP Model-matching problem (Section 2.6)
MMPt Model-matching problem associated with
H°° control problem of the i th kind (i =1,2,3)
H°°IP H°° interpolation problem (Section 3.3)
OSMMP One-sided model-matching problem (Section 3.3)
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1.1 Forew ord
Recently H°° optimal control has received a great deal of attention from research 
workers. The ability of the H°° approach to realistically characterize uncertainty in 
practical control problems is well known. A large number of control problems involving 
uncertainty can suitably be addressed by the H°° approach. For example, a feedback design 
problem to achieve required performance (e.g. disturbance rejection, good tracking) or robust 
stability in the face of plant uncertainty or unmeasurable noises can effectively be studied 
in the H°° framework. Since the pioneering work of Zames (1981), a considerable amount 
of research work has been carried out in the area of H°° optimal control. The next section 
presents a survey of such research work in both theoretical and design aspects, ranging from 
work in the early stages to the recent developments. Various important issues of H°° 
optimal control have been studied and examined in this thesis and the contributions of the 
research are summarized in Section 1.3. Finally, the organization of the thesis is explained 
in Section 1.4.
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1.2 S u rv ey  o f  research  w o rk  on H°° C ontrol
1.2.1 Background
The work on H°° control was pioneered by Zames (1981) who considered a sensitivity 
attenuation problem for a feedback system with a disturbance on the plant output. He 
suggested the use of H°°-norm for measuring the sensitivity function and argued that the 
H°°-norm formulation is ideal for coping with control problems where there are 
uncertainties in the system which may include, for example, a class of disturbances with 
various power-spectra. Zames and Francis (1983) tackled the sensitivity attenuation 
problem for a single-input single-output (SISO) system by minimizing the H°°-norm of the 
weighted sensitivity function where the sensitivity is multiplied by a frequency-dependent 
weighting function. They employed the Q-parametrization, which was extended from the 
one given by Zames (1981) to include the case of unstable plants, to derive feedback 
controllers which maintained the system closed-loop stability in terms of a stable parameter 
Q (s ). The Q-parametrization transformed the H°° sensitivity problem into a simpler 
minimization problem involving a linear function in Q (s  ). This problem was then solved 
using Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation theory. Later, Francis and Zames (1984) again used the 
same approach as described above to deal with the sensitivity attenuation problem for SISO 
feedback systems, but this time the Q-parametrization was performed using the coprime 
factorization of the plant, and the tranformed minimization problem was solved using 
Sarason’s interpolation theory [84].
Naturally, the H°° minimization approach to sensitivity attenuation was then extended 
to the case of multivariable systems. Francis et al (1984) presented a method for designing 
a controller to minimize the H°°-norm of the weighted sensitivity matrix using Youla 
parametrization technique [98] and interpolation theory. Chen (1984) also approached the 
sensitivity reduction problem for multivariable systems in the same way as Francis et al 
(1984), but he used the Weiner-Hopf variational technique rather than the interpolation 
method to solve the transformed minimization problem. Chang and Pearson (1984) 
considered a general form of the minimization problem which could arise from sensitivity 
attenuation problems, and solved it using Nevanlinna-Pick theory.
In addition to sensitivity attenuation, the H°° minimization approach was also used in 
the design of robust control systems. Safonov and Chen (1982) studied the problem of
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designing a controller which minimized the H°°-norm of the complementary sensitivity 
function for decoupled multivariable systems with multiplicative plant perturbation. This 
is equivalent to maximizing the stability margin of the system with an additional constraint 
that the sensitivity matrix should be diagonal. Again, the Youla parametrization was 
exploited to turn the original H°° minimization problem into a simplified one which was 
then solved using the interpolation results of Sarason. Kimura (1984) looked at the robust 
stabilization problem for SISO plants, which is to find a controller to stabilize a family of 
plants described by a nominal model and a prescribed model uncertainty. His approach to 
solving this problem was similar to that of Zames and Francis (1983).
1.2.2 Development o f State-Space H°° Control Theory
genera l iz ed  plant  P(s)
u pn ( s ) PI2(S)
P2 , (s) P22( s )
contro l l e r
y
-K(s)
Figure 1.1: General feedback configuration for H°° control problem
So far most of the optimization problems arising from the H°°-norm minimization 
approach were solved using classical interpolation theory which is not ideally suitable for 
computer program implementation. In this respect the state-space framework offers a 
superior advantage and enables H°° control theory to enter a new era of state-space 
development.
The major contributions to state-space H°° control theory are due to Doyle (1984), 
Glover (1984), Nett et al (1984), and Safonov and Verma (1985). Doyle (1984) has 
proposed a general form of H°° control problem using the feedback configuration shown in 
Figure 1.1. The problem is to find a controller K ( s )  such that the closed-loop system in
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Figure 1.1 is internally stable and the H°°-norm of the closed-loop transfer function matrix 
from ui to y i  is minimized. The transfer function matrix P is') is termed a generalized 
plant, and is partitioned conformally with the inputs [u \ u2 Y  and outputs [yi y J F -  The 
closed-loop transfer function matrix from u x to y x is called an objective function and can be 
shown to be equal to
P ntr ) -  P 12(s )K (s  ) ( /  + P 22(s )K (s  '» -1P 2i(.s ) (1.1)
The previously mentioned sensitivity attenuation problem or stability margin maximization 
problem can both be studied in this framework. For example, the sensitivity attenuation 
problem considered by Zames (1981), Zames and Francis (1981), etc. can be recast in the 
feedback configuration of Figure 1.1 where Mi is the disturbance at the plant output, u 2 is 
the control signal, and y i  and y 2 are the plant outputs. This feedback configuration has 
become a popular framework within which the formulation of many H°° control problems 
are based.
Similar to the approaches mentioned before, Doyle’s method (1984) of solving the H°° 
control problem made use of the Youla parametrization to derive the set of all stabilizing 
controllers in terms of a stable parameter Qi s ) .  The controller K  i s )  in Figure 1.1 was 
then given by a formula for the set of all stabilizing controllers, and as a result the 
objective function (1.1) was transformed into a linear function in Q i s )  of the form
T n is  )  -  T 12is )Q is )T21is  ) (1.2)
Hence, the significance of the Youla parametrization is that it transforms the H°° control 
problem into a much simpler one called a model-matching problem, which is to find a stable 
parameter Q is  ) to minimize the H°°-norm of (1.2). The Youla parametrization was based on 
the doubly (left and right) coprime factorization of P 22is  ). This can be performed in the 
state-space setting by using the results of Nett et al (1984) who provided the explicit 
formulas for a doubly coprime factorization of a transfer function in the form of state- 
space realizations based on the construction of an observer and a state feedback for the 
system. Doyle (1984) has incorporated an inner-outer factorization into the process of 
designing the observer and state feedback associated with the Youla parametrization so as to 
make T i2i s )  and T 2iis  ) become (part of) inner matrices. The process for obtaining this 
particular pair of observer and state feedback requires solving two algebraic Riccati 
equations. Once the model-matching problem was solved, the H°° controller K  is  ) was then
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recovered using Qis) .
Safonov and Verma (1985) have shown that the above model-matching problem can be 
transformed into a Hankel-norm approximation problem for the case where the dimensions of 
Q i s )  exceed or equal those of T n ( s ) i.e. Q i s )  is larger than or of the same size as T u is  ). 
The transformation process involves augmenting Ti} i s )  with rows and/or columns of zeros 
so that T 12is )  and T21is )  become square, then performing inner-outer factorizations of 
T \2is ) and T 2\is  ). The Hankel-norm approximation problem can easily be solved by using 
the results of Glover (1984) who provided a complete state-space characterization of 
solutions based on balanced realization technique.
In the case where the dimensions of Q i s )  are smaller than or equal to those of T  n Cr ), 
there are three possible kinds of problems associated with the ’shape’ of T 12is )  and T 2iis ) .  
According to the terminology adopted by Limebeer and Hung (1987), problems of the 1st 
kind have both T i2{s ) and T 21is )  being square; problems of the 2nd kind have either T 12is  ) 
being ’tall’ (more number of rows than columns) and T 2i i s )  being square, or, T^2i s )  being 
square and T 2i i s )  being ’fat’ (more number of columns than rows); problems of the 3rd 
kind have T i2is ) being ’tall’ and T 2iis  ) being ’fat’. Problems of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd kind 
are also referred to as one-block, two-block and four-block problems respectively.
Doyle (1984) presented a method for transforming the model-matching problem into 
a form to which the Hankel-norm approximation results can be applied. For problems of 
the 1st kind the transformation is simple and straightforward, and the attainable minimum 
of the H°°-norm of the objective function (1.1), referred to as ’y opt can be obtained 
directly using the results of Glover (1984). In the case of problems of the 2nd and the 3rd 
kind, the transformation process requires some additional steps which involve spectral 
factorization, inner-outer factorization and stable/unstable projection of a transfer function 
matrix. The attainable minimal y opt has to be obtained by a so-called y  -iteration , which is 
a process for checking if there exists any feasible stabilizing controller for the system in 
Figure 1.1 to make the H°°-norm of the objective function (1.2) less than or equal to some 
given y .  The process requires in each iteration to perform one spectral factorization for a 
problem of the 2nd kind, and two spectral factorizations and one inner-outer factorization 
for a problem of the 3rd kind. The procedure for solving the model-matching problem via 
Hankel-norm approximation results has been summarized by Safonov et al (1987).
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It was found that the above method for solving the H°° control problem using 
Hankel-norm approximation approach produces a controller with non-minimal state-space 
realization. The controller degree inflation has become an issue studied by some research 
workers of H°° control. Based on the Hankel-norm approximation approach, Limebeer and 
Hung (1987) made an extensive study of the pole-zero cancellation phenomenon in the 
closed-loop system for H°° control problems of the 1st kind, and then derived a tight 
McMillan degree bound for the controller. These controller degree bounds show that for an 
H°° control problem of the 1st kind of which the generalized plant has a McMillan degree 
'n \  there exists an optimal controller K i s )  with a McMillan degree Vi — 1*. The same 
results on controller degree bounds for problems of the 1st kind were also obtained by 
Limebeer and Anderson (1988) who adopted the interpolation approach in the analysis. 
Limebeer and Halikias (1988) have extended the analysis used by Limebeer and Hung
(1987) to problems of the 2nd kind, and found that the H°° controllers for problems of the 
2nd kind have the same McMillan degree bounds as those for problems of the 1st kind. 
They also conjectured that the same controller degree bounds would apply to problems of 
the 3rd kind as well.
1.2.3 Recent Theoretical Developments
During the past few years a considerable amount of research work in H°° control 
theory has been focused on improving the state-space computational method for solving H°° 
control problems, particularly problems of the 3rd kind which are known to be 
computationally the most demanding. Hung (1988) has considered two basic types of 
interpolation problems formulated from the one-sided model-matching problem which is to 
minimize the H°°-norm of the stable error function defined by
Ex i s )  = T 1i s ) - T 2{s)Qx {s)  (1.3)
where T y i s ), T 2is  ) are given rational matrices and Qx is  ) is a free stable parameter. The 
two interpolation problems were formulated according to the ’shape’ of T 2i s ), and the 
interpolation constraints were stated in matrix form (in contrast with the pointwise 
constraints used in the classical interpolation approach). These interpolation problems were 
solved and a state-space characterization of the solution was given. The work of Hung
(1988) was motivated by the idea that the model-matching problem associated with H°° 
control problems of the 1st. 2nd or 3rd kind can be decomposed into two interpolation
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problems in the form of either one of these two basic types, each of which can be solved 
separately. The above one-sided model-matching problem for the case of T 2is ) being square 
has also been analysed by Kimura (1987) using the classical interpolation approach.
Using the results on H°° interpolation of rational matrices obtained earlier [39], Hung 
(1989a) has solved a particular one-sided model-matching problem in which T 2i s ) is ’tali’, 
obviously in relation to H°° control problems of the 3rd kind. Based on the results in [40], 
Hung(1989b) has derived explicit closed-form state-space solutions for H°° optimal and 
sub-optimal controllers having a degree bound in agreement with the conjecture of Limebeer 
and Halikias (1988). His approach made use of the Q-parametrization (rather than the 
Youla parametrization) where
Q i s )  = K i s X l + P ^ i s ^ i s ) ) - 1 (1.4)
This breaks down the H°° control problem of the 3rd kind into two one-sided model- 
matching problems, each of which was solved using the results in [40], and the H°° 
controller K i s )  was then recovered by a reverse transformation of (1.4). It is noted that 
the above Q-parametrization used by Hung (1989b) is similar to the one used by Zames and 
Francis (1983) to solve the sensitivity attenuation problem for a SISO system.
The closed-form solutions for H°° controllers for problems of the 3rd kind have also 
been obtained by a few other research workers using different techniques. Limebeer et al 
(1988) have considered the four-block general distance problem arising from the H°° control 
problems of the 3rd kind, which is to find a stable parameter Q i s )  to minimize the H°°- 
norm of
R n is  ) Q i s )  R yzis )
R 21( s )  R 22{s )  J ( L 5 )
where R y i s )  are related to T y i s )  of (1.2). This problem was solved by embedding (1.5) 
into a larger all-pass matrix, part of which was used to generate the solutions for Q i s ) .  
This set of generated solutions was then used to derive the closed-form solutions for the 
H°° controllers in both optimal and sub-optimal cases. Glover and Doyle (1988) have also 
obtained similar results using the same all-pass matrix embedding technique, but only sub- 
optimal problems were dealt with. Doyle et al (1988) considered a special case of problems 
of the 3rd kind in which the dynamic terms of P u is  ) and P 22is ) are assumed to be zero. 
They provided a formula for H°° sub-optimal controllers in terms of the solutions of
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algebraic Riccati equations. All these results obtained by Hung (1989b), Limebeer et al 
(1988), Glover and Doyle (1988) and Doyle et al (1988) show that the H°° controller for 
problems of the 3rd kind can be obtained by solving only two ('generalized' or 'indefinite') 
algebraic Riccati equations of the same degree as the McMillan degree of the generalized 
plant Pis'). As far as computations are concerned, these approaches to solving H°° control 
problems of the 3rd kind have made a substantial improvement from the approach using 
Hankel-norm approximation method. They also have an advantage that the solution which 
has the same number of states as the tight McMillan degree bound for controllers can be 
obtained directly without having to perform a model reduction during the computation 
process.
The simplest search scheme commonly used in the y  -iteration is the bisection 
technique : y  in each iteration is defined by y  = i y u + y z  )/2  where y u  and y L are the 
upper and lower bounds for the attainable minimum y opt, these two bounds are updated in 
every iteration accordingly until y  converges to y opt. A  considerable amount of research 
work has been made to improve the efficiency of the y-iteration. Chu et al (1986) studied 
the convergence properties of the y-iteration for the two-block and four-block general 
distance problems by treating the conditions used for checking the feasibility of y  in each 
iteration (e.g. existence of spectral factors) as a function in y . and showed that this function 
is continuous, convex and strictly monotonically decreasing. They also suggested a method 
for computing the new upper and lower bounds in each iteration so as to improve the 
convergence rate of the y -iteration. Based on the Chu et al’s results, Chang et al (1987) 
have developed a search scheme for the y  -iteration for problems of the 2nd kind, which 
they claimed to be much faster than the bisection method. Jonckheere and Juang (1987) 
have identified the common Hankel-Toeplitz operator structure which is shared between the 
linear quadratic and H°° control problems, and this result was then exploited by them to 
develop a tool for approximating y opt for problems of the 2nd kind.
Some research work has also been carried out to remove the y  -iteration from the 
solution process of H°° control problems by directly deriving a closed formula for y opt. 
Glover and McFarlane (1988) have shown that a problem of robustly stabilizing the plant 
with additive uncertainties is equivalent to a particular H°° control problem of the 2nd kind 
for which the attainable minimum y opt can be directly obtained. Limebeer and Kasenally 
(1988) have derived an explicit formula for the attainable minimum y opt for a specific class
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of two-block problems, namely the parametric mixed sensitivity problem. Although the 
results of Glover and McFarlane (1988) and Limebeer and Kasenally (1988) are only 
applicable to a certain class of H°° control problems, they are very encouraging and seem to 
suggest that the non-iterative solutions for a larger class of H°° control problems may be 
possible.
1.2.4 Design Aspects
It is well known that the H°° minimization approach to control system design is a very 
effective technique for ’loop-shaping’ the (singular value) frequency responses of the 
system. This is because the H°° design produces an all-pass objective function i.e. an 
objective function with a ’flat’ frequency response. Hence, the shape of frequency responses 
of objective functions can be manipulated by incorporating weighting functions into the 
design process. For example, by minimizing the H°°-norm of the product of an objective 
function and a weighting function, the shape of frequency response of the resulting 
objective function will be inversely proportional to that of the weighting function.
Zames and Francis (1981,1983) minimized the H°°-norm of the weighted sensitivity 
function of a SISO system in which the weighting function represented the power-spectra of 
the plant output disturbances. They also gave an example to illustrate the effectiveness of 
the H°° design for shaping the frequency response of the sensitivity function so as to enable 
the system to tolerate a large class of disturbance power-spectra. In order to achieve several 
competing design requirements (e.g. disturbance attenuation, good tracking, robustness) 
using H°° sensitivity minimization approach, a designer might need to keep the (frequency 
dependent) singular values of the sensitivity function small over some frequency range, and 
at the same time ensure that the singular values of the sensitivity function do not exceed a 
certain limit outside this frequency range. This is a sensitivity trade-off problem and has 
been analysed by O’Young and Francis (1985). They have derived the smallest upper bound 
on the singular values of the sensitivity function over a frequency range, while the singular 
values of the sensitivity function are maintained inside a global bound at all frequencies.
It was recognized that the H°° sensitivity minimization method suffers from a serious 
drawback due to the fact that some other important feedback design requirements, for 
example, power and bandwidth limitation, plant saturation, etc. cannot be incorporated into 
the sensitivity function. As a result the H°° minimization method sometimes leads to a
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design which yields an improper controller, or a controller which produces unbounded 
control signals. To overcome this deficiency, Foo and Postlethwaite (1984) have proposed a 
mixed sensitivity design approach which involves minimizing the H°°-norm of the transfer 
function matrix consisting of the weighted sensitivity and complementary sensitivity 
functions, where the design requirements on control signal limitation and stability 
robustness are represented by the weighted complementary sensitivity function. Verma and 
Jonckheere (1984) presented an alternative approach to mixed sensitivity design by 
minimizing the H°°-norm of the sum of the weighted sensitivity and complementary 
sensitivity functions. Kwakernaak (1985) also proposed a mixed sensitivity design 
approach similar to that of Verma and Jonckheere (1984), and suggested that a balance 
between competing design objectives could be achieved using this approach.
Other contributors to the design aspect of H°° control are as follows. Helton (1985) 
studied the use of H°° minimization approach in feedback system design, and presented a 
method for combining several competing requirements into a single objective function which 
can be analysed in H°°-norm framework. Freudenberg and Looze (1986) have investigated 
the effectiveness of H°° control as a feedback design tool. They analyzed various design 
issues of H°° design methods for a SISO system with non-minimum-phase plant such as 
sensitivity trade-off, design limitation, relation between weighting function and design 
requirements, and properties of H°° optimal controllers. Ting and Poola (1988) have 
considered the trade-off problem for a system with multiple objective functions, and 
presented a graphical technique for determining the upper bound for an H°° minimization 
problem with two competing objective functions. Hung and Pokrud (1989) have presented 
an iterative method for directly minimizing the maximum of the H°°-norms of two objective 
functions. Their method can be used for tightly bounding and shaping the frequency 
responses of two objective functions simultaneously. Polak and Salcudean (1989) have 
introduced a method, based on the constrained nondifferentiable optimization, for designing 
an H°° controller to satisfy both frequency and time-domain design specifications without 
using weighting functions.
The development of state-space H°° control theory means that the H°° design process 
can be carried out conveniently on the computer. Also, a number of theoretical 
improvements have made the H°° computations more effective and reliable. The H°° 
minimization approach has become a feasible feedback design technique used in various
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kinds of control problems. A large number of successful applications of H°° design to 
practical control problems have been reported [22,55,60,75,87,97].
1.2.5 Related Work
There are other areas of research work related to H°° control which are of interest. 
Doyle (1982) has introduced the concept of structured singular value i/x) for analysing the 
feedback systems with structured uncertainties. The structured singular value analysis can 
be incorporated into the H°° control design to form a design procedure called fx-synthesis 
[17]. Feintuch and Francis (1986) have considered the H°° sensitivity minimization 
problems for linear time-varying systems. Safonov (1987) has introduced the methods to 
overcome the computation difficulties when some certain transfer function matrices (e.g. the 
(1,2) and (2,1) blocks of the generalized plant P is  )) have zeros on the ycu-axis including at 
infinity.
Kwakernaak (1987) has developed an alternative method for solving H°° control 
problems based on the polynomial approach. Grimble (1987) has applied the H°° 
minimization approach to a design of robust SISO adaptive control system. Young (1986) 
has introduced a stronger minimization problem called super-optimal H°° control problem 
which is concerned with minimizing each of the frequency-dependent singular values 
(rather than the largest one like the H°° control problem) of the objective function. This 
problem always leads to a unique solution. Limebeer et al (1988) have developed a state- 
space algorithm for computing the unique super-optimal Nehari extension of a stable 
rational matrix. Tsai et al (1988) have also developed the algorithm for solving the same 
problem.
Peterson (1987) has considered a problem of disturbance attenuation by a state 
feedback for a system of which the state can be measured, and showed that the construction 
of a state feedback to achieve some H°° disturbance attenuation bounds only requires the 
solution of an algebraic Riccati equation. Khagonekar et al (1988) have also considered a 
state feedback design for a particular class of H°° control problems of the 3rd kind in which 
the state of the generalized plant P i s ) in Figure 1.1 is equal to y 2* They showed that a 
static state-feedback controller to minimize the H°°-norm of the objective function can be 
obtained in terms of the solution of a certain algebraic Riccati equation. The work of 
Peterson (1987) and Khagonekar et al (1988) have a similarity with that of Doyle et al
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(1988) who extended the approach to the standard H°° control problems of the 3rd kind in 
which the state of the generalized plant is no longer available to the controller. Berstein and 
Haddad (1989) have also considered the same problem as Doyle et al (1988) , and obtained 
the solutions in terms of three coupled algebraic Riccati equations.
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1.3 C ontributions o f  th e  T hesis
In this thesis the theoretical aspect of H°° control has been studied and a new method 
for solving H°° control problems has been developed based on the Youla parametrization and 
Hung’s interpolation results. The Youla parametrization is employed to : (i) characterize a 
set of all stabilizing controllers K (s  ) in terms of a stable parameter Q (5 ); (ii) transform 
the original H°° control problem into a model-matching problem which has an objective 
function of the the form
Eds)  = T n i s )  -  T 12i s ) Q i s ) T 21i s )
The Youla parametrization requires solutions to two algebraic Riccati equations of degree ‘n‘ 
where n denotes the McMillan degree of the generalized plant Pis'). The properties of the 
solutions to the two algebraic Riccati equations have been investigated and some important 
relationships regarding the properties of T ^ i s )  are obtained. The model-matching problem 
is then decomposed into two simpler problems which are either in the form of an H°° 
interpolation problem or an one-sided model-matching problem. Each problem is solved 
using the interpolation results of Hung [39,40], and the solutions for Q i s )  and E i s )  are 
obtained. The H°° controller K i s )  is later recovered by back substitution using Q is ).
It is noted that our approach to solving H°° control problems is similar to that of Hung 
(1989b) who solves problems of the 3rd kind by decomposing the original H°° control 
problem into two one-sided model-matching problems which are then solved using the 
results in [40]. However, it should be pointed out that the difference between the two 
approaches is that we employ Youla parametrization whereas Hung (1989b) makes use of 
Q-parametrization in the form of (1.4) to derive a criterion for internal stability.
In the thesis more attention has been paid to problems of the 3rd kind. The features 
of our approach to solving H°° control problems of the 3rd kind can be summarized as 
follows.
(1) The state-space optimal and suboptimal solutions for Q i s )  and E i s )  are 
explicitly given in the form of linear fractional transformations. The closed-form state- 
space solution for E i s )  is obtained directly without first having to calculate Q i s ) ,  and it 
has a degree which is small enough to be used as a tight upper bound for the McMillan 
degree of E  (5 ). This w ill be useful for problems in which we are more interested in
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obtaining minimal degree E i s )  rather than Qis) .
(2) Undoubtedly, the most computationally demanding part of the solution process 
for H°° control problems of the 3rd kind is the y  -iteration. In each iteration solutions to 
three algebraic Riccati equations (ARE) of degree ^ n ’ are required if the Hankel- 
approximation approach [17,81] is used, and two ARE’s of degree ’n’ if the recently 
developed approaches [19,33,41,57] are used. In contrast the y-iteration produced by our 
approach requires to solve ARE’s of smaller degree, in each iteration the solutions to two 
ARE’s of degree 'n— z 12* and ‘n — z 21’ are required where z 12 and z 21 are the number of open 
LHP Smith zeros of P u i s )  and P 2 1(5 ) (the (1,2) and (2,1) subblocks of generalized plant 
P i s ) )  respectively.
(3) It is shown in [40] that the process for solving the one-sided model-matching 
problem (1.3) encounters some difficulty if T 2i s )  has Smith zeros in the open LHP. This is 
because these open LHP Smith zeros result in infinite eigenvalues in the solution of the ARE 
required in the solution process. This difficulty can be overcome by redefining the solution 
to the ARE as a generalized solution which is described in [40]. Our approach does not have 
this difficulty since by construction we have removed the hidden modes in Ty2i s )  and 
T 21i s ) associated with their open LHP Smith zeros before solving the model-matching 
problem.
(4) The McMillan degree bounds for Q i s ) and the H°° controller K i s )  are obtained 
by making use of the tight McMillan degree bound for E i s )  obtained earlier and the results 
of Limebeer and Hung (1987). The McMillan degree bounds obtained indicate that a model 
reduction is required at the end of the computational procedure to truncate the hidden 
modes of Q is ) and K  is ).
Only outline procedures for solving problems of the 2nd kind and the 1st kind are 
provided in the thesis since these problems can be solved in a similar manner to problems of 
the 3rd kind.
The design aspect of H°° control has also been studied in this thesis. For a system  
with two competing objective functions T}is)  (£ = 1,2),  we have proposed a design 
criterion of directly minimizing the function
max ( l l r ^ O N o o .M r z G O M o o )
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subject to internal stability of the closed-loop system. The problem is formulated as an H°° 
control problem and an iterative algorithm for obtaining a solution to the problem is 
provided. This type of H°° design approach is suitable for a system which requires the 
frequency responses of two objective functions to be tightly bounded. It also allows a 
designer to simultaneously manipulate the shape of the frequency responses of two objective 
functions in an effective way. This is illustrated in the thesis by a numerical example.
Finally, preliminary experiments have been conducted to evaluate the use of H°° 
approach to the control of flexible structures. A laboratory system which consists of a 
cantilever flexible beam with one actuator and one sensor is used for this purpose. An H°° 
design approach is used for designing a controller to manoeuvre the flexible beam and 
simultaneously suppress its vibrations. The results obtained are shown to be satisfactory 
and encouraging.
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1.4 O rganization  o f  th e  T hesis
The thesis is organized into six chapters. Chapter 2 contains a review of H°° control 
theory and general background materials. It also collects together the results on all-pass 
transfer functions, algebraic Riccati equations and linear fractional transformations which 
w ill be required for later development and analysis. The main contributions of the thesis 
are presented in three chapters. Chapter 3 presents a new method for solving H°° control 
problems based on an interpolation approach and a discussion of the advantages and 
disadvantages of the method is given. An H°° design technique for a system with two 
objective functions is introduced in Chapter 4, and an iterative solution is given. The 
practicality of H°° control design is investigated by an application to a system to control the 
vibration of a flexible beam and the results are presented in Chapter 5. The conclusions of 
the thesis are given in Chapter 6. Finally, the proofs for the results of Chapter 2 and 
Chapter 3 are collected in Appendix A and Appendix B respectively.
The numbering system of the thesis works like this. Theorems and lemmas (n) are 
numbered consecutively in each chapter (I) as Theorem I,n and Lemma l.n . Corollaries (m ) 
which follow a theorem (l.n ) is numbered as Corollary l.n .m . Main problems (n ) in each 
chapter (I) are numbered as Problem I.n , and problems in a subsection (I.J) are numbered as 
Problem I.J.n. Procedures and computational algorithms in ) in each chapter (I) are 
numbered successively as Procedure l.n and Algorithm l .n . Finally, remarks i n ) are 
numbered for each subsection (I.J) as Remark I.J.n.
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2.1 Introduction
This chapter contains a review of H°° optimal control theory together with some 
general background materials. Section 2.2 explains and defines the terminology used in the 
thesis. It also collects together the important results on all-pass transfer functions, algebraic 
Riccati equations and linear fractional transformations. These results w ill be used for later 
development and analysis. Section 2.3 describes the standard form of H°° control problem 
proposed by Doyle (1984). The H°° control problem is posed subject to internal stability of 
the system, which w ill be discussed in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 summarizes the results of 
the Youla parametrization of all stabilizing controllers. As a result of the Youla 
parametrization the H°° control problem is transformed into a model matching problem 
which is explained in Section 2.6.
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2.2 P re lim in a r ies  and Background R esults
2.2.1 Terminology and Definitions
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The continuous-time system being considered in this thesis is assumed to be linear and 
time-invariant (LTI). Such a system can be represented by a set of state-space equations 
given by
x ( t )  = A x ( t )  + S u i t )  (2.1a)
yGO = C x ( t }  + D u( t )  (2.1b)
where A e , B e jRnXm, c  e JRpXn, D e JRpXm are constant matrices and 
x ( t ) € JRn , u ( t ) e  ]Rm , y ( t } e l R p are the vectors of states, inputs and outputs of the 
system respectively. The continuous LTI system can also be modelled by the relationship
y  C* ) = G is ) u is ) (2.2)
where G Cr ) e IRis y xm is a transfer function matrix mapping the Laplace transform of the 
input u is  ) to the Laplace transform of the output y  is  ). By taking the Laplace transform of 
(2.1a,b), assuming zero initial conditions, and then eliminating x i s ), we can obtain the 
transfer function matrix G (5 ) in terms of the state-space matrices A  , B , C , D  as
GCO = C d s I - A ^ B  + D  (2.3a)
For convenience, we w ill write the state-space realization (2.1a,b) for a system with the
corresponding transfer function matrix G (5 ) as
GCO = CA . B . C . D ) or GCO =
A B
C D (2.3b,c)
Some useful operations on transfer function matrices in terms of their state-space 
realizations are given at the end of this subsection. For notational simplicity, a transfer 
function matrix, say G (s ), is sometimes written as G when it is obvious that G (5 ) is not 
just a constant matrix.
A transfer function matrix G (5-) is said to be strictly proper if G (s )-> 0 as s -* 00 and 
proper if G (s )-» some constant matrix as s -»■ 00. A state-space realization ( A . B . C . D )  is 
minimal if (A , B ) is completely controllable and (A , C ) is completely observable. If the 
realization is not minimal, the uncontrollable modes and unobservable modes are the values
T
of s  for which s i - A  B and s I —A t  C : lose their normal ranks.
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respectively. The uncontrollable modes and unobservable modes are also referred to as 
input decoupling zeros and output decoupling zeros, respectively. The set of 
decoupling zeros is defined to be the union of the set of input decoupling zeros and the set 
of output decoupling zeros. It is noted that the hidden modes (uncontrollable and/or 
unobservable modes) at decoupling zeros w ill vanish due to pole-zero cancellations when 
the corresponding transfer function matrix is formed. The transmission zeros of a transfer 
function matrix G (5 ) are defined to be the roots of the numerators of diagonal elements in 
the Smith McMillan form of G (5 ).
The system zeros are given by
{ system zeros } = { transmission zeros } U { decoupling zeros }
Given a transfer function matrix G i s ) with a realization iA  , B , C , D ), the Smith zeros or 
invariant zeros are defined to be the values of s for which the Rosenbrock’s system matrix 
[77]
s i —A B
- C  D  (2*4^
is rank deficient. If the transfer function matrix G is  ) is square, the Smith zeros are equal to 
the system zeros. Generally, we have
{ transmission zeros } Q { Smith zeros } Q { System zeros }.
The following lemma gives a characterization of the Smith zeros of a nonsquare system. A 
similar result has also been stated in [52].
Lemma 2.1
Given the transfer function G (j )  e IRis y Xm with a realization (A , B , C , D ), then
(a) if p  ^  m and D  has full column rank, then the Smith zeros of G i s )  are given by 
the unobservable modes of
iA - B D tC ,D ±C ) 
where D*D = I  and D LD = 0.
(b) if p  ^  m and D has full row rank, then the Smith zeros of G i s )  are given by the 
uncontrollable modes of
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( A - B D fC , B D L) 
where DD* — I  and D D L = 0.
□
A proof of Lemma 2.1 is given in Appendix A.I. For a square system i.e. p  = m , we have 
D f = D ~ l and D L is non-existent. In this case the Smith zeros are given by 
X d A - B D ^ C ) .
A transfer function matrix G ( s )  is (asymptotically) stable if all of its poles lie in (D_ 
i.e. G (5 ) € EE+ and G ( s )  is anti-stable if all of its poles lie in (£+ i.e. G (5 ) € JHL_. A 
realization (A , B , C , D ) is said to be stable if A. (A ) C <£_. A square transfer function
G (5 ) € JRQs )mXm is all-pass if G* (s )G (s ) = G(s)G *  ( s )  = I . An all-pass function G (5 )
is called inner if G ( s )  € JH+, and anti-inner if G (j ) e 25T_. We use E+ to denote the set of 
all inner functions, and E - for the set of all anti-inner functions. A transfer function 
G ( s )  € E?(s y  Xm is said to be sub-all-pass if 11G (5 ) 11«» ^ 1- A sub-all-pass function G (5 ) 
is called sub-inner if G is  ) € EE+, and the set of all sub-inner functions is denoted by S+.
Given a transfer function GO') with a realization (A , B , C , D )  where A  is stable, 
the controllability gramndan P  and observability grammian Q satisfy the following 
Lyapunov equations
AP  + PAr  + BBt = 0 (2.5)
A r Q + Q A  + C TC = 0 (2.6)
in which P , Q ^ 0 .  Furthermore, P >  0 iff (A , B )  is completely controllable and Q > 0 
iff (A , C ) is completely observable. Associated with the two grammians, the Hankel 
singular values of G (5 ) are defined as
<r|(G‘Cr)) = \ i %CP0) (2.7)
and the Hankel norm is defined as
IlGCOIIff = X“CPfi) (2.S)
If a basis change T is introduced into the system, the grammians will be transformed as 
P  -► TPTt and Q -* T~t QT-1. Although P  and Q depend on the choice of basis, the
eigenvalues of their product are invariant under a basis change as PQ —► TPQT_1. Hence,
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the Hankel singular values and Hankel norm are independent of the basis change introduced 
into the system.
If the grammians P  and Q defined by (2.5) and (2.6) for a stable system are equal and 
diagonal, the corresponding realization is called a. balanced realization. Moore (1981) has 
shown that for a stable sytem with a minimal realization there exists a basis change T such 
that
TFT1 = £  = T~t QT~1 (2.9)
where £  >  0 and diagonal. Such a basis change T may be obtained as follows. Let Q have 
a Cholesky factorization
Q = R t R (2.10)
in which R is nonsingular. Let RPRT > 0  have a singular value decomposition given by
RPRt = VL2Vt with VTV = I  (2.11)
Then T  is given by
T = T,-*Vt R (2.12)
For stable systems with non-minimal realizations, Glover (1984, Appendix B) gives a 
method for obtaining a basis change T such that under the new basis P — diag(£i, £ 2* 0, 0)
and Q =  diag(£i, 0, £ 3 , 0) with £ lf £2, £ 3  > 0 and diagonal. Tombs and Postlethwaite
(1987) have shown how to obtain a balanced realization of a stable system with non-
minimal realization by using the algorithm of Hammarling (1982) to directly calculate the
Cholesky factor of controllability and observability grammians without first having to 
solve for the two grammians.
N
D
Two matrices N , D e JH+ are right coprime if they have equal number of columns and 
has a left inverse in H +  i.e. there exist U , V e M +  such that
N
U V D UN + VD = I.
The above equation is called the Bezout identity . Similarly, two matrices N , D e JH+ are
left coprime if they have equal number of rows and N  D has a right inverse in 1H1+
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i.e. there exist U , V e JHL+ such that
U
N  D V = NU  + DV = I.
Suppose a transfer function G O ) eJR(s)pXm is proper. Then, G ( s )  has a right coprime 
factorization G — N D -1 where N , D e JEE+ are right coprime. Also, G O ) has a left 
coprime factorization G = D _1N  where N , D are left coprime. In both factorizations D 
and D are square and nonsingular.
Finally, a list of some useful operations on transfer functions is given below. Let 
G O ) = ( A . B , C , D \  G iO ) = (A i, 2?i, C i, D{),  G2 = ( A z, B 2. C 2. Df) ,  and let T  be a 
nonsingular similarity transformation matrix. Also, it is assumed that D is nonsingular in 
the inversion operation. Then, we have
Transpose
Gr ( i )  =
Para-hermitian conjugate
Change of basis
G \ s )  =
a t C T
P T P>T
- A r 1 o
B t d t
G O ) =
A B T A T '1 TB
c D — > C T - i D
(2.13)
(2.14)
(2.15)
Inversion
Cascade
Addition
G~Ks ) =
A - B D ^ C BD_1
- D ~ lC D - 1
B xC 2 B \D 2
g 10 ) g 20 )  = 0 A  2 b 2
C i D 1C 2 D iD 2
Ax 0 Bx
G iO ) + g 20 )  = 0 a 2 b 2
Cl C2 d 1+ d 2
(2 .16)
(2.17)
(2 .18)
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2.2.2 All-pass Transfer Functions
A square transfer function matrix G O ) is all-pass if G * ( s ) G ( s )  =  G (s)G* ( s )  = I .  
The following lemma gives a characterization of all-pass transfer functions in terms of their 
state space realizations.
Lemma 2.2
(a) Given an all-pass transfer function G O ) 6 lR(s ~)mXm with a minimal realization 
(A , 2?, C . J9 ) , then there exist P  =  P T and Q = Qr  such that
(i) AP  + PAT + BBr  =  0 (2.19a)
(ii) A r Q + QAr  + C TC = 0 (2.19b)
(iii) DBt + C P  =  0 (2.19c)
(iv) D r C + B r Q = 0 (2.19d)
(v) P Q = I  (2.19e)
(vi) D t D = /  (2.19f)
(b) Suppose G O ) e M(_s ~)mXm is a transfer function with a realization (A , B , C , D )  
which is not necessarily minimal. Then, if conditions (2.19a), (2.19c) and (2.19f) are 
satisfied, or alternatively, if conditions (2.19b), (2.19d) and (2.19f) are satisfied, G O ) is 
all-pass.
□
A proof of part (a) of Lemma 2.2 can be found in the work by Glover (1984, Theorem 5.1), 
and a proof of part (b) is given in Appendix A.2. If G O ) is inner (i.e. stable and all-pass), 
P  and Q in (2.19a,b) are the controllability and observability grammians respectively. 
Furthermore, if G 0  ) is inner and balanced, we have P — Q — 1.
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2.2.3 Algebraic Riccati Equations (ARE)
Consider the following algebraic Riccati equation
A r X  + XA -  XBBt X  + (2  = 0 (2 .20)
where A  , Q € JRnXn, B e jRnXm anci Q  =  Q r , The corresponding Hamiltonian matrix 
Ah e ]R2nX2n is given by
Ah —
A - B B r 
~Q ~ A T
(2 .21)
The following lemma is obtained from Potter (1966) and Martensson (1971). It shows how 
a solution of the ARE can be obtained from the eigenvectors or generalized eigenvectors of 
Ah . It also states the conditions, regarding the eigenvalues and (generalized) eigenvectors of 
Ah , for obtaining a real and symmetric solution.
Lemma 2.3
Let
v,-
W; where vf , € Cn be an eigenvector or generalized eigenvector of Hamiltonian
matrix AH defined by (2.21) corresponding to the eigenvalue Xf , i = 1, and let
V = [ Vi   vn ] and W = [ Wj wn ].
Then
(a) if X£* 5^  — Xj , 1 ^  i , j  ^  n , then V* W is hermitian.
(b) if V is nonsingular, then X  = WV-1 is a solution of the ARE (2.20) such that
Xi,   X„ are the eigenvalues of ( A —BBr X') and v 1( ,vn are the
corresponding eigenvectors.
(c) if V is nonsingular, then X = WV-1 is real provided that if the eigenvector
corresponding to the eigenvalue X,- where Re(X, ) ^  0 is used to construct
Vi
W;
the solution X  then
Vi
Wi corresponding to must also be included in the
construction of the solution X  .
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A proof of Lemma 2.4 was first given by Potter (1966) on the assumption that An  has 
distinct eigenvalues. It was later generalized to the case of multiple eigenvalues by 
Martensson (1971) who used the generalized eigenvectors of Ah to construct the solution.
It should be noted that there are several other methods available for computing the 
solution of an algebraic Riccati equation. These methods use the fact that the solution of 
an algebraic Riccati equation can be constructed from any basis for the subspace spanned by 
the eigenvectors associated with the stable eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian matrix. For 
example, Laub (1981) has shown how to obtain the Riccati equation solution by using a 
Schur decomposition method. Van Dooren (1981) suggested the use of deflating subspace 
instead of invariant subspace to construct the solution to an algebraic Riccati equation. It 
was suggested that this method can overcome numerical problems when some of the 
matrices involved in the invariant subspace calculation are ill-conditioned.
By introducing a suitable basis change into AH , it can be shown that
X(AH) = \ { A - B B t X )  U \ { - { a - b b t x Y )
i.e. if X is an eigenvalue of Ah  then X*, —X . —X* are also the eigenvalues of AH . If
Ah  has no j  co-axis eigenvalues, it is then possible to find eigenvalues Xi,   Xn C(C_,
and by Lemma 2.3, provided that V-1 exists, it is possible to find a real symmetric 
stabilizing solution X  of (2.20) such that (A — BBr X )  is stable. From now on the term 
"stabilizing solution" w ill mean a real symmetric stabilizing solution.
There are two different types of ARE associated with the definiteness of the matrix Q . 
For example, the regulator problem and inner-outer factorizations [17] are associated with 
the ARE in which Q ^  0, whereas the filter problem and spectral factorizations [17,40] are 
associated with the ARE in which ( 2 ^ 0 .  In the case Q ^  0, the properties of the 
stabilizing solution, i.e. conditions for existence and the rank of the solution, are related to 
the controllability and observability of the coefficient matrices of (2.20). This is stated in 
the next theorem.
Theorem 2.4
Consider the algebraic Riccati equation (2.20) and let Q = C TC ^  0. Suppose (A , B )  
is stabilizable and (A , C )  has no unobservable modes on the j(t)-axis, then
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(a) There exists a unique stabilizing solution X  ^  0 to (2.20) such that (A —BBTX }  is 
stable.
(b) If X  is the stabilizing solution to (2.20), then
def(X ) = number of stable, unobservable modes of (A , C ).
□
A proof of Theorem 2.4 is given in Appendix A.3.
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2.2.4 Linear Fractional Transformations (LFT)
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U
►
HCs)
Figure 2 .1: Linear fractional transformation
Let us consider the block diagram in Figure 2.1. Suppose the transfer function matrix
is partitioned conformally with
=
T T U i U 2 and as
ZTiiO) H 12{s ) 
H 21{s ) H 22{s ) (2.22)
Also, suppose the subblock HyCs)  has a dimension (/?; Xrrij), i ,  j  = 1, 2, and U ( s )  has a 
dimension (m2Xp2)- Then the linear fractional transformation (LFT) of HCs)  and U(.s)  is 
defined to be the closed-loop transfer function matrix from the input Ui to the output y i 
i.e.
and is given by
H U M )  = H n  + H 12U{I  -  H 22U)~lH 21 (2.23)
By using the above definition of LFT, we can obtain the following relationship which 
w ill later be useful for our analysis. Let H { s )  be defined as above, and let T ^ s  ), T 2(s ) 
and T 3(5 ) be the transfer function matrices of suitable dimensions. Then
T 1 + T 2 H H M ) T z = H
T x + T 2H h T 3 T 2H 12 
H  21T 3 H  22 M ) (2.24)
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Given state-space realizations for H i s )  and U is  ), the next result shows how to obtain 
a realization for <£(i7 is  ), U is )).
Lemma 2.5
Let His' )  be a partitioned transfer function matrix with a realization given by
H n ( s ) H 12 Ct) A £ 2
•ffO ) = H 22{s ) Ci D u D 12
c 2 D 21 d 22
(2.25)
in which the subblocks Hij is  ) e Mis  have realizations
Hij (5 ) = C i i s l - A  + Dij , i , j  = 1, 2 
Suppose also that U is  ) € Mis  )m2X/>2 has a realization given by
(2.26)
U i s )  =
B
D (2.27)
If i l —D 22D )  is nonsingular, then
(a) The linear fractional transformation of H i s ) and U i s )  has a realization given by
where
A  "fjB 2-0 AC 2 B 2i I + D A D 22)C B 1—B 2 D AD 21
IIb b a c 2 A "hB AD22C B AD21
C i+D i2D 1 AC 2 D \2i l  +D  AD 22)C D u + D i2D AD 21
A = i l - D ^ D ) - 1
(2.28a)
(b) deg(<J>C£T, U )) <  degQT) + degOO
(2.28b)
□
A proof of Lemma 2.5(a) involves straightforward state-space calculations and is presented 
in Appendix A.4. Part (b) is immediate from (2.28a).
Provided that H 12is  ) is square and invertible, (2.23) can also be written as 
®i H, U)  = H n  + H 12U i I - H 22U ) - 1H 21 
= H  n  + i i I - U H 22)Hr21r 1UH21
= CH’S 1 -  UII22H 1!1 r'CCHTz1 -  UH22H r21')Hn + UH2j )
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= Cff S 1 — U H 22H 12 )_1 ( I I i 2 lH i i + U { H 21- H 22H a lH 11) )
=  <jr11 + Uff2ir K H 12 + UH22') (2.29)
where H tj i s ) are defined in an obvious way. For analysis purpose, it is sometimes more
convenient to express the LFT of H is  ) and U i s )  in the form (2.29). Let us denote the right
hand side of (2.29) by
•ViHis ), U is  )) = iH n  + UH21)~KH i2 + UH22) (2.30)
where
#00
H u  i s )  H 12i s ) 
#2iC O  # 22CO
(2.31)
Given a state-space realization for Hy  O'), the realizations for H^ is ) can be obtained using 
the definition (2.29), and vice versa. The results are summarized in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.6
Let the partitioned transfer function matrices H i s )  and H i s )  have state-space 
realizations given by
#CO =
#GO =
H  n  H 12 
H  21 H  22
# 1 1  H 12
H  21 H  22
G0 =
(5 ) =
A B 1 B 2
Ci D u B>\2
c 2 D 2i d 22
A B 1 b 2
Ci £11 D 12
c 2 7) 21 d 22
(2.32)
(2.33)
where # i 2Cs' ) and H  u is  ) are square and invertible. Then
#11 + H  i2i I —UH 2^)~xUH  21 = iH ii+ U H 2i ) ~ K H i 2+ U H 22) 
for any U is  ) of suitable dimensions if either of the following conditions holds.
(a) H (5 ) is related to H i s )  by
(2.34)
I I  =
H Z 1 H  fi1#  n
- H „ H r t  H 21- H 22H r21H n
A B 2D 12C i -5 2£> i2x B 2D i21D i1—B 1
= - D r 2lc 1 D\2 D u
D 2 2D i2 C i”  C 2 —D 22D i2 D 2r ~ D 22D i2 D n
(2.35)
(2.36)
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(b) O') is related to 7? (s ) by
H  n H  12 H n 1
H 22- H 21H ^ H 12 - H 21H ^
A - B 1DZ11C 1 b 1b 111b 12—b 2 b i b  ii1
= - 5 u C i b  ii b  12 b n 1
£>21 D u 'C i- C z b  22—b  21b  u b  12 —b 21b 111
A proof of Lemma 2.6 can be found in [41, Appendix C].
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genera l iz ed  plant  PCs)
p, ,( s ) PI2( s )
P2 I( s ) to
contro l l er
-K(s)
Figure 2.2 : Feedback System  Configuration for  H°°CP 
Let us consider the general feedback configuration in Figure 3.1. In this figure PCs’),
T
which is the transfer function matrix from T T «1 UX2 to
T
, is fixed and
K  is  ) is the controller to be designed. The H°° optimal control problem proposed by Doyle 
(1984) is to find a controller PTOsO to minimize the H°°-norm of the closed-loop transfer 
function matrix from Ui to y  i subject to the constraint of internal stability. The term
’internal stability’ w ill be explained in the next section. From the previous section, the
transfer function matrix from Ui to y i is equal to the linear fractional transformation
<D( P - K )  = P 11- P 12K { I + P 22K T 1P 21 (2.39)
Let Q, represent the set of all controllers K i s )  which achieve internal stability for the 
system shown in Figure 2.2. Then the H°° control problem (H°°CP) can be stated as
H°°CP : Given a system shown in Figure 2.2 in which the transfer function matrix P i s  )
is fixed, and let y  >  0. Find K  is ) € f l such that
|| OCPCs’),— (5 ) ) |loo = minimum (2.40a)
or,
| |®CPCa>) . - i r G ’) ) l loo < y  (2.40b)
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An H°°CP is said to be feasible if there exists a controller K is  ) € O such that (2.40a) 
or (2.40b) is satisfied (in this case y  is also called feasible). A controller K i s )  € f l is called 
an optimal controller if it satisfies (2.40a), and a suboptimal controller if it satisfies (2.40b). 
The transfer function matrix <E> iP  is  ),—K i s  )) whose H°°-norm is being minimized is called 
an objective function. The objective function is chosen by the designer to reflect the control 
design requirements or specifications. For example, Zames and Francis (1981), Francis et al 
(1984) use the weighted sensitivity as an objective function to represent the effect of a 
disturbance on the plant output. Foo and Postlethwaite (1984) use a combination of the 
weighted sensitivity and the weighted complementary sensitivity as an objective function to 
reflect the system performance, robust stability and effect of disturbance at the plant 
output. Glover and McFarlane (1988) have shown that a problem of robustly stabilizing 
the plants with additive uncertainties is equivalent to an H°°CP with an objective function 
being the combination of a robustness indicator and a performance measure of the system.
To ensure that an H°°CP is well-defined, some assumptions have to be made. These 
assumptions also help simplify the subsequent analysis and calculations. First, let the 
transfer function matrix P i s )  in Figure 2.2 be partitioned conformally with T T U\ U2
and T Ty i  y i and have a minimal realization given by
PCO =
•PnO) P a W )
P 2lG- ) P 22^s )
where each subblock of P i s )  has a realization given by
A Bi b 2
C i D u D  12 (2.41)
c 2 D 2\ D 22
ii J  = 1,2) (2.42)
and has a dimension i piXmj) .  The assumptions made on Pi j i s )  and their realizations are 
stated below.
Assumption 2.1
iA . B 2) is stabilizable and (A , C2) is detectable.
□
Assumption 2.2
The off-diagonal blocks of P i s  ) satisfy 
(a) p i  ^  m 2 and p 2 ^  m i
L,hapter A Page
(b) P 12(s ) and P 2\(s  ) have no Smith zeros on the j  (o -axis (including oo ).
□
Assumption 2.3
(a) D 12 is orthogonal if Pi  = m 2, or can be completed to an orthogonal matrix
D 15 D12 13 if p x > m 2.
(b) D 2i is orthogonal if p 2 = m\,  or can be completed to an orthogonal matrix
•£>21
D 31
if p 2 <  m i.
□
Assumption 2.1 ensures the existence of stabilizing controllers (see Lemma 2.7 in the 
next section). Assumption 2.2 is a technical condition which is required in the solution 
process and is generically satisfied. Making use of Lemma 2.1, Assumption 2.2(b) can be 
stated equivalently as
(A —B 2D t12C \, D i3C i) has no unobservable modes on the j  0)-axis. (2.43)
(A —B iD 2\C 2> BxDh  ) has no uncontrollable modes on the j  co-axis. (2.44)
The H°° control problems can be categorized according to the shape of P i 2(s ) and P 2i(s ) as 
follows [54].
(i) H°°CP of the 1st kind : both P i 2(s ) and P 2i(s ) are square,
(ii) H°°CP of the 2nd kind : either P i 2(s )  is tall and P 2i ( s ) is square, or, P i 2( s ) is 
square and P 2i(s ) is fat,
(iii) H°°CP of the 3rd kind : P i 2(s ) is tall and i^iC* ) is fat,
where ’tali' means p 1 > m 2 and ’fat’ means p 2 <  mi .  Problems of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd 
kind are also referred to as one-block, two-block and four-block problems, respectively.
The purpose of Assumption 2.3 is to simplify later calculations. By Assumption 
2.2(b), D 12 is of full (column) rank and Z)2i is of full (row) rank. Hence Assumption 2.3 
can always be achieved by introducing some preliminary scaling matrices S i and S 2 into the 
feedback loop of Figure 2.2, as shown in Figure 2.3 [54,81].
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-K( s )
PCs)
Figure 2.3 : Preliminary scaling of PlsJ
The scaling matrices S i and S 2 may be obtained as follows. Let D 12 and D 21 have singular 
value decompositions
Ax
d ±2 — U i u 2
0
(2.45)
where U i U2 and V  are orthogonal, and A* is nonsingular.
v \
D 21 = U A2 0
V l
where U and F i V2 are orthogonal, and A2 is nonsingular.
(2.46)
Then S i  and S 2 can be chosen as
S i = V A f 1 and S 2 = A ^ U 7 
Under the scaling the realization (2.41) for P i s )  becomes
(2.47)
A Bi B 2S i
Pis') - C i D 11 D 12P 1
S 2C 2 S 2D 21 s  2d  22s  1
(2.48)
in which D i2Si  — U i and S 2Z>21 =  V7 and their orthogonal complements (2? 13 and Z>3i) 
are U2 and V2 respectively. From now on we will assume that P ( s )  has the scaling 
matrices absorbed into its realization as in (2.48). At the end of a design the final H°° 
controller for the original problem can be recovered by replacing K ( s  ) by S i K  is }S2.
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2.4 Internal Stability  o f a Feedback System
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-K(s)
Figure 2 .4 : Internal stability
Definition
To define the term 'internal stability’ of the feedback system shown in Figure 2.2, we 
introduce two fictitious inputs v 1 and v 2 into the system, resulting in the system of Figure 
2.4. Also, we assume that ( /  + P 22 s^ Cr)) is invertible. Then, we say that 
K  Cr) stabilizes P  CO or the system is internally stable iff all nine transfer function 
matrices from wx.V! and v 2 to y lt u2 and e 2 are asymptotically stable. Such a controller 
K ( s )  is called a stabilizing controller. Similarly, K ( s )  is said to stabilize P 220 )  iff the 
four transfer function matrices from v 1 and v 2 to u2 and e2 are asymptotically stable.
□
The next lemma states the necessary conditions for the existence of a stabilizing controller 
K {s  ) for the system in Figure 2.2. If these conditions are satisfied, the lemma shows that a 
controller which stabilizes P 22(j ) w ill also stabilize P  (s ).
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Lemma 2.7
Consider the feedback system in Figure 2.2 in which P ( s )  has a minimal realization
given by (2.41). Suppose (A , B 2) is stabilizable and (A , C2) is detectable. Then
(a) There exists a controller K  (s ) which stabilizes P (s ).
(b) K (s  ) stabilizes PCs' ) iff K(.s ) stabilizes P 22( j  )•
□
Proof
The condition that (A , B 2, C 2) is both stabilizable and detectable implies that the 
unstable poles of PCs’), if there are any, can be controlled and observed by the controller 
K ( s ) via P 22Cs-). Hence, part (a) can be proved by constructing a controller K ( s )  to 
stabilize P 22Cs-) by means of the observer and pole-assignment method. A proof of part (b) 
can be found in [26, Chapter 4].
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2.5 Parametrization of All Stabilizing Controllers
The purpose of this section is to present the Youla parametrization of all controllers 
K i s )  achieving internal stability of the feedback system in Figure 2.2. The results show  
that a stabilizing controller K i s )  can be expressed in terms of some known functions 
associated with P 22is  ) and a free parameter which belongs to IHL+. Furthermore, it w ill be 
seen in the next section that the Youla parametrization transforms the objective function 
(2.39) into a much simpler linear function, and hence simplifies the solution process for the 
H°°CP.
From Lemma 2.7 in the previous section, we know that under Assumption 2.1 a 
controller K i s )  which stabilizes P 22 O') also stabilizes Pis'). Suppose P 22is  ) has a doubly 
coprime factorization
P 22i s )  = Nr is ) D~Ks  ) = Dt~Ks )Nt is ) (2.49)
where Nr , D r e JM+ are right coprime and Ni,  Di e JH+ are left coprime. Then there exist
Vr , Ur , V i , Ut € H + such that the following Bezout identities are satisfied.
(2.50)
The set of all controllers which stabilize P 2iis  ) and hence also P i s )  is given by [98,14,17] 
K i s )  = iUt + Dr Q )iV t -  N r Q T 1 (2.51a)
= iVr -  QNfi1 iUr + QDt ) (2.51b)
for some Q i s )  e JH[+.
The parametrization (2.51 a,b) can also be obtained in the state-space framework by 
making use of the results given by Nett et al (1984). Since P2iis  ) = iA  , B 2, C 2, D 22) is 
stabilizable and detectable, there exist a state feedback matrix F  and an output injection 
matrix H  such that i A —B 2F )  and iA —H C2) are asymptotically stable. Associated with  
the doubly coprime factorization of P 22is  ), the eight matrices in the Bezout identities (2.50) 
can be realized as [65]
v r ur Dr ~U t I  0
—Nt Dt N r Vt
II 0 I
Dr -U t  
Nr Vt
a - b 2f b 2 H
— - F I 0
c 2- d 22f d 22 I
(2.52)
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Vr Ur 
-N t A
a - h c 2 B 2 j6TZ) 22 H
= F I 0
- C 2 ~~B>22 /
(2.53)
We note that (2.51b) can be expressed in the form of a linear fractional transformation (see 
(2.29))
j s t O )  =  ^ (
Vr Ur 
-Ni A . 0 ) (2.54)
It can be seen from (2.53) that Vr (s ) is square and invertible. Hence, applying Lemma 
2.6(b), we see that J£(s)  can also be written in the other form of the linear fractional 
transf ormation
iT 0 0 =  $ ( x 0( s ) . Q ( s ) )
where (using (2.37)) 
isToCr) =
in which the (2,1) subblock is simplified by using (2.50).
(2.55)
v r 1 V ~ 1Ur V r'1
D ,+ N l Vr- 1Ur w r 1 v , - 1 - n m - 1
(2.56)
To obtain a state space realization for K 0(.s), we note that the parametrization (2.54) is 
associated with the realization (2.53). By applying the transformation (2.38) of Lemma 2.6 
to the realization (2.53), we have
K n ds) K  12(x )
JTziO) k 22CO
A -i7 C  2 - B 2F +HD  22 F - H B 2—H D 22
= - F 0 I
c 2 d 22f / d 22
(2.57)
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2.6 T ransform ation  o f H°°CP in to  Model M atching Problem (MMP)
In the previous section the Youla parametrization has been used to parametrize the set 
of all stabilizing controllers for the system in Figure 2.2 in terms of a free parameter 
Q ( s )  e M +. Here, we w ill show that the objective function O (PCs'),—K ( s  ) of H°°CP can 
also be expressed in terms of Q Cs-). Substituting for P 22Cy) and K^s')  given by (2.49) and 
(2.51a) into the objective function (2.39), we have
K { I + P 22K T 1 = K ( I  + N r D r - K U t + D r Q X V i - N r Q T ' T 1, using (2.49). (2.51a)
= K i V i - N r Q X V ^ N r Q + N r D r - K U t + D r Q y ) - 1 
= K iy ^ N rQ ^ D t . by (2.49), (2.50)
=  (JJi +  Dr Q^Dt , by (2.51a)
Hence,
$(PCr),-prOO) = P n  -  P u i a i . + P n K T ' P n
=  i P u - P u U i D t P 21) -  dP12Dr ) QdDt P 21)
= T n  -  T 12 Q T 21 (2.58)
where T u (x ), T 12{ s ) and T21 ( s ) are defined in an obvious way. The realizations for 
Tij (s ) can be obtained by straightforward state-space calculations since the realizations for 
the transfer function matrices involved in the definitions of P y(i’) are already given by 
(2.41), (2.52) and (2.53). The detailed calculations are presented in Appendix A .5, which 
yield
T ( s )  =
a - b 2f  h c 2 h d 21 B 2
T  nCy) T 12^  ) 0 a - h c 2 B i- H D  21 0
r 210 ) o C r ~ D 12F C 1 £>n £> 12
0 C 2 £>21 0
(2.59)
The matrices F  and H  have been defined to be a state feedback matrix and an output 
injection matrix such that (A —B 2F") and (A —HC2) are asymptotically stable. Hence, it can 
be seen from (2.59) that the transfer function matrix T ( s )  belongs to JM+. By choosing F  
and H  in a specific way suggested by Doyle (1984), we can make T i2(s ') and T 2i(s ) to be 
(part of) inner matrices such that T \ 2 Cr )P i2Cr) = I  and T2i(s )P2i O') = I  ■ Let
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X  and Y  be the stabilizing solutions to the following algebraic Riccati equations.
X ( A - B 2D Ti2C j  +  ( .A -B 2D t12C 1)t X -  X B 2Bt2X  +  C^D 12D Ta C i  =  0 (2.60)
Y U - B & h C i J  + U - B y D l f i d Y  -  YCt2C 2Y  + B ^ D ^ B l  =  0 (2.61)
and define
F = D T12C 1 + B lX  (2.62)
H  = B XD T21 + YC l  (2.63)
We note that (A , B 2) is stabilizable =» ( A —B 2D \2C\,B-Y) is stabilizable and 
Assumption 2.2(b) (A —B 2D \ 2C i , D ^ C j) has no unobservable modes on the j (o-axis. 
Hence, it follows directly from Theorem 2.4 that (2.60) admits a unique stabilizing solution 
X  ^ 0 such that ( A —B 2Di 2Ci—B 2B 2X') = (A —B 2F ) is stable. Similarly, (A , C2) is 
detectable =?► ((A — B^D^C^Y , C j ) is stabilizable and Assumption 2.2(b) 
=?► ((A — B iD 2iC 2)t , D z i B i )  has no unobservable modes on the j (o -axis, and therefore 
(2.61) also admits a unique stabilizing solution Y  ^ 0 such that 
((A - B 1D l 1C 2Y - C l C 2Y') = (A -H C 2Y  is stable.
- K n(s)
P(S)
-Q(s )
-Q ( s )
T( s )
Figure 2J5 : Youla parametrization of stabilizing controllers
The transformation of <£ (PCs’),—K ( s )) into (2.58) which can be written as 
<£ (T (s ).—Q (s )) can be depiced as Figure 2.5. In this figure we have replaced the controller 
X ( s )  by the stabilizing controller obtained from the Youla parametrization (2.55). The 
transfer function matrix F ( s )  is then represented by the dotted box. Since all the
K snayier /. p a g e  J i
stabilizing controllers K ( s )  for the feedback system in Figure 2.2 can be obtained from 
(2.55) using some Q ( s )  e JH[+, the H°°CP is now transformed into a model matching 
problem (MMP) which is stated below.
MMP : Let T n (5 ), T 12Cy ). T 2i(s ) € 1M+ be defined as in (2.58) with the realizations 
given by (2.59), and let y  >  0. Find Q (y ) € M+  such that
llTnCO— T 12GO Q CO T i^CsOlloo = minimum (2.64a)
or,
II II oo <  y  (2.64b)
□
The model matching problem associated with the H°°CP of the 1st, the 2nd and the 3rd 
kind w ill be denoted as MMP1, MMP2, and MMP3 respectively. In the next chapter we 
w ill focus on solving MMP by using the H°° interpolation approach.
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CHAPTER 3
GENERAL SOLUTION TO H°° CONTROL PROBLEM BY 
INTERPOLATION
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we w ill introduce a new method for solving H°° control problems 
(H°°CP). This method employs the Youla parametrization of all stabilizing controllers 
[98,14,17] to transform the H°°CP into a model matching problem (MMP) which is then 
solved by using the interpolation results established by Hung (1988,1989a). We note that 
Hung has provided a solution to H°°CP using his interpolation results. In his work (1989b), 
Hung used a parametrization due to Zames and he developed a stability criterion for the 
purpose of his solution method. In this thesis, we w ill combine Hung’s interpolation 
approach with the Youla parametrization for stabilizing controllers. This is a less direct 
approach compared with Hung’s solution but it is believed that there are computational 
advantages to be gained once the tedious analytical theory has been worked out. Although 
the above idea seems straightforward, the analysis has proved to be substantial. The 
calculations are long and require a number of subtle steps.
The Youla parametrization has been explained in the previous chapter, and its results 
(in state-space setting) are briefly summarized here for easy reference. Let Q, represent the 
set of all stabilizing controllers K ( s  ) for the feedback system shown in Figure 3.1.
uu
genera l i zed  plant PCs)
P, , (s) P,2(S )
P2 ,( s) P22(S)
contro l l e r
-K s
Figure 3.1 : General feedback configuration
Then the H°° control problem (H°°CP) is stated as :
Problem 3.1 (H°°CP) : Given a system in Figure 3.1 in which the transfer function matrix 
PCs') is fixed, and let y  >  0 . Find K d s }  e 11 such that
|| 3>CPCs-), — -ST( )^ ) 11oo = minimum or 11 3>(PCs-), — PTCr))!!^ ^  y  (3.1a,b)
□
The transfer function matrix PCs' ) has a minimal realization given by
P n ds) P 12ds)
-  | .P21O ) .P22CO
which satisfies Assumptions 2.1-2.3 (see Section 2.2). Let the McMillan degree of PCs’) be 
denoted by n i.e.
deg(PCy)) = n (3.3)
Let a state feedback matrix F  and an output injection matrix H  be defined by [17]
F  = D h P i  + B i X  (3.4)
H  = B 1D l 1 + Y C $  (3.5)
where X  ^  0 and Y  ^  0 are the stabilizing solutions to the following algebraic Riccati 
equations
X (A —B 2D \2C 1) + (A —B 2D i2C i)t X  -  X B 2B T2X  + C \D u D t12)C 1 = 0 (3.6)
A B 1 b 2
Ci £11 D 12 (3.2)
C2 D 2\ B>22
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y ( A - 5 1z>£1c 2)r + { a - b 1d 1 1c 2')y -  y c I c 2y  + = o (3 .7)
in which Z)13 and Z)31 are the column and row orthogonal complements of Dyi  and D 2\. 
respectively.
The Youla parametrization yields a set of all stabilizing controllers K  ds ) in terms of a 
stable parameter Q ( s ) as
Kds  ) = QUods  ). Q ds )), <2 O') € M+ (3.8)
where
A - H C  2- B  2F +HD  22F - H b 2- h d 22
Kods)  = - F 0 I
c 2- d 22f I d 22
(3.9)
As a result of the Youla parametrization, <3>(PCy ), — iTCs-)) can be expressed as a linear 
function in Q (5 ) i.e.
< P d P d s ) , -K d s»  = T n d s ) - T 12ds)Qds)T21d s \  Q d s } e M + (3.10)
where
Tds)  =
a - b 2f h c 2 h d 21 B 2
t  11(5 ) r 120O 0 a - h c 2 B \ —H D 21 0
T 21ds) 0 C ! - d 12f Cl D u D 12
0 c 2 D 21 0
A —B 2F b 2f B i B 2
0 a - h c 2 b x- h d 21 0
C ! - d 12f d 12f D n D 12
0 C 2 D 2i 0
(3.11a)
I  I  
0 I
(3.11b)
. Also, T i2ds ) andin which (3.11a) is related to (3.11b) by a basis change
are (part of) inner matrices i.e. T \2 (5 }T 12ds ) = I  and T 21ds^T*2id s }  — I • Let 
E ds ) be defined by
Eds') = T n d s ) - T 12ds)Qds)T21ds), Q d s ) e M +
The H°°CP has now been transformed into a model-matching problem (MMP) :
(3.12)
Problem 3.2 (MMP) : Let y  >  0 . Find Qds) e JH[+ (and the corresponding error 
function Eds)  ) such that
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11Eds ) 11 oo = minimum or ||i*0 )lloo  ^  7 (3.13a,b)
□
The model-matching problem associated with the H°°CP of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd kind (see 
Section 2.2) w ill be denoted by MMP1, MMP2 and MMP3 respectively. Regarding the all­
pass property of T i2ds ) and T 2ids ), we have
MMP1 : both T i2ds ) and T 2ids ) are square and hence inner,
MMP2 : either T i2ds) and 
T  i2(  ^)
MMP3 : r 12CO T u ds)
T h i s )  T*31ds) 
and T 21ds ) are inner, 
and
are inner, or,
are inner.T h d s )  T 31 ds)
where PisCs ) and T 31Cr ) are the complementary inner factors of the nonsquare T i 2ds) and 
T 21 ds ) respectively. By solving the model-matching problem, we can later recover the H°° 
controller K d s  ) from Qd s )  using (3.8) and (3.9).
In Section 3.2 the properties of the stabilizing solutions X  and Y  of (3.6) and (3.7) are 
investigated. It w ill be shown that the hidden modes in the realizations (3.11a,b) for T d s )  
arise from the open left-half-plane (LHP) Smith zeros of P u d s ) and P 2\ds) .  After 
truncating these hidden modes, we obtain two minimal realizations for T d s ) with 
interesting properties which are crucial for our method of solving Problem 3.2. Section 3.3 
contains the relevant results of H°° interpolation theory. In Section 3.4 the model-matching 
problem associated with an H°° control problem of the 3rd kind (MMP3) is solved by 
making use of the results given in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, and a closed-form state-space 
characterization of the solutions Qd s )  and E d s )  to Problem 3.2 is presented. The McMillan 
degree bounds for H°° controllers K d s ) and the solutions Qds )  to MMP3 are derived in 
Section 3.5. In Section 3.6 the synthesis procedure for obtaining an H°° controller for 
problems of the 3rd kind is summarized in the form of a computational algorithm. Outline 
procedures for solving model-matching problems associated with H°° control problems of 
the 2nd and the 1st kind are presented in Section 3.7. Finally, some concluding remarks are 
given in Section 3.8.
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Consider the two algebraic Riccati equations (3.6) and (3.7). Suppose the stabilizing 
solutions X  ^  0 and Y  ^  0 have rank defects dx and dy , respectively. By an application 
of Theorem 2.4(b), we have
dx — d e f(X )=  number of stable, unobservable modes of (A ~ B 2D \ 2C i . D ^ C i) (3.14) 
dy = def(T ) = number of stable, uncontrollable modes of (A —B iD 2iC 2, B iD ^ i ) (3.15)
Substituting F  and H  from (3.4) and (3.5) into (3.11a), we obtain the following 
realizations for T 12Cs- ) and T 21(5 ).
r 12G0 =
a - b 2f b 2
k*0*r-4
Q1rHO D i2
r 2iCsO =
A B 2D \ 2C i - B 2B t2X b 2
d 13d t13c i - D i 2B t2X D \2
a - h c 2 B x- H D 2i
c 2 D 21
(3.16)
A - B i D t2i C 2- Y C t2C 2 B i D h D 2i - Y C T2D 2i
C 2 D21
(3.17)
Using Lemma 2.1, we can show that the Smith zeros of T 12Cs- ) are the same as the Smith 
zeros of ) and are given by the unobservable modes of (A —B 2D \ 2Ci,  -D13C 1). Also, 
the Smith zeros of T 21(j- ) are the same as those of P 21Cy) and are given by the 
uncontrollable modes of (A —B i D \ 3C 2, B i D \ i  ). Hence, from (3.14) and (3.15) we have
dx = number of Smith zeros of PiaCO (or P i2Cy)) in (D_ 
dy = number of Smith zeros of T 2iG") (or P 2±(s )) in (D_
(3.18)
(3.19)
Furthermore, these open LHP Smith zeros of T 12(s ) and 7T21(i') are in fact their output 
decoupling zeros and input decoupling zeros respectively. This is stated in the following 
lemma.
Lemma 3.1
(a) { unobservable modes of T i2(s ) } = { Smith zeros of T i2(s ) in (D_ }
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(b) { uncontrollable modes of T2iG ) } = { Smith zeros of T 21G ) in ( C L  }
□
A proof of Lemma 3.1 is given in Appendix B.l.
Lemma 3.1 shows that the realizations (3.16) and (3.17) for T i2G ) and T 21G ) are not 
necessarily minimal, and that the unobservable modes of T 12G ) and the uncontrollable 
modes of r 2iG ) arise from their open LHP Smith zeros. From (3.18) and (3.19) the 
number of open LHP Smith zeros of T  i2G ) and T 21G ) are indicated by the rank defects of 
X  and Y , respectively. We now proceed to identify these hidden modes of T 12G ) and 
T 21G ) by ’balancing’ the matrices X and Y  using the method given by Glover (1984). This 
’balancing’ method has also been used by Limebeer and Hung (1987) who studied pole-zero 
cancellations in H°°CP of the 1st kind in which D 12 and Z)2i are made to be equal to 
identity.
It w ill be shown that the unobservable modes of T12G ) are in fact the only possible 
hidden modes in r 12G), and similarly the uncontrollable modes of T 21G ) are the only 
possible hidden modes in r 21G). It is obvious from the structure of the realizations
(3.11a,b) for P G ) that any unobservable mode of T i2G ) is also an unobservable mode of
rG ), and any uncontrollable mode of T21G ) is also an uncontrollable mode of T G )• It 
w ill be shown that by truncating these unobservable modes of 7T12G) and uncontrollable 
modes of T 21G ). we can reduce the realizations (3.11a,b) for P G ) to minimal realizations.
A
We note that there exists a congruence transformation matrix T  such that
j x  -> T X Tt ': = diag(Zi, £ 2. 0, 0) = diag(L* , 0 ^ )  (3.20)
j Y -+ T~r Y f T |= diag(Ei, 0, Z3, 0) (3.21)
where Zlt X2, E3 > 0 and diagonal. Such a transformation matrix T can be constructed by 
following the method given by Glover (1984, Appendix B). The transformation of X  and 
Y in (3.20) and (3.21) occurs when we apply a basis change f ~ T to the realization (3.2) 
for P G ) i.e.
A B i b 2 T~tA T t T~r B l T~t B 2
C i D u D 12 — > C i f r ^11 D 12
C2 D 2\ D 22 C 2Tt D 2i D 22
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For notation simplicity, we w ill assume that the basis change T has been absorbed into 
the original realization for Pis') and write T~tA T r  as A , T~r B i  as 2?i , . . . , TXTr as 
X  and t ^ Y T " 1 as Y . Hence, in the new basis we have
X  = (3.22)
and by using a permutation matrix J  to interchange the second and the third diagonal 
blocks of Y , we have
JYJt = diag(Elf S3, 0, 0) = diag(Ey . 0 ^ )
For convenience we w ill denote this matrix by Yj  i.e.
Yj  =  JYJt =  
Also, let X^ and Y^ be defined by 
X * =
Yy 0 
0 0„ > 0 (3.23)
E - 1 0
0 0* and Y? =
z - 1 0 
0 0, (3.24a,b)
Let T ( s )  be augmented by the complementary inner factors T 13(s ) and T 31Cs’ ) of T 12is ) 
and T 2iis  ) respectively to
Tai s ) =
r n OO t 12^ ) P 13^  )
t 2M 0 0
T ^ i s ) 0 0
a - b 2f h c 2 h d 21 b 2 - X * C \ D u
0 a - h c 2 B i—H D 2i 0 0
= C i ~ D  i2F C l D n D 12 D u
0 C 2 D 2\ 0 0
0 - D 31B l ( J TY fJ') D 2\ 0 0
(3.25a)
with the alternative realization
A - B 2F b 2f B i b 2
0 a - h c 2 B i~ H D 2i 0 0
C l- d 12f d 12f D ii D 12 D u (3.25b)
0 C2 D 2\ 0 0
0 - D 31B l ( J TY tJ ) D%\ 0 0
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The following procedure describes how the hidden modes in Ta i s ) associated with the 
open LHP Smith zeros of T i2is  ) and T 21O') can be identified. It involves partitioning the 
matrices contained in the realizations (3.25a,b), and also the matrices in the algebraic Riccati 
equations (3.6) and (3.7). The necessary steps are given in Procedure 3.1 but the details of 
calculations are relegated to an appendix. At the end of the procedure, we get truncated
realizations for Ta ( s ) with and T2i GO r : , ( f f ) beingT i2(.s ) T 13(5 )
balanced. It w ill be shown later in Lemma 3.2 that these truncated realizations for Ta is  ) 
are in fact minimal.
Procedure 3.1
(i) To Identify and truncate hidden modes of Tai s ) :
Applying a basis change
I  0 
0 J to the realizations (3.25a.b) for Ta is  ), and denoting
Af  = A - B 2F.  Cf  = C i~ D  i2F
we obtain
Ta ( s ) =
Ah = J  i A - H C f ) J T , Bh = J iB i~ H D 2{)
H C 2J t H D 2i b 2 - X fC { D 13
0 Ah Bh 0 0
C/ C i J T D u d 12 D 13
0 c 2j t D 2i 0 0
0 - D 31B { j r Y t D zi 0 0
with the alternative realization
B 2FJt B 1 b 2 - x 1c \d 13
0 Ah Bh 0 0
C/ d 12f j t D u D 12 D 13
0 c 2j t D 2i 0 0
0 - D 31B { l TY f D 31 0 0
(3.26a,b) 
(3.27a,b)
(3.28a)
(3.28b)
It can be verified that the matrix pairs iAf , C f )  and iAh , Bh ) have the structures given by 
(see Appendix B.2 for details)
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where
dim(A^22) = d x and dim(A/,22) = dy (3.30a,b)
It is obvious from (3.29a,b) that (Af , C f )  has unobservable modes given by XiAf  22) and 
(.Ah ,B h ) has uncontrollable modes given by \(A A22). Furthermore, it can be seen from 
(3.28a,b) that ^-04/22) and X(Ah22) are also the unobservable modes and uncontrollable 
modes of Ta (s ) respectively. These hidden modes can be truncated and the number of states 
of Ta (s  ) is then reduced to (n —dx ) + (n —dy ).
(ii) To Balance T 12 G ) T 13(5 ) and
Suppose we have truncated the hidden modes from the realizations (3.28a,b) for Ta (s ) 
in the way described in step (i) above. Then, by applying a basis change
(3.31)
to the truncated realizations for Ta (5 ), the realizations in the new basis for
T 12G ) T  13(5 ) and 2 2 1 G ) r J iG ) w ill be balanced.
□
Details of the calculations for Procedure 3.1 are presented in Appendix B.2.
Suppose we follow Procedure 3.1 and let the resulting realization for Ta (s ) be denoted
by
A n
0
A 12 
^22
B 11 
B 21
B 12 
0
B\3
0
r . f r )  = C 11 C 12 D n D\2 D 13
0 C22 D 21 0 0
0 C32 D 31 0 0
alternative realization denoted by
^11 A 12 B n B \2 B\z
0 A 22 B 21 0 0
raG ) = C n C 12 D n D 12 D 13
0 C22 D 21 0 0
0 C32 D 31 0 0
(3.32a)
(3.32b)
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i.e. A n — /122 = u E«. C n  = Cf n Z - 2A B 21 — By 1/1 Bh_ and then
other subblock matrices are defined by the corresponding subblock matrices in the
realizations (3.28a,b). In addition to T nkjs ) T 13Cs  ) and
T \2 i s )  T h i s ) being inner and balanced, the realizations (3.32a,b) have other
interesting properties which are given in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2
(a) The realizations (3.32a) and (3.32b) have the following common properties
(i) T 12(.s ) T 13 Cr)
A n B 12 B 13II
C n D 12 13
is inner and balanced, i.e.,
.An + A n  + 12^12 + B 13B 13 = 0
A u  + A [i + C iiC n  = 0
D T12 b \ 2
C 11 +
B n  .
= 0
D Ti2 D Ti 2
B>12 B ) 1 3
D Tu
II
■^13
D 12 D 13
T u b )
T u t s )
A  22 B  21
0 0
II
C 22
C 32
B > 2 l
D l l
is inner and balanced, i.e.,
A  22 + A 22 + B 2\B 21 — 0
A 22 + A  22 + C 22C 22 + C32C32 — 0
D r21 d t31
B>21
B>2i B h  +
21 D
31 D
C 22
C32 = 0
'21
*31 d t21 d t31
I 0
0 I
I 0
0 /
(3.33)
(3.34a)
(3.34b)
(3.34c)
(3.34d)
(3.35)
(3.36a)
(3.36b)
(3.36c)
(3.36d)
(b) The realization (3.32a) satisfies
A 12 + B 11B 21 — 0 (3.37a)
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and the realization (3.32b) satisfies
^12  + C iiC 12 = 0 
D t13C 12 = 0
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(3.37b)
(3.38a)
(3.38b)
(c) The realization (3.32a) can be transformed into (3.32b) by the basis change
0 (n. -dy )
(3.39)
where Ez = diag(ElfO) and Ei is the common diagonal subblock of X  and Y  (see 
(3.20),(3.21)). Hence, we have
A 12 — Ai2 — AiiLz + 'LzA22 
B u  =  B n  +  T,ZB 2 i  
C 12 = C 12- C n -Lz
(3.40a)
(3.40b)
(3.40c)
(d) The realizations (3.32a) and (3.32b) for Ta Cr ) are minimal and has a McMillan degree 
given by
deg(raG-)) = (n — dx ) + (ji — dy ) (3.41)
□
A proof of Lemma 3.2 is given in Appendix B.2.
The following corollary collects together the relationships which w ill be required for 
later developments. These relationships are obtained directly from the results given in 
Lemma 3.2.
Corollary 3.2.1
The realizations (3.32a) and (3.32b) satisfy
(i) C n  + D 12B t12 + D 13B l 3 = 0 (3.42)
(ii) B 2i + C22-021 4" C'32-^ 31 = 0 (3.43)
(iii) A 12 B \2D \2C 12 = 0 (3.44)
(3.45)
(3.46)
□
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(iv) £ ZA 22 4* A u Zz + B \ 2D 12^  12 4* B n B 2\ — 0
(v) B ^ D h  + T>ZC 22 = 0 
where Ez is defined as in Lemma 3.2(c).
A proof of Corollary 3.2.1 is given in Appendix B.3.
Remark 3.2.1
By Procedure 3.1, the realization (3.16) for T i2( s ) is reduced to the minimal 
realization
r 12CO =
with the unobservable modes in (3.16) being removed. By Lemma 3.1, any unobservable 
mode in (3.16) is also an open LHP Smith zero of T 12Cs"). Also, by Assumption 2.2(b),
P i2( s ) (and hence T 12(^)) does not have Smith zeros on the jo ) -axis. Hence, we can
conclude that the above realization for T 12Cy) has no Smith zeros in <C_. Similarly, the 
realization
A 11 B 12
C 11 B) 12
r 21(5) =
A 22 B 2iII
C22 B>21
also has no Smith zeros in (D_.
□
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3.3 Review of H°° Interpolation Theory
In this section we present a brief review of results in H°° interpolation theory 
developed by Hung (1988,1989a). These results w ill be used in the sequel for solving the 
model-matching problem (MMP) stated in the previous section. One of the H°° 
interpolation problems considered by Hung (1988) is :
A Bi b 2
C D i 0
Problem 3.3 (H°°IP) : Given N  {s ), M  Cr ) e JHL- with a combined realization
N { s ) MGO
in which N{s')  is square, and let y  >  0 . Find E ( s )  e 1H+ such that 
ll^COIloo = minimum or IlisCOIIco ^  y  
subject to the constraint
[N {s)E{s) ]_  = M i s )
(3.47)
(3.48a,b)
(3.49)
□
A characterization of solutions to Problem 3.3 is given in the following theorem which we 
will use for solving MMP1 and MMP2.
Theorem 3.3 (Solutions to H°°IP)
In the notation defined by (3.47)-(3.49), suppose (A , B\,  C i, D{)  is minimal, and let 
symmetric matrices Pi  >  0 and P 2 ^  0 satisfy
Also, let
A P ± + P iA t -  B i B \  = 0
A P 2 + p 2a t -  B 2B t2 = 0
r  = y 2P i - P j
(3.50)
(3.51)
(3.52)
Then
(a) Attainable minimum and existence of solution 
Problem 3.3 has an attainable minimum given by
O- = \ « ( Pi ' -P2) (3.53)
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and Problem 3.3 admits a solution iff y  >  cr. or equivalently, T ^  0.
(b) Characterization of solutions
(i) Optimal solutions : Suppose T is rank deficient (i.e. y  — o'), then a suitable basis 
change can be chosen to apply to the realization (3.47) such that
r* o 
o o (3.54)r  =  =
for some Tx = T £  >  0. Let the following matrices be partitioned conformally with (3.54)
(3.55a,b,c)
(3.56)
A  n A  12 *11 i ; *21
A  = A  21 A  22 . *1 = *12 . b 2 = *22
Then a solution Eds ) e 1U+ to Problem 3.3 is given by
Eds)  = Q d H d s f U d s V
where
- U T i + r r 1* ^ ) t ~xb 12 I T 1*  ii
B d s )  = y 2B Tn 0 - i
- y B T12 yi 0
(3.57)
and Uds ) € S+ is any sub-inner transfer function satisfying
y  B 2i U ds ) + B 22 = 0 (3.58)
(ii) Suboptimal solutions : If T >  0 (i.e. y  > cr), a characterization of all solutions to 
Problem 3.3 is also given by (3.56) and (3.57) in which A n ,  B n .  5 12, and T -^1 are 
replaced by A  , B v  B 2. and T-1 respectively. In this case the basis change is unnecessary, 
and the condition (3.58) is discarded.
□
A proof of Theorem 3.3 can be found in [39].
Remark 3.3.1
The main computations required in the solution for Problem 3.3 are to solve the 
two Lyapunov equations (3.50) and (3.51). In the optimal case when T is rank deficient, a 
basis change T to achieve (3.54) may be obtained as follows. Let T which is symmetric have 
a singular value decomposition
r  =  u o
o
o, UT, Tx >  0
where U is orthogonal and r is a rank defect of T. Then, we can obtain T of the form 
(3.54) by applying an orthogonal basis change T = UT to the realization (3.47).
□
The above theorem is sufficient for solving MMP1 since such a problem can be 
decomposed into two simpler problems in the form of H°°IP. To deal with MMP2 and 
MMP3, we require another result based on a basic kind of model-matching problem, namely 
a one-sided model-matching problem (OSMMP), which is stated as follows.
Problem 3.4 (OSMMP) : Given M i s )  e Mis y Xm and N  is ) € Mis y xk , p  >  k with a 
combined realization
Mis')  N i s )
A B i  B2
C D 1 D 2 (3.59)
and let y  >  0. Also, let a model matching error E is  ) be defined as
E i s ) = M i s )  -  N i s ) Q i s ) ,  Q i s ) e M + (3.60)
where Q ( s )  is a free parameter. Subject to (3.59) and (3.60) , find Q i s )  e JHL+ such that 
E i s )  e 1H+ and
II^GOIloo = minimum or | | £Cr) | | ^  y  (3.61a,b)
□
Hung (1989a) has reformulated the above OSMMP as an interpolation problem and 
then solved it by using the results obtained from [39]. A characterization of optimal and 
suboptimal solutions to Problem 3.4 is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.4 (Solutions to OSMMP)
In the notation defined by (3.59)-(3.61), suppose N i s )  is both stabilizable and
detectable with no Smith zeros in <£_, and is orthogonal. LetD 2 D  3
R = y 2I  -  D t1D 2D t2D 1 >  0 (3.62)
If is sufficiently large, there exists a unique stabilizing solution T = Tr to the following
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r z  + z r r  -  rwr + v = o
where
Z = - { A - B 2DlC +{ .B 1- B 2D T2D d R ~ 1D\DitD l C Y  
W = C TD z{ I + D l D 1R~1D T1D 2)DTzC 
V = B 2B t2 -  (B 1- B 2D l D 0 R - K B 1- B 2D l D iy
(3.63)
(3.64)
(3.65)
(3.66)
(a) Existence of solution and optimality
Problem 3.4 admits a solution iff T ^ 0. Furthermore, y  is the attainable minimum 
iff one or both of the following conditions are satisfied
(i) T loses rank
(ii) y  = IlMiCOIloo where
A fifr) =
- ( . A - B 2D T2C - B 2BT2Y)T CT D 2D 2 +Y(B i~ B 2D 2 }
D l c r - 1 D $D t (3.67)
in which Y > 0 is a unique stabilizing solution to the algebraic Riccati equation
( A - B 2D T2C ) TY  + Y ( A - B 2D l C ' ) -  Y B 2B l ' {  + C t D zD lC  = 0 (3.68)
(b) Characterization of solutions
(i) T rank deficient : Suppose T ^ 0 has a rank defect r  >  0 (i.e. y  is the 
attainable minimum), and let Y be defined by (3.68). There exists a congruence 
transformation matrix T such that
jT(Y%r  y^)T ^  ~
r *  0 
0 0r (3.69)
where Tx = T j  >  0. Let a basis change T = T Y% be applied to the realization (3.59) 
and let the matrices in the transformed realization be partitioned conformally with (3.69) 
i.e.
T A T '1 =
■A 11 A 12 B ii B 12
A  21 A 22
II8
-#21 . t b 2 = -#22
c r -1 =
(3.70a,b,c) 
(3.70d)
Let
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Si  = R - v‘{{B11- B 12D lD 1)TT - l + D l D 3D lC l)
s2 = s -Kb21- b22d d^1)t
Then, a solution Q (s ) e to Problem 3.4 is given by
Q ( s )  = $ ( f f , ( s ) , U ( s ) )
where
(3.71a)
(3.71b)
(3.72)
a 11- b u d t2c 1- b V2b tV2t ; 1 B ii B i2D 2D i B i2
Hqt O  = d t2c 2+ b \2 i t 1 
S i
D \ D i  - I  
- R *  0
(3.73)
and U ds ) e S+ is any sub-inner transfer function matrix satisfying
B 22u ( s ) - S l  = 0 (3.74)
Furthermore, the error function E is ) € JM+ corresponding to Q ds ) in (3.60) is given by
E (s )  = 4>(£r4( s ) , f / ( s ) ) (3.75)
where
A u - s 12£>|'c i- s 12s [2 T - 1 B i B i2D 2D i B 12
Beds)  = d 2d \ c 1- d 2b \2 T - 1 
Si
B 2D 2D i D 2 
- RK 0
(3.76)
(ii) r  full rank : If T >  0 (i.e. r = 0 ), the solutions to Problem 3.4 are also given 
by (3.72)-(3.76) in which A n ,  B llt Z?12, C\,  and T * 1 are replaced by A , B lt i?2,Ci, and 
I 1 respectively. In this case the basis change to the realization (3.59) is unneccessary, and 
the condition (3.74) is discarded.
(c) Solution degree bounds
The McMillan degrees of Qds)  and E ( s )  are bounded above by
degiQisf) ,  deg(ZjCO) ^  deg(A ds )) + degdlf ds )) — r (3.77)
□
A proof of Theorem 3.4 can be found in [Hung 1989a]. 
Remark 3.3.2
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The congruence transformation matrix T of (3.60) can be obtained by, for 
example, performing a singular value decomposition on Y^T Y t/z. The requirement ’N  (5 ) 
has no Smith zeros in (V- can be replaced by ' N i s )  has no Smith zeros on the j  o> -axis’. 
In this case Y ^  0 and has a rank defect equal to the number of open LHP Smith zeros of 
N i s ) .  The solutions given in Theorem 3.4 are still valid but T has to be redefined as a 
generalized solution to the algebraic Riccati equation (3.63); A characterization of solutions 
to OSMMP in which N i s )  has open LHP Smith zeros is given as an extension to the above 
theorem which can be found in [40]. As far as our solution process for H°°CP is concerned, 
we do not require such an extension to Theorem 3.4.
□
Some additional properties of the solutions to OSMMP are stated in the following 
corollary. These results w ill be used for later analysis.
Corollary 3.4.1
(a) If the solution T to the algebraic Riccati equation (3.63) is of fu ll rank (i.e. r  = 0), 
then Hq is  ) and He is ) given by (3.73) and (3.76) satisfy
I l i ^ G O I l o o  =  l | t f e 2 2 0 ) l l o o  <  1
(b) If y  is suboptimal, then the solution E i s )  defined by (3.75) and (3.76) satisfies
I I ^ G O I l o o  <  V  l l t / O O I L  <  1
I I ^ C O I l o o  =  y  O  l l t f O O I I c o  =  1
□
A proof of Corollary 3.4.1 can be found in [40].
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In this section we will solve the model-matching problem associated with the H°° 
control problem of the 3rd kind (MMP3) by using the OSMMP results given in Theorem 3.4 
together with the results on properties of T i s )  given in Lemma 3.2. The idea behind our 
solution is that we can decompose MMP3 into two simpler model-matching problems each 
of which is in the form of an OSMMP. The two one-sided model-matching problems are 
related by a certain condition and each problem can be solved by using Theorem 3.4. In 
subsection 3.4.1 we w ill first outline the solution procedure using transfer function matrices 
without involving state-space realizations. In subsection 3.4.2 we then develop the 
solutions to MMP3 in state-space framework by following the procedure outlined in 
subsection 3.4.1. The main results obtained are then summarized in subsection 3.4.3.
3.4.1 Outline of Solution Procedure
The procedure for solving MMP3 can be divided into two stages. Each stage involves 
formulating a one-sided model-matching problem which is then solved by using Theorem 
3.4.
Stage 1
In the notation of Problem 3.2 (MMP) stated in Section 3.1, let the transfer function 
matrices Qr is  ) and Qr (s ) be defined by
Qr is ) = Q is y r2i i s ) € JHLjf.
Qr O') = Qr O') ~’ [X 12 is liCr )]+ €
Then, the model-matching error Eis  ) defined by (3.12) can be written as
(3.12) E i s )  = T n {s ) -  T 12{ s  )Qt  is  ), Qr is  ) e M +
(3.78)
(3.79)
(3.80)
Since 12 T 13 is inner, we have
E  =
T \2T  11 Qr
Tl2 T n i T u T n 0 )
Decomposing T \2T n  into its stable and unstable parts and using (3.79), we have
(3.12) E  = (T i2lT\2T ll]- + T u T’n T l l ) - T i 2 QT. Qr e M +
Now. we have a one-sided model-matching problem which can be stated as :
(3.81)
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OSMMP 3.4.1 : Subject to (3.81), find Qrds)  € M+  such that Eds) e M + and
UNCOIL ^ y (3.82)
□
Applying Theorem 3.4 to the above problem, we obtain
Qrds)  = $ G E T ( j ) . I 7 ( s ) ) .  £ 7 0 0  e S + (3.83)
and the corresponding E  (5 ) is given by
Eds)  = ®dHeds) ,Uds)) ,  Uds) e S+ (3.84)
for some H  ds ) and He ds ).
The reason we state the above problem subject to (3.81) rather than (3.80), which is 
also in the form of equation (3.60) of the OSMMP, is to reduce the degree of the algebraic 
Riccati equation required to be solved in Theorem 3.4. The solution for OSMMP 3.4.1 only 
requires a solution to an algebraic Riccati equation of degree Qi— dx ), rather than 
dn— dx )+dn — dy ) if the problem is stated subject to (3.80). This degree reduction w ill be 
apparent in the next subsection when we derive state-space solutions. Also, the solutions
(3.83) and (3.84) are based on an assumption that the solution to the algebraic Riccati 
equation associated with OSMMP 3.4.1 is of fu ll rank, which is generically true.
Stage 2
The sub-inner function £7O') given in (3.83) and (3.84) is not a free parameter since it 
must be chosen such that Qrds)  of (3.80) satisfies the constriant defined by (3.78). Using 
(3.79) and (3.83), we have
(3.78) <^> Qds)T21ds) = $ 0 7 0 0 ,£ 7 0 0 )  + [T*12ds)Tn ds)]+
Qds)T21ds) = Q d H d s l U d s V (3.85)
where H d s )  in (3.85) is obtained by using (2.24). By an application of Lemma 2.6, we can 
write the above equation in the other form of the linear fractional transformation
(3.78) Q ds ) r 21(5 ) =  V d H d s l U d s ) )
= ( H n +UH2ir K H 12+Uff22)
A
Let the transfer function matrices QHds ) and Qnds ) be defined by
Qh = dHn +UH21) Q (3.87)
(3.86)
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Qh = Qh -  [H12r21]+ - U [ H 22T21]+ (3.88)
It w ill be shown in the next subsection that Q is stable iff QH is stable. It is obvious from
(3.88) that the stability of Qh  ds ) guarantees the stability of Qnds ). Using (3.87), we have
(3.86) 7712 + U H 22 = Qh T21. Qh € M + (3.89)
Multiplying both sides of (3.89) on the right by 21 *  31T\ , we obtain
(3.89) H 12T 21 H „ T \121 31 + U h 22t 21 h „ t \2 2 1  31 Qh 0
We then decompose H i2T*2i and H 22T*2i into their stable and unstable parts, and by using
(3.88) we have
(3.89) \.H12T*21 ]_ H 12T*Z1 + U [H22T21}_ h 22t 31 Qh 0
where
M ds)  = 
JVCj) =
UT( s ) = M T( s : ) -  N T( s m ( s ' ) .  Q „ ( s ) e B +
~ [ H 12T'21l -  - H n T\ i  ] [ \H22T'2 l \ .  H 22T \ x
-1
-1
■/ 0 [H22T 2i)~ H 22T'3l
(3.90)
(3.91a)
(3.91b)
The sub-inner function U ds ) must belong to 1HL+ and have H°°-norm less than or 
equal to unity. Hence, the problem of finding U ds ) such that the constraint (3.78) is 
satisfied is an one-sided model-matching problem which can be stated as :
OSMMP3.4.2 : Subject to (3.90) and (3.91), find UTds)eJHL+ such that
l l t / ^ I L  ^ i (3.92)
□
The reason we turn (3.89) into the form of (3.90) is similar to that explained earlier
A
when we turn (3.80) into (3.81). It w ill be shown in the next subsection that M d s ) and 
N d s ) w ill have state-space realizations of degree dn—dy ) which is the degree of the 
algebraic Riccati equation required to be solved in the solution for OSMMP 3.4.2.
By an application of Theorem 3.4 to OSMMP 3.4.2, we obtain
Uds)  = <X<Huds) .U ds)) (3.93)
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for some Hu (j ). t/Cr) e S+ is a sub-inner transfer function which may have to satisfy a 
certain condition in the optimal case (to be shown in the next subsection). Now. (3.84) and 
(3.93) together provide a closed-form solution for B(s  ). To recover Q (x ), we note that
(3.85) Q ( s )  = ® C ff(j).^ (ff)) jJ iO -)
(3.94)QCr) = <P(Hq( s ) , U ( s ) )
where the last step is obtained by using (2.24). Hence, a closed-form solution for Q ( s )  is 
given by (3.94) and (3.93).
3.4.2 Development o f State-Space Solutions
In this subsection we w ill develop the solutions to MMP3 in the state-space 
framework by following the procedure described in the previous subsection. We w ill use 
the notation defined in the previous subsection. Also, we assume that r a(x ) defined by
(3.25) has minimal realizations given by (3.32a,b) with the properties given in Lemma 3.2.
Stage 1
To solve OSMMP 3.4.1, first we need to find the realizations for 
(Ti 2^ T\2T n]_ + T 13T \3T n ) and T 12 of (3.81) which has the form
E = (r  12[T 12T n ]_ + T 13T 13T n ) — T 12 Qr , Qr e 1HL+
We cascade the conjugate of the realization (3.33) with the realization for T \ \  given by 
(3.32b). Then, by applying a basis change
I - I 0
0 I 0
0 0 I
to the cascade realization, we obtain
T 12 
T n ii
- a & 1 1' A n — C n C n  — A  12— C 1 1 C 1 2 "~Bn~~CiiDu
0 A 12 B n
= 0 0 A  22 B 2\
b \ 2 B l 2 + D t12C 11 B 1 2 C 12 D12D11
B Tn B t13 + D i 3C n ■ ^ 1 3 ^ 1 2 • ^ 1 3 ^ 1 1
— A n 0 0 - B n - C Tn D n
0 A n A 12 B 11
= 0 0 A  22 B  21
B { 2 0 B12C12 D12D11
B \ 3 0 0 -£*1 3 ^ 1 1
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in which the last step is obtained by using (3.34b,c) and (3.38a,b). After truncating the 
unobservable modes corresponding to A (A n ) from the above realization, we obtain
- A Tn 0
T\2Th 0 ^ 2 2 7? 21
TuTn BTn D 12&  12 D 12-0 n
Bl3 0 D \ z D  n
(3.95)
Taking the unstable projection for T\2T n  and truncating the unobservable modes 
corresponding to A (A 22) from the realization (3.95) for T \ 2T n , we have
{T\2T n ]_ 
T \ iT xl
“ ^11 —B u —C u D u
= b \ 2 0
B Tiz •^1 3 ^ 1 1
(3.96)
We cascade the realization (3.33) with the realization (3.96), and then apply a basis change 
to the cascade realization to obtain
- I
I
12 13 T'nTu
A n ^ 11+ ^  11 +^12^12+^13^13 B u H C ^  + B 12D 12 )-Dn
0 -A L l - ( i i i + c { i Z ) n )
c ii C h + D i2B j2 + D i3B 13 7^  13-^  13-^  11
A n 0 ^11+CCii +B i2D i 3 )-Dn
= 0 -^ 1 1 - ( i n + C l i D n )
c n 0 7 ) i 3D i3Z)ii
in which the last step is obtained using (3.34a) and (3.42). Truncating the unobservable 
modes corresponding to A (—A n )  from the above realization and noting the realization
(3.25) for T  12Cs- ), we can obtain the combined realization
T v i T  12 T 11]-+ ^  13^  13^  11 12
^11 B 11—B 12-0 i2D 11 B 12
C n ■^ 137^13^11 D 12
(3.97)
where we have also made use of (3.42).
The realization for T i2Cs) given by (3.97) is both controllable and observable and has
D 12 D 13 being orthogonal.no Smith zeros in (D_ (see Remark 3.2.1). Also, we have
Thus, OSMMP 3.4.1 satisfies the assumptions required by Theorem 3.5. Suppose y  is chosen 
large enough and let
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R = y 2I  -  D Tn D n D Tl3D n  >  0 (3.98)
then there exists a unique stabilizing solution II ^  0 to the algebraic Riccati equation
where
n z + z Tn -  n ivn  + v = o (3.99)
Z = - U u -  B 12D T1C n  + (.Bn - B n D Tv2D 11')R-1D Tn D liD rn C n )T (3.100a)
W = C Tu D H U + D T13D 11R - 1D T11D n ')D{iC u  (3.100b)
V = B 12BT12 - { B n - B 12D T12D 11')R-KBu - B 12D Tn D n )T (3.100c)
For the purpose of analytical simplicity, we w ill assume that II >  0 which is the case if y
is sub-optimal for OSMMP 3.4.1. This assumption is true when y  is suboptimal for MMP3 
and generically true even when y  is the attainable minimum for MMP3. For notational 
simplicity, let us introduce 0  whose inverse is defined by
0 - 1 = I T 1 - /  (3.101)
By an application of Theorem 3.4, the solutions to OSMMP 3.4.1 are given by (3.83) and
(3.84) i.e.
Qrds) = $ 0 7 0 0 ,  t/OO), i/G O eS *
Eds)  = <I>CffcOO. t/OO), U d s ) e S +
in which the realizations for H ( s )  and He (s ) are obtained using (3.73) and (3.76). After 
some simplifications using (3.101) and (3.34c,d), we have
H d s )  =
(3.102)
Huds  ) H  12ds )
H 21ds ) H 22CO
11 B 12-^  12 0 _ 1 B i i —B i 2D \ 2D n B 12
= B \ 2 0  1 0 - I
s - R * 0
H A s ) =
# e nO ) # e 120 )
tfe21(*) Hej y )
A n ~ B  \2B \ 2 Q 1 B i r ~ B i 2D \ 2D n B 12
= C u - D n B ^ B - 1 D \ zD \ 2D u B 12
S - R * 0
(3.103)
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where
S — R %(C-Sn“ •Si2^i2j^ n )r © 1 + -®ii + D l . C u ) (3.104)
Stage 2
From (3.85), we have
Q i s } r 21i s }  = oCar(5 ).^ 0 r )) + [r*12(ff)ru (j)]+ = oCffOO. u i s } }  
in which, by using (2.24), the transfer function matrix H  Cr ) is given by
H u +[T\2T ii\+ H 12 
H 2\ H 22H i s }  =
From (3.95) the stable projection of T\2T u  is given by
[T\2T u ]+ =
(3.105)
^22 B 21
D 12C 12 D 12-O n
(3.106)
The (1,1) subblock of H i s }  is obtained by adding the realization (3.106) into the (1,1) 
subblock of the realization (3.102), and the other subblocks of H i s }  are the same as the 
other subblocks of (3.102). Hence, we obtain
H i s }  =
H  ii 
H 2\
H 12 
H 22
Au~~B 12B i 2 0  1 0 B i \—B 12D i2D  n B\2
0 22 -8 21 0
!
1©
£>12(512 B> 12^11 - I
s 0 - R l/z 0
(3.107)
The linear fractional transformation $>iH, U } can be written in the other form of the linear 
fractional transformation as (3.86) i.e.
Q i s } T 21i s }  = V i H i s } , U i s } }  = i H n +UH2J ~ K H 12+UH22}
A
in which the realization for H i s }  can be obtained by applying the transformation (2.32) to 
(2.36) to the realization (3.107). Then, we have
H i s }  =
A
■ ff l l B i t H u 1 B ^ H n
II
B 21 B 22 — H t t H  12 H i i - H t t H u ' H n
(3.108a)
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^11 B 12D 12C 12 B 12 B n
0 ^22 0 B 2i
- B t12Q - x) —d \2c  12 - I —D \2B>u
s 0 0 - r1a
(3.108b)
It is obvious from (3.108) that H O  ) belong to M+.  Hence. Qh O  ) defined by (3.87) i.e.
Qh = ( H n +UH21) Q  
belongs to M + if Q (s') does. Furthermore, the converse is also true i.e.
Qh O )  € JM+ Q O ) e M +  (3.109)
a proof of which is given in Appendix B.4.
A A
Next, we w ill find the realizations for M G ) and A G )  which are defined by (3.91a) 
and (3.91b) i.e.
- l
M G ) = 
N O )  =
~[H12T'21 ]- -A 12t'31 ] [  [H22T'21l. h22t'21
- I  o ] [  [H22T’2lL h22t'21 1-1
We cascade the realization (3.108b) for H12 H22 with the conjugate of the
realization (3.35) for 21 1 31 , and then apply a basis change
I 0 0
0 I I
0 0 I
to the cascade realization to obtain (after some simplifications using (3.36a,c)) 
H 12 r * rrt*21 ^31
^  22
A n  ^12-^12^12 —B i2D 12C 12 B n B 21 B  11- 2^1 B11.D21
0 -^22 0 0 0
0 0 “ A 22 C22 C32
—B \ 2Q~x —B>\20\2 D i2 (C 12+Z> 11^21 ) 12^ 1\D 21 - D T12D n D$i
s 0 r 1ab t21 -R*DT21 —R^Dh
After truncating the uncontrollable modes corresponding to \ ( A 22) from the above 
realization, we then apply another basis change of the form
\*/t LUjSLKJ! U p u g v  /  O
where is defined as in Lemma 3.2(c), to the truncated realization and finally obtain
H 12T*21 h 12t*31 
H 22T2I H  22^21
A n
0
—'LzA t22—A i \^z'—B i2D i2C u ~ B iiB 2i 
—A 22
B \\D  21 +EzC22 
C22
B  11-^131 + E ZC  32 
C 32
1O1 B \ 2 e - %  + D \2 (C 12+^11 B T2 1 )  
-S'Lz+R*Bl1
- D T12D llLD l 1
- r *d t21
- D Ti2B>11D T31
1
A n  0 + ^ 2 ^ 2 2 0
1O C 22 ^ 3 2
- B \ 2 0 " 1 B ^ e ' ^ + D l z i C ^ + D u B l O —D 12D 11D 21 —D \ 2B>h D 3i
S -S 'L z+ R ^ B i 1 1 b - R * D  t31
(3.110)
in which (3.110) is obtained using (3.45) and (3.46). The following realizations (3.111) 
and (3.112) are obtained as follows. First, the first row of the matrix on the left hand side 
of (3.110) is multiplied through by -1, which results in the third row of the realization
(3.110) being multiplied through by -1. Then, we take the unstable projection for 
—H \ 2T*2 \ and H 22^21 and we note that the realization for H  \2T*31 and H  22^*21 given by
(3.110) have uncontrollable modes corresponding to X(An ) which can be truncated. 
Finally, we obtain
[Hl2T*2l]- - H 12T21 =
~~a \2 C22 C32
- B \ 2 e - ^ z - D l z  ( C u + D n B h  ) D h P n D h D l 2D n D T31
221 21
* * ~ A 2 2 C l 2 r T32
H  2 2 ^  31 — - S Z z + R * B l1 - R * D T21 1 >3 b w
s
(3.111)
(3.112)
It should be noted from above that we have included the constant terms in the unstable
A  #  A  $  A
projections of H i2T21 and H 12T31. Hence, QHi s )  defined by (3.88) w ill consist of the
A ^ A ^
stable projections of 21 and H 22T 2i without the constant terms. Using (2.16), the 
inverse of (3.112) is given by (after some simplifications using (3.36a,c,d) and (3.43))
[ ^ 22^ 21]- h 22t \ x
-1
^22+-B2i-R_i4S E I b 21r ~ «
- - ( C 22+Z)21J J - ,4S 2 z )
$1
tH
Q1
- ( C 32+£)31i?- ''55 E 2 ) - d 31r ~ *
(3.113)
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To obtain the realization for Mis'),  we cascade (3.111) with (3.113) and then apply the 
basis change
I  - I  
0 I to the cascade realization. By using (3.36c) and (3.43), we can
show that the cascade realization has uncontrollable modes corresponding to X(—A 22 )• 
After truncating these uncontrollable modes, we obtain
A 22+ B 2iR aS~Lz b 21r -*
- B Tn  Q~1’Zz —D \ 2 ( . C u + D n R - ^ S ^ )
M ( s )  =
A
The realization for A  (5 ) is obtained by cascading
AGO =
- I  0
A 22+ B 2lR - tiS-Zz b 21r - *
C 22+ D 2iR~‘aS'Zz d 21r -«
(3.114a) 
with (3.113) which yields
(3.114b)
By putting together the transpose of (3.114a) and (3.114b), we obtain the combined 
realization
M t (s ) N t (s )
A 22 +'Z[Sr R - 1/ijyT*>21 - E j O - ^ - C C  12+ f l11f i - KSE2 )r D u C T22+-LZS T R - ^ D h
R~■Vit>T " 21 - R - * D Tn D 12 R~‘aD 2i
A
A B i
A
B 2
(3.115)Ac
A
D 1
A
d 2
where A = A T22 + Z [S TR - %B^1 , C = R~1AB T21 . , etc.
Before applying Theorem 3.4 to OSMMP 3.4.2, we need to check that all the
. A A
assumptions required by the theorem are satisfied. It can be verified that (A , C ) is 
detectable by using the fact that (A 22. B 21) is completely controllable. By the nature of the
A A
problem, (A , B 2) must be stabilizable if the chosen y  for MMP3 is feasible. Using Lemma 
2.1, the Smith zeros of N r (s ) are given by the unobservable modes of
U t22 +'£>[STR~^B2i - { C l 2 + ^ S TR - * D t21 )D 2iR1^ R~1/iB 2i , D 3lR 1AR - * B T2 l)
= (A 22 ~ C 22D 2iB 21 , D 2iB 2i )
which are the Smith zeros of T 2i { s ). Hence, from Remark 3.2.1 we have verified that 
N T (s ) has no Smith zeros in (C_. Next, we need to make b 2 column orthogonal. This can 
be achieved by performing a scaling on the realization (3.115) for N T(s ). Suppose D 2LS
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is column orthogonal where Ls is nonsingular, then (3.90) can be written as
uT =  m t — (n t l.X l.-'qS')
where N r (s ) is scaled on the right by Ls and Z.,-1  is absorbed into Qh Cs ). This results in
A A * .  A A
B 2 and D 2 in the realization (3.115) being replaced by B 2LS and D 2LS respectively. The
A
scaling matrix Ls can be obtained by performing a singular value decomposition on D 2.
A A
Henceforth, we w ill assume that Ls has been absorbed into N  u )  so that D  2 is column 
orthogonal.
Now we can obtain U(.s') by applying Theorem 3.4 to OSMMP 3.4.2. Let
A At
D 2 D  3 be orthogonal and let
R = I  -  D t1D 3D t3D 1 >  0 (3.116)
Suppose y  in Problem 3.2 is chosen sufficiently large such that the problem is feasible. 
Then, there exists a unique stabilizing solution T ^  0 to the algebraic Riccati equation
r z  + z rr -  r w r  + v  = o (3.117)
where
Z = — (A —B 2D 2C + (B i~B  2b  2D {)R ^ D i D  3D 3C Y  . (3.118a)
W = C tD 3( I + D 3D 1R - 1D t1D 2)Dt3C (3.118b)
A A A A A A — A A -  A A A A
V = B 2B l  -  (B i~ B 2DI d  x)R "'(fl 2D x)r (3.118b)
Let T >  0 have a rank defect given by
d T = d e f(D  (3.119)
There are two cases associated with d  r :
(i) Case o f dr >  0
This implies that y  is an attainable minimum for MMP3. Let Y >  0 be the unique 
stabilizing solution to the algebraic Riccati equation
A A A A m A A A A A A m  A —^ A A «  A
(a - b 2d 2c Y y  + Y ( A - B 2D 2C ) - X B 2B t2 Y  + C t D 3D t3C = 0 (3.120)
There exists a congruence transformation matrix T  such that
Tx 0
r (Y «rY «)r r o ^  (3.121)
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_  A
where Tx = Tx >  0. Let a basis change T be applied to the realization (3.115) and let 
the matrices in the transformed realization be partitioned conformally with (3.121) i.e.
(t y 1a)a  c ty ^ ) -1 =
A A A
^11 A 1 2 A  A B i i
A
A 21
A
A 22
{ T Y a')B1 = B 21
B 12
B  22
c ( f  r^ )_1 =
Let
+ Dibbled 
S 2 =  R - \ B 2X- B 22b T2b x7  
Then, the solution U{s  ) € JOT+ to OSMMP 3.4.2 is given by (3.93) i.e.
Ud s )  =  <DCffu O r ) ,u O O )
in which
and U is ) e 5+ is any sub-inner transfer function satisfying
B 22Ut (s ) - S %  = 0
(3.122a,b)
(3.122c,d)
(3.123a)
(3.123b)
~  A, A A _
A n “ 5  \2D 2C \—B i2B 12 r x B i—B i2D 2D i B 12
=
A A A A A m 4
D iD lC 1- D 2BTn r ~ l
^  ^  /TT ^
D 2D 2D i D 2
A ©$1
(3.124)
(3.125)
(ii) Case of dr = 0
In this case the solution defined by (3.93) and (3.124) are still valid provided that
A A A  A A A
A  n , B 12, C i, T " 1 are replaced by A ,  B i, C , T respectively. Also, the basis change 
to the realization (3.115) is unneccessary, and the condition (3.125) is discarded.
Finally, the solution Q i s ) is given by (3.94) i.e.
SCO = © C ff(ff) .tf(ff))r £ i(j)  = 
in which the realization for Hq is ) of (3.94) can be obtained as follows. Using (2.24), we
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First, we cascade the realization (3.106) for
(3.35) for T*2 i , and then apply the basis change
# 1 1
# 2 1
with the conjugate of the realization
1 0  0 
0 I  - I  
0 0 0
to the cascade realization. It can be shown by using (3.36a,c) that the cascade realization 
has uncontrollable modes corresponding to \C 4 22)- By truncating these uncontrollable
modes from the cascade realization and noting the realization (3.107) for 
obtain
#  12 
# 2 2
, we
#,(*)
12-812© 1 B n B h - B u D l z D n B l i (B 11—B 12D 12D  11)^21 B 12
1O 1 O SP 0
B 12 0  1 D 12 (C12+79 n-5 21) D y > n D i i - I
S —R^B 21 - R * D h  . 0
(3.126)
This concludes the development of state-space solutions for Problem 3.2.
3.4.3 Main Results
The state-space results obtained in the previous subsection lead to the following 
theorem. The theorem provides conditions for feasibility of y  and gives a closed-form 
state-space characterization of solutions for Problem 3.2 (MMP3).
Theorem 3J5 (Solutions to Problem 3.2)
In the notation of this section :
(a) Sufficient conditions for y  to be feasible for Problem 3.2 (MMP3) is that the 
algebraic Riccati equations (3.99) and (3.117) admit stabilizing solutions II and T, 
respectively, which satisfy
n  > 0 (3.127)
and
(3.128)
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Furthermore, y  is an optimal H°°-norm of Problem 3.2 if *1’ is the attainable minimum for
OSMMP 3.4.2. A sufficient condition for this is that T is rank deficient.
(b) Suppose the conditions (3.127) and (3.128) are satisfied. Then the solution to 
Problem 3.2 (MMP3) is given by
Q ( s )  = (3.129)
with the corresponding error function given by
E ( s )  = (3.130)
where Hq, He and Hu are defined by (3.126), (3.103) and (3.124) respectively, and U e S+ 
is any sub-inner transfer function which has to satisfy condition (3.125) if d T >  0.
Proof:
(a) The conditions (3.127) and (3.128) for the feasibility of y  follows directly from 
the derivation and argument prior to the theorem. The condition for optimality can be 
proved by making use of Corollary 3.4.1(b), as follows. Suppose y  is feasible but only 
suboptimal, then there exists a solution E{s  ) to Problem 3.2 such that
II^COIloo < y  
Applying Corollary 3.4.1(b) to (3.84), we can deduce that
lltfC O IL  <  1
This implies that ’1' is not the smallest upper bound for feasible U ’s, and hence ’1’ is not 
the attainable minimum for OSMMP 3.4.2. Therefore, if ’1* is the attainable minimum for 
OSMMP 3.4.2, then y  is optimal for Problem 3.2. By Theorem 3.4(a), a sufficient condition 
for T ’ to be the attainable minimum for OSMMP 3.4.2 is that T loses rank.
(b) The results (3.129) and (3.130) follow directly from the derivation prior to the 
theorem.
□
It is noted that a tight upper bound for the McMillan degree of E (s ) can readily be obtained 
from (3.130), which is stated in the following corollary. The McMillan degree bound for 
is CO w ill be used in the next section to derive the degree bound for H°° controllers.
Corollary 3.5.1
deg(2s(0) ^  (2n —dx —dy ') — d T + deg(£/CO) (3.131)
Chapter 3
where n , dx and dy are defined by (3.3), (3.14) and (3.15) respectively. 
Proof:
By considering the realizations (3.103) and (3.124), we have
deg(^Te) <  dim(An ) = ( j i— dx )
A
degC# « ) ^ dim(An ) = ( j i— dy ) — d T 
It is immediate from (3.130) that
deg(Z? (s )) <  deg(i7e ) + deg(Ru ) + deg(JJ ) 
Hence, (3.131) follows from the above three inequalities.
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□
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3.5 McMillan Degree Bounds for H°° Controllers
In this section we will derive the McMillan degree bound for H°° controllers Kds  ) for 
problems of the 3rd kind. The McMillan degree bound for Q (5 ), which is a solution to the 
corresponding model-matching problem (MMP3), w ill also be obtained. Our method of 
deriving the McMillan degree bounds for Kds  ) and Q (5) makes use of Corollary 3.5.1 and 
the following lemma which is taken from [Limebeer and Hung 1987].
Lemma 3.6
In the feedback system of Figure 3.1, suppose jP(s ) is defined by (3.2) and let K ds) 
have a minimal realization given by
K ds) =
Bk
ck D* (3.132)
Also, we assume that (I  + D 22^ k ) is invertible. Then, for the closed-loop system  
represented by 4>(P Qs ),—K  (5 )),
(a) every unobservable mode in <&(F(s ),—K  (s )) = Smith zero of P V2,ds )
(b) every uncontrollable mode in <E>(PCy ) —K  (s )) = Smith zero of P2l(-s )
□
A proof of Lemma 3.6 can be found in [Limebeer and Hung 1987].
(i) McMillan Degree Bound for K(s)
From (3.10) and (3.12), we have
Eds)  = OCPCO-TsTOO) (3.133)
Let us assume that K { s  ) in (3.133) is of minimal degree and define npz to be the number of 
pole-zero cancellations which occur when forming 0 (P ( j  ),—K ( s  )). Then, we can deduce 
from (3.133) that
degCE ds )) = degCP ds )) + degCST Cr )) — npz 
=s> degCfiTfa)) = degdEdsJ) + npz — n (3.134)
where n is the McMillan degree of P (5 ).
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Using Lemma 3.6 and the fact that K d s )  is a stabilizing controller, we can conclude 
that any unobservable modes and uncontrollable modes in $>(.PCs-),—j&TCsO) must be at the 
open LHP Smith zeros of Puds ) and P 2ids ) respectively. Hence, we can deduce from (3.18) 
and (3.19) that
npz <  dx + dy (3.135)
where dx and dy are defined by (3.14) and (3.15) respectively. The upper bound for 
McMillan degree of Eds)  is given by Corollary 3.5.1.. Hence, using (3.131) and (3.135) in 
(3.134) we have
degCST ds )) ^  n + degdU ds )) — d  r (3.136)
□
(ii) McMillan Degree Bound for Q(s)
The McMillan degree bound for the solution Q ds ) to MMP3 can be derived in the same 
way as above. We note from (3.12) that
E ds)  = T 11d s ) - T 12ds)Qds)T21ds) 
= Q d T d s ) . -Q d s ) ) (3.137)
where
Tds)  =
T n d s )  T 12i s )  
T 21ds) 0
has minimal realizations given by (3.32a,b). Suppose Qds)  in (3.137) is of minimal degree 
and let npz be the number of pole-zero cancellations which occur when forming 
<£(r (5 ),—Q ds )). Then, we can deduce from (3.137) that
degdQ ds )) = degdE ds )) + npz — degdT ds ))
= degdE ds)) + npz — d.2n—dx —dy ) (3.138)
in which we have replaced the McMillan degree of Tds)  using (3.41). By an application of 
Lemma 2.1 and using (3.44) and (3.38b), we can easily show that the Smith zeros of
A n A 12 B 12
= 0 A  22 0
C n ^1 2 D 12
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are given by the eigenvalues of A 22 • Similarly, we can also show that the Smith zeros of
A n A 12 B 11
T 2  i ( * )  = 0 A  22 B 21
0 C 2 2 D 2 i
are given by the eigenvalues of A n .  By Lemma 3.6 we can conclude that X (A n) and 
\ ( A 2 2) contain the uncontrollable modes and unobservable modes (if any) in 
3>(rCs-). —Q GO) respectively. Since dim (A n) = ( n —dx) and dim(A22) = i n —dy ) , we 
have
npz ^  In -  dx -  dy (3.139)
Hence, using (3.131) and (3.139) in (3.138) we obtain
deg(2G-)) ^  ( 2 n - d x- d y) + d e g ( i / ( j ) ) - ^ r  (3.140)
□
Remark 3.5.1
The McMillan degree bound for (2 CO given by (3.140) indicates that the closed-form 
state-space solution for Q (s ) given by (3.129) in Theorem 3.5(b) is not minimal. There are 
at least ’n —dy ’ hidden modes in the realization (3.129) for Q (5). Suppose we have reduced 
the degree of Q CO to be equal to its upper bound (3.140). Then, (3.136) suggests that 
there are at least ’2n —dx —dy ’ hidden modes in j&TCO obtained by substituting Q is  ) and 
K 0(5 ) of (3.9) into (3.8). Such hidden modes should be truncated to yield the final K ( s  ).
A
Numerical examples suggest that d T is often equal to one. By choosing U ( s )  as a constant
matrix, the H°° optimal controller K ( s )  w ill have a McMillan degree less than or equal to
(n — 1). Also, the associated optimal closed-loop transfer function <KP(.s- )) and the
solution Q ( s )  to the corresponding MMP will have a McMillan degree less than or equal to 
(2 n — 1) — (dx +dy ).
□
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3.6 Computational Algorithm
The systhesis procedure for obtaining a controller for an H“  control problem of the
3rd kind is summarized in the following algorithm. The algorithm consists of four phases
in which the main computations required are listed.
Algorithm 3.2
1. Youla parametrization & Transformation of H°°CP into MMP3
(i) Solve the ARE’s (3.6) and (3.7) for X  and Y .
(ii) Obtain the two minimal realizations (3.32a,b) for the augmented Ta (5 ) by 
Procedure 3.1.
2. y -iteration
(i) Solve the ARE (3.99) for II. If II >  0, proceed to next step, otherwise (i.e. II 
does not exist or II ^  0) increase y  and repeat this step.
(ii) Solve the ARE (3.117) for I \  If T ^  0, proceed to next step, otherwise (i.e. T 
does not exist or T <  0) increase y  and return to step (i).
(iii) If T loses rank, set y opt = y  and proceed to Phase 3. Otherwise (i.e. T >  0), 
either decrease y  and return to step (i) or proceed to Phase 3 if y  is considered 
to be satisfactorily small.
3. Determination of solution Q(s) to MMP3
(i) If T is rank deficient, solve the ARE (3.120) for Y and choose a sub-inner 
function {/CsO which satisfies (3.125), otherwise (i.e. T is of fu ll rank) choose 
any sub-inner function U (x ).
(ii) Calculate Q ( s )  using (3.129) and truncate the hidden modes. If required, 
E{s  ) can be obtained using (3.130).
4. Recovery of H°° controller K(s)
Calculate K ( s ) using (3.8) and (3.9) and truncate the hidden modes. If 
necessary, reverse the effect of preliminary scaling on K  (s ) (see Section 2.2).
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3.7 Solution Procedure fo r  MMP2 and MMP1
The model-matching problems associated with H°° control problems of the 2nd kind 
(MMP2) and the 1st kind (MMP1) can be solved in a similar manner to the solution process 
for MMP3 described in Section 3.4. In this section we will only outline the solution 
procedures for solving MMP2 and MMP1 without providing state-space solutions. The 
state-space solutions to MMP2 and MMP1 can easily be obtained by following the 
procedures given here and making use of the results given in Lemma 3.2.
3.7.1 MMP2
Consider the case when T 12(s ) is nonsquare and T 2iCt ) is square and inner. The first 
stage of the procedure for solving MMP2 is the same as the procedure given in subsection
3.4.1 up to (3.89). Here, we w ill adopt the notation defined from (3.80) to (3.89). Then, we 
have
(3.89)
or
where
^ 12^21 + UH22T2i — Qh , Qh € Hi+
[h 12t *21L  + [u h 22t *21]-  = 0
[Nr (s )UT( s )]_ = M t (s )
M [H22T 21Y  - [ h 12t *21]I
(3.141)
(3.142)
A combined realization for (3.142) can readily be obtained from (3.111) and (3.112). 
Hence, the problem of finding a sub-inner function (/(s') satisfying (3.141) is an H°° 
interpolation problem which can be stated in the form of Problem 3.3 as :
H°°IP 3.7.1 : Subject to (3.141) and (3.142), find U (5 ) € such that
l l £ / ( * ) I L  <  1 (3.143)
□
The solution U ( s )  can be solved for by applying Theorem 3.3 to the above problem. After 
obtaining U (5 ), the solutions Q ( s ) and to the MMP2 can be determined by using
Chapter 3
(3.94) and (3.84) respectively.
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3.7.2 MMP1
For this type of model-matching problems, both and T 2iG )  are square and
inner. The solution procedure for MMP1 can be divided into two stages. In each stage we 
have to solve an H°° interpolation problem in the form of Problem 3.3.
Stage 1
Let (2rG) be defined as in (3.78) i.e.
f irG ) = Q G ) r 21G ) e M +
We have from (3.80) that
£ G )  = r n G ) - r 12G)Qr G ), Qr ( s ) e M + 
o  [r*i2 G )£G )H - = [r*12G ) r n G )]_ (3.144)
Now, we have an interpolation problem which can be stated as :
H00IP 3.7.2 : Subject to the constraint (3.144), find E is ) e JM+ such that
ll£G )llco  <  y
By an application of Theorem 3.3, the solution J5(s ) to H°°IP 3.7.2 is given by
E ( s )  = <E>(GeG ) ,f /G ) ) ,  f / G ) e 5 +
for some Ge G ) obtained using (3.57).
Stage 2
In this stage we will find a sub-inner function U is  ) such that Qr  can be factorized as 
(3.78). Using (3.80) and (3.146), we have
(3.78) QT2i = T*12T n  -  T \2 <$(Ge , U)
O  QT21 = $ (G , U ) (3.147)
where the linear fractional transformation in the last step is obtained using (2.24). Using
Lemma 2.6, we can write the above equation as the other form of the linear fractional
transformation
(3.145)
(3.146)
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(3.147)
Let Qg be defined by
It can be shown that
QT21 = V ( G ,U )
= (G „  + UG2i)~I(G l2 + UG22)
Qa = (,Gn  + UG21) Q
Q g € JH1+ <=> Q e  1M+
Using (3.149), we have 
(3.148) G 12 + UG22 — QgT21. Qg €
Multiplying both sides of (3.151) by , we get
^ 12^21 + UG 22^21 = Qg * Qg  ^ JHLjf
O  [<5 12^ 211-  + [ ^ 22^ 211-  = 0
[OF is  )c/r G )]_ = m t i s )
where
(3.148)
(3.149)
(3.150)
(3.151)
N r M 1 [G 22^21 F  “ [ G ^ J I
(3.152)
(3.153)
Then, the problem of finding U i s )  e $+ such that (3.78) is satisfied is equivalent to the 
following problem :
H 00 IP 3.7.3 : Subject to (3.152) and (3.153), find U i s )  6 JEI+ such that
l l u C O I L  ^  i
Applying Theorem 3.3 to the above problem, we obtain
U i s )  = <D(GaG ) ,U G ))
(3.154) 
□
(3.155)
where Gu is ) is obtained using (3.57) and U is  ) € S+ is a sub-inner transfer function. Then, 
(3.146) and (3.155) provide a solution for E i s ) .  To obtain Q is ) ,  we have from (3.147) 
that
Q i s )  = < K G G ).£ /G ))r2iG )
o napier o page bfZ
= &(Gq( s \ U ( s ) )  (3.156)
in which the last step is obtained by using (2.24). Hence, (3.156) and (3.155) form a 
solution for Q is ). This completes the outline solution for MMP1.
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3.8 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter we have introduced a new method for solving H°° control problems.
, j
Our approach employs the'well-established Youla parametrization technique to characterize 
the set of all stabilizing controllers K i s  ) in terms of a stable parameter Q (s ). The Youla 
parametrization also transforms the original H°° control problem into a model-matching 
problem which has an objective function of the form
E i s )  = T n i s ) -  T 12is )Q i s ) r 21i s )
where T\j is ) are derived from the generalized plant P i s  ) given in the original problem. The 
Youla parametrization requires solving two algebraic Riccation equations of degree 'n' where 
n denotes the McMillan degree of the generalized plant P i s ). The properties of the 
solutions to the two algebraic Riccati equations have been investigated and some important 
relationships regarding the properties of Ty i s ) are obtained. Then, the model-matching 
problem is solved using H°° interpolation theory [39,40] Our solution involves decomposing 
the model-matching problem into two simpler problems which are either in the form of an 
H°° interpolation problem [39] or a one-sided model-matching problem [40]. Each problem 
is then solved, and the solutions for Q i s )  and E i s )  are obtained. The H°° controller K i s )  
is later recovered by back substitution using Q is ).
It is remarked that our approach is similar to that of Hung (1989b) who solves 
problems of the 3rd kind by decomposing the original problem into two one-sided model- 
matching problems which are then solved using the results in [40]. However, it should be 
pointed that the difference between the two approaches is that we employ the Youla 
parametrization whereas Hung (1989b) uses the Q-parametrization in the form of
Q ( s )  = K G ) ( I  + P 22( s ) X ( s ) ) - t 
to obtain the set of all stabilizing controllers.
In this chapter we have provided a closed-form state-space characterization of 
solutions Q i s )  and E i s )  to the model-matching problem associated with an H°° control 
problem of the 3rd kind. Only an outline solution is given in the case of problems of the 
2nd and the 1st kind. The features of our approach to H00 control problems can be 
summarized as follows.
(1) The closed-form state-space solution for E i s )  is obtained directly without first 
having to calculate Q is ) .  and it has a degree which is small enough to be used as a tight 
upper bound for the McMillan degree of E is ) .  This w ill be useful for problems in which 
we are more interested in obtaining minimal degree E is ) rather than Q is  ).
(2) Undoubtedly, the most computationally demanding part of the solution process 
for H°° control problems of the 3rd kind is the y -iteration. In each iteration solutions to 
three algebraic Riccati equations (ARE) of degree n are required if the Hankel- 
approximation approach [17,81] is used, and two ARE’s of degree ’n’ if the recently 
developed approaches [19,33,41,57] are used. In contrast the y-iteration produced by our 
approach requires to solve ARE’s of smaller degree, in each iteration the solutions to two 
ARE’s of degree 'n —dx ’ and 'n —dy ’ are required where dx and dy are equal to the number 
of open LHP Smith zeros of Pyiis  ) and jP2iG ) (the (1,2) and (2,1) subblocks of generalized 
plant P is ) )  respectively. It w ill be seen in the next chapter that the computational 
advantage offered by this degree reduction can be very significant in certain type of H°° 
control problems.
(3) It is shown in [40] that the process for solving the one-sided model-matching 
problem encounters some difficulty if one of the given transfer function matrices has Smith 
zeros in the open LHP. This is because these open LHP Smith zeros implant themselves as 
infinite eigenvalues in the solution of the ARE required in the solution process. This 
difficulty can be overcome by redefining the solution to the ARE as a generalized solution 
which is described in [40]. This situation arises when P 12G ) and 7*21(5 ) have open LHP 
Smith zeros, which is considered in some detail in [41]. In contrast our approach does not 
have this difficulty since by construction we have removed the hidden modes in T  i2G )  and 
T 2iG )  associated with their open LHP Smith zeros before solving the model-matching 
problem.
(4) The McMillan degree bounds for Q i s )  and the H°° controller K i s )  are obtained 
by making use of the tight McMillan degree bound for ii G )  obtained earlier and the results 
of Limebeer and Hung (1987). It should be pointed that a model reduction is required at 
the end of computation process to truncate the hidden modes of Qis  ) and K i s  ).
CHAPTER 4
H°° FEEDBACK DESIGN WITH MULTIPLE OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS
4.1 Introduction
When H°° minimization approach was first introduced into control system design, the 
approach was used to deal with control problems with single objective functions. Zames 
and Francis (1983), Francis and Zames (1984), Chen (1984), Chang (1984) and Francis et al 
(1985) used the sensitivity function as an objective function to represent the effect of 
disturbances at the plant output. The complementary sensitivity function was used by 
Safonov and Chen (1983) as an objective function in the problem of maximizing stability 
margin for a system with multiplicative plant perturbation. It often occurs that in practice 
a single objective function is not adequate when several design factors have to be included. 
For example, the requirements such as power and bandwidth limitation, plant saturation, 
stability robustness, etc. cannot be incorporated into a single sensitivity function. It is 
known that the minimization of the (weighted) sensitivity function alone may sometimes 
lead to a design which produces improper controllers, or controllers which give rise to 
unbounded control signals.
To overcome this deficiency of the single objective function approach, some alternative 
approaches involving two objective functions have been introduced into H°° feedback design. 
Typically, the two objective functions w ill consist of a closed-loop transfer function T  1(5 )
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reflecting system performance such as tracking, disturbance rejection, etc., and another
limitation. Verma and Jonckheere (1984) have introduced a method for minimizing two 
objective functions of the form
where T jCs ) and T2( s ) are the weighted sensitivity and complementary sensitivity 
functions for a SISO system. Kwakernaak (1985) has also proposed a polynomial-based 
method for minimizing (4.1) in the multivariable case.
In contrast to the above approach, Foo and Postlethwaite (1984) have introduced a 
combined transfer function approach in which the two objective functions are combined into 
a single transfer function matrix. Suppose T jCt ) and T 2( s ) are competing objective 
functions which share the same inputs (or outputs), their approach is to minimize
where i = 1, 2, • • • , m and m is the number of columns of T^Cy) or T 2( s ). The 
combined transfer function approach has proved to be a popular H°° design technique and 
has been used in a number of control applications [22,55,60,80,97]. This is because the
example, our method described in the previous chapter or other available methods 
[19,33,41,57,81]. Also, the combined transfer function approach offers a simple way of
the extent limited by (4.3)).
In this chapter we w ill introduce an alternative H°° approach to feedback design for a 
system with two objective functions. Our design approach is to directly minimize the 
maximum of the H°°-norm of two objective functions i.e.
closed-loop transfer function T 2( s ) reflecting stability robustness or control signal
HT-iCOH’ + l |r 2( » | | ’ (4.1)
rjGO  
II r 2GO (4.2)
Foo (1987) has shown that (4.2) imposes bounds on each of the frequency-dependent 
singular values of T ^ js ) and T2Cr ) and obtained the following inequality
problem of minimizing (4.2) can readily be solved in the state-space framework using, for
bounding and shaping singular value frequency responses of the two objective functions (to
max ( llriGOHoo, llT zC O ID (4.4)
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The reasons for our proposal of minimizing (4.4) rather than (4.2) are as follows.
(1) The inputs and outputs of the two objective functions 7* 1(5 ) and T2(s ) may be 
specified independently, whereas the combined transfer function (4.2) requires TiCr ) and 
T 2{s ) to share the same inputs (or outputs).
(2) The optimal bound obtained by minimizing (4.4) is the smallest possible upper 
bound for each objective function (when the two functions are being minimized 
simultaneously). Whereas in the combined transfer function approach the objective 
functions are bounded only within a factor of V2 (3 dB) of the norm given in (4.2) due to 
the following matrix inequality [80]
T i ( s ) T itr )
t 2 0 ) I L  <  m a x ( | |r 10 ) l L , | | r 2( .r ) lL )  «  || r 2CO I L  (4.5)
Hence, minimizing (4.4) yields a tighter upper bound for each objective function than 
minimizing the combined transfer function (4.2).
(3) Since the two objective functions T iCr ) and T 2(s ) are taken together in (4.2), it is 
not easy to manipulate the shape of their frequency responses individually, whereas (4.4) 
allows more control over the shape of each objective function due to the tighter upper 
bound obtained (albeit only for one of the two functions over any one frequency range).
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2 the problem of minimizing (4.4) is 
formulated in the form of a system with a linear fractional feedback configuration. An 
iterative procedure for finding a solution to the proposed problem is presented in Section 4.3. 
In Section 4.4 we will consider the problem which has weighting functions incorporated into 
the two objective functions. Various computation aspects of the iterative procedure are 
discussed in Section 4.5. Also, an example is given to illustrate the proposed design 
technique. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Section 4.6.
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4.2 Problem  F orm ulation
g e n e r a l i z e d  p l an t  PCs)
pn (s ) P12(S)
P2 I(S) P22(s)
u
-K( s
Figure 4 .1 : Feedback configuration for system in  1st iteration
Suppose two objective functions T-t (s ), i — 1, 2 of a feedback system containing a 
controller K ( s  ) are the transfer function matrices from an input ut to an output y* i.e.
Tids)  = i =  1 .2  (4.6)
Then, the problem can be stated as :
Problem 4.1 : Find a stabilizing controller K ( s )  for the system such that
max ( llr^^Cs-)||oo, WTy^^s)!!«, ) ^  y  (4.7)
for some y  >  0.
□
Unfortunately, the above problem cannot be rearranged into the standard form of the H°° 
control problem described in Section 2.2 because it is not possible to express the left hand 
side of (4.7) in the form of linear fractional transformation of a known generalized plant 
and the controller K  Cs-). Hence, the problem cannot be directly solved using the method 
described in the previous chapter or other available methods. Instead, we w ill develop an 
iterative solution based on the feedback configuration shown in Figure 4.1. In this figure the 
generalized plant PCs’) is the transfer function matrix from [u\ u \  u ^Y  to 
CyT y T2 y l Y  and is partitioned such that
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y  i “ i
y z
= i ’ll
u 2
+  P  12u 3
yz  = P 21
U i
W2 + P 22u 3
(4.8a)
(4.8b)
The closed-loop transfer function matrix from [u\ u \ Y  to \ y \  y ^ Y  is given by the linear 
fractional transformation :
T TxjtP\ ■‘■y 1*2
T Txy 2“i y 2U2
= 0 (P . - K ) (4.9a)
=  P u  -  P n K U + P * i K Y lP 21 (4.9b)
We w ill assume throughout this chapter that there exist controllers K ( s )  which stabilize 
PCs-) in the system of Figure 4.1 (see Lemma 2.7 for conditions for existence of stabilizing 
controllers).
r K(s) G(s)
Figure 4.2 : Negative unity feedback system
Given a feedback system with two objective functions defined by (4.6). it is always 
possible to rearrange the system into the feedback configuration of Figure 4.1 (with the aid 
of additional fictitious inputs or outputs if necessary). For example, let us consider the 
negative unity feedback system shown in Figure 4.2. which is subject to an additive 
disturbance at the plant input. Suppose the two objective functions of the above system are
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defined to be the transfer function matrices from r  to e and from d  to u i.e.
T x = T„ = Q + G K T 1 (4.10)
T2 = = K { I + G K Y lG (4.11)
Then, the above system can be rearranged into the feedback configuration of Figure 4.1
where the generalized plant Pis')  is given by
i ’ll P 12 I - G  ] G
p  = P 21 P22 _  0 
"  /
_ _ 0_  l
- G  T g "
A direct substitution into (4.9b) shows that Tyu  and Ty2u2 are equal to (4.10) and (4.11) 
respectively. We note that the combined transfer function approach [10] is not applicable to 
the above example since the two objective functions (4.10) and (4.11) do not have any 
common inputs (or outputs). In this respect our approach of minimizing (4.7) offers a 
greater flexibility since the inputs and outputs of two objective functions are allowed to be 
specified independently.
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4.3 Solution to the M ultiple Objective Problem
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In this section we will develop an iterative scheme for finding a solution to Problem 
4.1. We first note that
max ( llTy^Jloo, llr ^ J lo o )  = 
Hence, inequality (4.7) can be written as
-7 l“l 0
■7 2“2
(4.13)
T 0J-y i«i ^
y 2u 2
(4.14)
Let <E>(P,—PT) of (4.9a) be partitioned conformally with T7iU ,( jL, j  = 1,2), and let the 
( i , j  ) subblock of 4>(P, — K ) be denoted by <£y (P , —jST ). The transfer function matrix in 
(4.14) can be rewritten by using (4.9a,b) as
T 0y iu i v
0
= C P n -  
If we define
A
P =
then (4.15) can be written as
0 <D12( P , - iT )
$ (P ,-J T ) <e>21(p , - p : )  0
0 3>12( p , - i r )
e>21(p , - pt) 0 ) -  P 12K { I + P 22K')~1P 7
P l l  P 12 0 o 12(p , - p:)
1
I 0
P21 P 22
— *21 Cp . - -p :)  0
0 0 1 0
1
(4.15)
(4.16)
■?i“i
0 ■y 2U2
= 4>(P,-PT) (4.17)
and inequality (4.14) becomes
I l f l C P . - J S D I L  < y  (4.18)
Hence, Problem 4.1 is equivalent to finding a stabilizing controller K  such that (4.18) is
A
satisfied. If P is fixed, this problem can easily be solved using our method given in the
A
previous chapter or other available method. It can be seen from (4.16) that P  is given in 
terms of 4>12( P , — K') and <h2i(P , ) which are themselves functions of the unknown
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controller K .  Hence, there is no direct way of solving Problem 4.1 using the existing 
methods. Instead, we propose an iterative method for solving this problem. The method 
involves finding a stabilizing controller K x to satisfy (4.18) in which P  is given by (4.16) 
using the controller obtained from the previous iteration. The iterative procedure may
A
be started with P  equal to, for example, P  i.e. <£12CP, —K ) and 3>2iCP , ~ K ) of (4.16) are 
initially set to zero. Solving the problem this way, we w ill obtain a sequence of stabilizing 
controllers { K t } together with a mono tonic non-increasing sequence { y x } such that the 
corresponding Ty Ul and ^y2u2 satisfy (4.14) with y  = The iterative procedure is given 
in the next algorithm.
1 r _
PCs)
- K , ( s )
Figure 4.3 : Feedback configuration for system in ith iteration
Algorithm 4.1
1. Initialization: set i = 1, and &(P — K^)  = 0
2. Define
3. Solve the following H°° control problem (see Chapter 3)
Problem 4.2 : Determine y i  and a stabilizing controller Ki Cs-) for the system in 
Figure 4.3 such that
y x = I m in W H P i - K O W n  (4.20)
Ki______________ __i
4. If Vi is satisfactorily small, then go to step 5, otherwise set i = i + 1 and return to 
step 2.
5. Iteration stops, set y  = y t and K ( s  ) = K t {s ).
□
Before the above algorithm can be used to solve Problem 4.1, we need to justify a few  
points in the algorithm. These are presented in the next theorem.
Theorem 4.1
Suppose there exist stabilizing controllers for the feedback system shown in Figure 4.1.
Then
(a) For all i ^  1,
(i) There exist stabilizing controllers Qs ) for the feedback system shown in Figure
4.3.
(ii) Ki (s ) stabilizes P; (5 ) iff K t (s ) stabilizes P (s ).
(b) The sequence { y,- } is monotonic non-increasing and convergent.
(c) At the termination of Algorithm 4.1, K ( s  ) is a stabilizing controller satisfying
max ( ||r yiUl(5 )||co, \ \Ty2U^ s  )||oo) <  y
Proof:
(a) The proof is by induction. Obviously, both statements are true for i = 1. We now 
make an induction assumption that P,-_ 1 is stabilized by some PT,_i which also stabilizes P , 
and we will prove that the statements are also valid in the next iteration (i ). Taking linear 
fractional transformations for both sides of (4.19) with — K t , we obtain
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0
0 (4.21)
Hence the closed-loop system differs from <X>(P,—K i ) only in the two off-
diagonal transfer functions <I>i2( P a n d  <£21(P ,—PT;-]). This is depicted in Figure
4.3. By the induction assumption, <E>i2(P ,—PT,_i) and 0 21(P ,—PT,-i) are both 
asymptotically stable. Since there exist controllers which stabilize P , it can be seen from 
Figure 4.3 that there also exist controllers Ki which stabilize Pi .
We now note that the closed-loop system of Figure 4.3 is internally stable (see Section 
2.3) if all transfer functions from any input to any output are asymptotically stable. (For 
this purpose we introduce two fictitious inputs into both sides of the controller K it and 
outputs are taken from any point on the resultant block diagram). It is immediate from 
Figure 4.3 that the two stable feedforward transfer functions $ 12(P ,—K i - i )  and 
<I>2i(P ,—K i - i )  play no part in the stability of the closed-loop system. Hence, any Ki 
(determined by solving Problem 4.2 or otherwise) stabilizes P,- iff its stabilizes P . This 
completes the proof by induction.
(b) To prove that the sequence { y,* } is monotonic non-increasing, we w ill show that 
yi  ^  y i - 1, (i >  1) where
By part (a.ii), is a stabilizing controller for P and hence it also stabilizes P{. Suppose 
we use PT,_i as a stabilizing controller for P*, then from (4.19) we have
y f = m in|| <KPt-,-PT;) | |TO 
K,
(4.22)
V i-i = m in || <h(P;_i,— 1) lloo (4.23)
* 12CP - K i - J  
0
0
0 1>22( P - X i_ 1)
4>uU W —* i- l) 0
0 (4.24)
in which (4.24) is obtained by noting from (4.19) that 4>11CP,_1,—JsTj_i) = &u(P ,—K i - 1) 
and <h22(Pj_1.—.firi_ i) = ®22(P .—Ki-i)-  Now. we can deduce from (4.24) and (4.23) that
l l ® ( P , . - 2 T i _ x ) I L  <  7,-1 (4.25)
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From (4.22) Vi is the minimum norm obtained from the minimization problem where K t
ranges over the set of all stabilizing controllers for Pt , we then have
y t  <  W H P i-K i -D W c o  (4.26)
Hence, from (4.25) and (4.26) we can conclude that
Vi <  V i-i (4.27)
Obviously, the sequence { j } is bounded below (e.g. by zero) and therefore it is convergent.
(c) It follows from part (a,ii) that Ki is a stabilizing controller for P .  To show that 
Ki (s ) satisfies the constraint (4.7), we note from (4.20) that
m a x ( ||® 110 ,, . - j : , ) | | oo. | |© 22CP,.-JS:J) | | oo) ^  Vi (4.28)
From (4.19) we have 3>u (.Pi ,—K i ' ) = Q 11(P.—K i ' ) = T y lttl and $ 22(^1 ~ K i ) =
$ 22(P —Ki)  = Ty^ 2. This, together with (4.28), implies that
max ( HZyjaJloo,\\Ty2U2\\00') ^  y
□
Remark 4.3.1
An itearative procedure for solving Problem 4.1 has been proposed. The procedure 
involves solving a succession of H°° control problems in the form described in Section 2.2,
and at the same time the bound y  = y t is progressively reduced until y  converges to some
minimum bound. However, this minimum bound is not necessarily the global minimum 
(defined as the smallest possible upper bound for (4.7)).
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4.4 Problem s w ith  W eigh tin g  Functions
In this section we will consider Problem 4.1 which has weighting functions 
incorporated into the two objective functions, and show how Algorithm 4.1 can be modified 
to tackle such a problem in an effective way. Suppose weighting functions W^Cy) and 
W2C? ) are multiplied into the two objective functions which now have the form
T i i s )  = W iCO r^Cr), 6  = 1 ,2)  (4.29)
The minimization constraint (4.7) in Problem 4.1 is then replaced by
max ( | | | | W 2r72U2I L)  ^  y (4.30)
The simplest way to tackle this problem is to absorb WiCy ) and W2Cy ) into the generalized 
plant PCy) of the system in Figure 4.1, then the problem can readily be solved using 
Algorithm 4.1. For example, let us recall the feedback system in Figure 4.2 in which the 
two objective functions (4.10) and (4.11) are now replaced by
T x = W ^ I + G K T 1 : (4.31)
T 2 = W2K d I + G K y 1G (4.32)
Then, the generalized plant P is  ) given by (4.12) has to be redefined as
- W ±G W.G
P i s )  = 0 0 - W 2 (4.33)
/ - G G
and the problem can be solved by a direct application of Algorithm 4.1. This approach may 
be conceptually neat, but it gives rise to an unnecessary increase in the degree of the 
controller Ki is ) in the iterations (the issue of controller degree expansion w ill be discussed 
in the next section).
An alternative approach is to keep the weighting functions separate from P i s ). When 
the generalized plant PiGO is updated, the weighting functions can be absorbed into P,- (5 ). 
This is illustrated in Figure 4.4.
page w /
P , ( s )
K,(s)
P ( s )
Figure 4.4 : Feedback configuration for system w ith  weighting functions
This approach proves to be preferable to the previous one since it yields in each 
iteration a controller K t is ) of a smaller degree. The computational steps of this approach 
are given in the following algorithm which is a modification of Algorithm 4.1.
Algorithm 4.2
1. Initialization : set i = 1, and < £ ( P K 0) = 0 and let the weighting matrix WO-) be 
defined as
W ( s )  =
W iO )  0
0 W2(5 ) (4.34)
2. Define
P i ts )  = P i s ) -
0 0
o _ i 0_ (4.35)
0 0 ! 0
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and
P iG ) =
WG) o 
o / Pi G ) (4.36)
3. Solve the following H°° control problem (see Chapter 3)
Problem 4.3 : Determine y,- and a stabilizing controller Ki G ) for the system in 
Figure 4.4 such that
(4.37)
4. If Vi is satisfactorily small, then go to step 5, otherwise set i = i + 1  and return to 
step 2.
(5) Iteration stops, set y  = and X ( s )  = K t G )•
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4.5 Computational Aspects
The procedure for solving Problem 4.1 is computationally very demanding. Algorithm
4.2 requires in each iteration to solve an H°° control problem which is in general a problem 
of the 3rd kind. Algorithm 4.1 w ill not be referred to since it is effectively the same as 
Algorithm 4.2 with W G ) of (4.34) being set to I .  H°° control problems of the 3rd kind 
themselves can only be solved in an iterative manner by the y  -iteration. Hence, Algorithm
4.2 is a nested iterative procedure. The y -iteration required in step 3 of Algorithm 4.2 will 
be referred to as the inner loop, and the process of updating Pt G ) through steps 2, 3 and 4 
as the outer loop. In this section we w ill look at the computational difficulty associated 
with the degree expansion of controllers Ki G ) which is caused by the way P,- G ) is updated 
in the outer loop. Then, we w ill consider the computational issue regarding the y  -iteration 
in the inner loop. Finally, a design example is given and the results obtained are discussed.
4.5.1 Controller Degree Expansion
It is known from Section 3.5 that there exists a solution Ki to Problem 4.3 whereby 
the McMillan degree of K t is less than or equal to that of Pt-. However, we can see from
(4.35) and (4.36) that every time Pi is updated, 4>i2(P , —K i - 1), 4>21CP , —K i - 1) and W add 
more states into Pi . Hence, the McMillan degree of Pi and Ki can increase very rapidly 
with number of iterations i .  To see the problem of McMillan degree expansion, we w ill 
derive a bound for the McMillan degree of K t as follows. First let the McMillan degree of 
P  and W be denoted by n = deg(P) and nw = deg(W). Also, let rt denote the number of 
pole-zero cancellations in <E>(P, —A)). Then, from (4.35) and (4.36) we have
degCPj) = degCPj) + deg(W)
= degCP) + deg(Oi2CP, -JKi-i)) + deg(021(P , - K t- x)) + deg(W)
^ deg(P)+2(deg(P) +  d e g ^ ^ )  — r ^ )  + deg(W)
Hence, using the notation defined above we have
deg(Pj) ^  3n + nw +  2 degCfiTi-i) — 2 r t- i ,  (i >  l )  (4.38)
It has been shown in Section 3.5 that a solution Ki to Problem 4.3 can always be chosen
such that deg(P,-) ^  degCfiT,-). Therefore, from (4.38) we have
degC&Ti) < 3n + n w + 2 d e g ^ - i )  -  2 /*;_!. 6  >  1) (4.39)
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By a recursive application of (4.39), we obtain
degCST,) <  (2i+1-3 ) / i  + i2 i - l ' ) n w -  G ^  1) (4.40)
i = i
where the summation term on the right hand side of (4.40) is equal to 0 if i =  1. The 
McMillan degree bound given in (4.40) is in general not tight. Nevertheless, it gives an 
indication of a possible exponential increase of the McMillan degree of controllers Ki with 
the number of iterations i .
A number of numerical examples have been solved using Algorithm 4.2 and they show 
that the difficulty associated with the controller degree expansion is not as serious as (4.40) 
suggests. It has been found that an acceptable suboptimal solution to many example 
problems can usually be obtained in no more than three iterations through the outer loop. 
Also, there are a significant number of pole-zero cancellations ( n ) when forming 
<1>CP, —K i ). Such cancellations may either exist in K x itself or occur in the linear fractional 
transformation of P  and K x. It is suggested that in step 2 of the Algorithm 4.2 the pole- 
zero cancellations (including the approximate cancellations) should be removed before 
forming Pt using, for example, the balanced truncation method.
Remark 4.5.1
If the weighting matrix W is absorbed into P  and the problem is solved using 
Algorithm 4.1 (as mentioned in the previous section), the McMillan degree bound (4.40) for 
K x w ill have to be replaced by
degCBTi) (2i+1—3)(n + O  -  £ 2 ' ^ ,  (£ »  1)
7=1
The above McMillan degree bound shows that K x may have up to (21—2)/tw more states 
than the controller produced by Algorithm 4.2. This explains why Algorithm 4.2 is a 
preferable method for solving the problem with weighting functions.
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4.5.2 y -iteration
Undoubtedly, the computational burden of Algorithm 4.2 lies in the inner loop in 
which an H°° control problem (generally of the 3rd kind) is required to be solved. This 
computational burden is in fact due to the y -iteration used for finding the achievable 
minimal H°°-norm y t defined by (4.37). An obvious course of action to alleviate this 
computational burden is to replace Problem 4.3 by its suboptimal version i.e. (4.37) is 
replaced by
||4KZ’l . - * - , ) |L  <  7i  (4-41)
Also, it is suggested that Algorithm 3.2 is used for solving Problem 4.3 in order to reduce 
the computational load in the y  -iteration and hence speed up the solution process. This is 
because |Algorithm 3.2' only requires during the y -iteration the solutions of two algebraic 
Riccati equations of degree (n,-— z 12) and (n, — z 21), where ti* is the McMillan degree of Pit 
and z  12 and z 21 are the number of left-half-plane (LHP) Smith zeros of Pi and 
irrespectively  CP,- is the ( / , £ )  subblock of jP,). In each iteration Pii2 and P,-2l usually 
have a significant number of LHP Smith zeros which are either inherited from P 12 and P 21, 
or generated by the stable poles of <&12( P , — -Ki-i) and <J>2i(i*, when Pi is updated
using (4.35).
4.5.3 Design Example
An example is given here to illustrate the proposed design technique and the 
computational issues discussed above.
plantcontro l le r
G(s)
Figure 4.5 : Negative unity feedback system
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Example 4.1
Consider a SISO negative unity feedback system shown in Figure 4.5 in which the
plant G (5 ) is unstable and nonminimum-phase with a transfer function given by
G CO = ~ s  +  1(> (4.42)
j — 0.55" + 1
It is required to design a controller which stabilizes the plant, such that the two
transfer functions (see the above block diagram)
Tyxux = ( /  + G K T 1 (4.43)
= K ( J  + Gj5f)_1 (4.44)
satisfy the following frequency-dependent specifications
I TyiU£j(t)') I ^  I i x(y o») I, I 7 ^ 0 * 0 1  ^ I / 2C/C0 ) I. for all O) (4.45a,b)
where the bounding functions 11 Cs ) and l 2(s ) are given by
r ,   ^ _  2 Xs + 0.01) f ^  _  10 (5- + 2)2 „  ^  ^
/l(j) -  1 ,  + 4.5) • w  -   (7 + i o y  (4-46a'b)
In this example Ty u , which maps the reference input to the tracking error of the system, is 
used as an indicator for system performance, and Py2u2> which maps the plant output 
disturbance to the control signal, is used as an indicator for robust stability of the system. 
(Note that VTy^^j cu)!-1 is the maximum allowable magnitude at (0 of additive plant 
perturbation for closed-loop stability.) We w ill refer to Tyxux as the sensitivity and Ty^ as 
a robustness indicator. Let the weighting functions W i(x ) and W 2{s ) be defined by
W iW  = I f 1 CO. w 2(f)  = I f ^ s )  (4.47a,b)
Hence, the design specifications given in (4.45) and (4.46) w ill be satisfied if and only if for 
some y  ^  1,
m ax(||W 1r , 1. 1I L , | | lP 27’, J, 2ll„ )  y (4.4S)
The negative unity feedback system can be rearranged into the form of Figure 4.1 in which 
P(s  ) is defined by
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The above design problem is then solved using Algorithm 4.2 which has been implemented 
on a computer. The program was run for three iterations through the outer loop and the 
results obtained are presented in the following table.
i (iter, no.) 7i deg(P;) deg05:,) z  12 *21 deg(® CP ,-* * ) )
1 1.690 5 4 0 3 6
2 1.009 17 7 6 9 9
3 0.973 23 7 9 12 9
Table 4.1: Results of Example 4.1
In the above table z i2 and z 2i denote the number of LHP Smith zeros of Pi and P.-
‘ 12 21
respectively. Also, deg(Z;) and deg(<£(P, —K i )) are obtained after applying a balanced 
truncation with a relative tolerance of 10-5 (i.e. a transfer function T (5 ) is taken to have 
degree r if its (r + l)th  Hankel singular value is less than 10“5 times its Hankel-norm). It 
is noted that the results given in columns 4 to 7 are not a necessary part of the solution 
process. They are presented here for the purpose of illustrating the points discussed in 
subsections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2. In this example it has been found that when Pf is formed using
(4.35) and (4.36), two identical sets of stable poles introduced into P,- by <$12(P , — PT,_i) 
and 0 21(P , — K i - i )  become the uncontrollable modes and unobservable modes (of 
multiplicity two) of Pf and Pt respectively. Furthermore, these uncontrollable modes 
and unobservable modes have become the LHP Smith zeros (of multiplicity one) of P* and 
Pi respectively. In addition, the LHP Smith zeros of P i2 and P 2\ also become the Smith 
zeros of Pi and P, 21 respectively. This is illustrated in the z 12 and z 21 columns in the 
above table. Algorithm 3.1 has been used to solve the H°° control problem in each iteration 
i , and consequently the associated y -iteration only requires solutions to two algebraic 
Riccati equations of degree (deg(P,)—z 12) and (deg(P, )—z 21).
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Table 4.1 shows that a controller which meets the required specifications (indicated by 
y  ^  1) is obtained after three iterations. Hence, the algorithm is terminated with y  = y 3 
and K ( s  ) = K 3(s ) given by
,  x Cr +5.207)Cr2+0.322:r+0.714)Cy2+11.169.r+164.310)Cr2+4.824:r +17.510)
Cr +28.985)fr +0.01)0- +5 .514)02+11.156j + 164.019)O2+4.847.r +17.204)
(4.50)
The plots of the frequency responses of the two (weighted) objective functions W {Ty iU 1 and 
Ty2u2 associated with K t (5 ), (i = 1, 2, 3) are presented in Figures 4.6(a-c). It can be 
seen from these figures that the proposed design method effectively equalizes the variation 
of the maximum of the two objective functions. Figure 4.6(c) shows that the maximum of 
the two functions is almost fiat, and that the sensitivity and the robustness indicator are 
tightly bounded in the frequency ranges (t) ^  (o0 and a  ^  6)0, respectively. These plots 
also suggest that only a slight improvement w ill be obtained if one carries on beyond the 
third iteration.
Figures 4.7(a,b) show the plots of the frequency responses of the sensitivity and the 
robustness indicator with their bounds. The plots illustrate that the design specifications 
given in (4.45) are satisfied. They also illustrate that the sensitivity and robustness 
indicator have been shaped like their own bounding functions in the frequency ranges 
(o ^  (o0 and (0 ^  co0 respectively. This results from each objective function being tightly 
bounded over its own frequency range as illustrated in Figure 4.6(c).
Incidentally, the combined transfer function approach can also be applied to this 
example since the sensitivity can be taken to be the transfer function from the plant output 
disturbance to the plant output, and hence the two objective functions share the same input. 
The design problem based on this approach is to find a stabilizing controller J f ( s )  to 
minimize
(4.51)
Due to the way the problem of minimizing (4.48) has been formulated, it turns out 
that the controller K ^ s ) obtained from the first iteration is the same as the controller 
reqired for the above problem, and the associated achievable minimum is equal to 1.195.
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Obviously, K ^ s  ) does not satisfy the required specifications (4.45). Furthermore, it can be 
seen from Figure 4.6(a) that the combined transfer function approach has less control over 
the shape of each objective function. This illustrates one of the advantages of our proposed 
design method.
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Figure 4.6 : Frequency responses o f ■weighted objective functions  
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Figure 4.7 : Frequency responses o f objective functions w ith  their bounds
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4.6 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter we have considered the use of H°° minimization approach in feedback 
design for a system with two objective functions. For this purpose we have proposed an 
approach to directly minimize the maximum of H°°-norm of the two objective functions i.e.
max ( llriCOIIoo, Mr20)l loo)
Unfortunately, this minimization problem cannot be solved directly as an H°° control 
problem described in the previous chapter. We have presented an iterative method for 
solving the problem. The method is based on a nested iterative procedure in which the inner 
loop involves solving an H°° control problem and the outer loop is concerned with updating 
the generalized plant for an H°° control problem. Various computational aspects of the 
solution method have been discussed. Due to the tendency for a significant number of LHP 
Smith zeros to be created by the updating formula for the generalized plant, the 
computation load required by the y -iteration can be reduced considerably i f !Algorithm 3.2 
is used to solve the H°° control problem in the inner loop. Also, it has been found from 
numerical examples that an acceptable suboptimal solution to the problem can usually be 
obtained in three iterations through the outer loop.
An example is given to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed design technique for 
tightly bounding and shaping the frequency responses of two objective functions. The 
example shows that due to the tight bound imposed on the two objective functions, each of 
the objective functions can be shaped like its bounding function over a relevant frequency 
range. This illustrates that the proposed technique allows a designer the facility to 
manipulate the shape of individual objective functions.
Although we have only considered the case of two objective functions in this chapter, 
it is a straightforward exercise to theoretically extend the technique to the case of multiple 
objective functions. The computational requirements w ill however be prohibitive if more 
than two objective functions are involved.
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CHAPTER 5
APPLICATION OF H°° FEEDBACK DESIGN TO CONTROL OF A 
FLEXIBLE BEAM
5.1 Introduction
Systems such as satellites, large space structures or flexible robotic manipulators (used 
in industry or space) consist of mechanical parts which are made of lightweight structural 
materials. Due to their large sizes and lightweightness, these systems usually have very low  
damping coefficients, which can be as low as 0.005 for large space structures. As a result, 
vibrations can easily be set off by external disturbance forces which may be caused by 
positional manoeuvres of the system. In the case of satellites and large space structures, 
vibrations can persist for an undesirable long period of time due to the lack of damping 
from air resistance or weight effects. These vibrations must be suppressed in order to 
maintain pointing accuracy of on-board devices such as communication antenna reflectors. 
In the case of flexible robotic manipulators which are usually designed based on the 
requirements of fast tracking and light constructions, vibrations in their structures may 
result in the gripper vibrating around the desired trajectory. Hence, the structural 
flexibility must be taken into account when designing the control system for manoeuvring a 
flexible robotic manipulator.
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Theoretically, flexible structures are distributed parameter systems with an infinite 
number of oscillatory modes. An acceptable finite-dimensional model for a flexible 
structure may require a large number of states. In practice, due to hardware constraints 
such as limited number of sensors and actuators or limited on-line computational power, 
controllers for flexible structures are usually designed based on a reduced-order model 
which captures the essential dynamics of the overall system. A reduced-order model of a 
flexible structure can be obtained by selecting the dominant oscillatory modes which are 
usually the ones with low natural frequencies. Alternatively, several model reduction 
techniques for flexible structures have been proposed using various approaches e.g. balanced 
truncation [35], actuator and sensor influence functions [94], etc.
One essential feature of controlling flexible structures is to control a system with a 
large number of states by employing a controller with a much smaller number of states. 
Balas (1978) has shown that closed-loop instability may occur due to the unmodelled plant 
dynamics. This is known as spillover effect which is a phenomenon in which control energy 
is injected into the unmodelled modes of the system. Therefore, robustness is an important 
factor in feedback design for flexible structures as the controllers are now required to 
stabilize the nominal plant as well as the perturbed plant (i.e. nominal plant with 
uncertainty).
A number of control design techniques for flexible structures have been proposed, 
ranging from the well-known classical methods to advanced design techniques. We w ill 
mention some of these design techniques, as follows. Balas (1978) has proposed a design 
technique using a combination of a state estimator (in the form of a Kalman filter or a state 
observer) and a state-feedback controller. Meirovitch et al (1983) has designed a nonlinear 
on-off control law for a flexible structure based on an independent modal space control 
(IMSC) approach, in which the flexible system is represented as a set of independent 
second-order subsystems and a feedback design is carried out for each subsystem 
independently. Oz and Ozgiiner (1984) have proposed a design technique using a variable 
structure control approach in conjunction with the independent modal space control, in 
which the structure of the control law for each second-order subsystem of the plant may 
vary in different regions of the state space depending on the behaviour of trajectories. 
Bailey and Hubbard (1985) have illustrated a design based on distributed parameter 
control theory, and the design was evaluated by an application to the active vibration
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control of a cantilever beam using piezoelectric polymer as a distributed parameter 
controller. Schafer and Holzach (1985) have studied the active vibration control of a 
clamped-free flexible beam using a direct velocity feedback approach.
Yuan and Steiber (1986) have considered the problem of simultaneously controlling 
the communication beams and attitude of a flexible spacecraft, where the design 
methodology is based on a proportional-integral controller augmented by a state estimator. 
Siverberg (1986) has introduced a method of distributed uniform damping of flexible 
structures, and has shown that the method is equivalent to linear optimal control in which 
a quadratic cost function, representing total energy in the system and control effort, is 
minimized. McLaren and Slater (1987) have proposed a design method for large space 
structures based on a positivity approach. Sakawa et al (1985) designed a feedback control 
system for a flexible arm with a concentrated mass at the tip by using a state feedback and 
a state observer. Oakley nad Cannon (1988) used a proportional-derivative controller for a 
two-link manipulator with a very flexible forearm. Various kinds of laboratory models 
have been constructed [3,62,67,69,71,72,83,85] to emulate realistic flexible structures, and 
the proposed design techniques have been tested on the flexible structure models with 
various levels of success.
Some of the proposed design techniques mentioned above [61,86,96] have also 
addressed the important issue of robustness in the presence of unmodelled dynamics. 
Recently, the H°° approach has been used in the control of flexible structures. It is known 
that the H°° approach can be used to effectively characterize robustness of a system. 
Bontsema and Curtain (1988) have shown that the spillover effect of flexible structures can 
be expressed as a robustness problem in the H°° framework, and a maximally robust 
controller can be designed to reduce the possibility of spillover. McFarlane and Glover 
(1988) have considered the attitude control of a flexible space platform and proposed a new 
control law which was designed based on normalized coprime robust stabilization using H°° 
approach, and the design technique was evaluated by computer simulations.
The aim of the work described in this chapter is to to evaluate both theoretically and 
experimentally the use of the H°° feedback design approach to the control of flexible 
structures. A laboratory system, which consists of a cantilever flexible beam with one 
actuator and one sensor, has been constructed with the purpose of providing a realistic test
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structure to be used for the experimental evaluation of the control design technique. Based 
on this flexible beam system, two control problems, which are (i) active vibration control of 
the flexible beam, (ii) manoeuvring of the flexible beam with simultaneous vibration 
damping, are studied. Two distinct steps involved in the study are mathematical modelling 
of the system and controller design. The mathematical modelling is carried out using a 
system identification technique, and a controller is designed based on the H°° approach. The 
controller is then implemented in the system and its performance is evaluated.
This chapter is organized in the following way. Section 5.2 describes the experimental 
setup of the flexible beam control system. The mathematical model of the system is derived 
in Section 5.3. Details of the H°° feedback design and the results for the two control 
problems are presented in Sections 5.4 and Section 5.5. Finally, some concluding remarks 
are contained in Section 5.6.
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5.2 Experim ental Setup
A scaled model of a flexible structure has been designed and constructed [1] with the 
purpose of providing a realistic test structure to be used for the evaluation of control design 
techniques. The model bears a resemblance to a satellite consisting of a rigid centre-body 
with two long flexible solar panels (see Figure 5.1). The model consists of two thin perspex 
beams clamped to brackets which are securely mounted on a circular platform made of 
aluminium. Each perspex beam is 0.3m long and has a rectangular cross section of 5cm 
width and 1.6mm thickness. The total weight is 0.05kg. The platform itself is fixed to the 
shaft of a geared d.c. servomotor used for performing rotational movement. The whole 
arrangement is firmly mounted on a wooden base.
Actuating and sensing instrumentation for each beam consists of an electromagnet 
mounted near the clamped end of the beam, and two pairs of strain gauges attached to the 
beam at the middle. The electromagnet directly faces a permanent magnet attached to the 
beam, and provides both attraction and repulsion forces. The strain gauges are used to 
detect the bending strain caused by vibrations of the beam. Based on this experimental 
setup, the problem of active vibration control of the flexible beam is studied. In these 
investigations, only one of the two beams w ill be considered.
The complete closed-loop control system for the flexible beam is shown in Figure 5.2. 
A brief description of the control system now follows. In Figure 5.2 the output signals 
from the strain gauges, which are very small (about lm V  for 1cm tip displacement of the 
beam), need to be amplified before they can be read by the analogue-to-digital converter 
(ADC). The gain of the strain gauge amplifier was set to 2200. An AMSTRAD PC 1640 is 
used as a real-time digital controller for the system. Real-time control software has been 
developed [72] so that a control law can readily be implemented on the PC. The control 
signal produced by the PC in digital form is converted into an analogue form by the 
digital-to-analogue converter (DAC). All data transferred between the PC and the 
input/output unit (i.e. ADC and DAC) is via a GPIB (general purpose interface bus, also 
known as IEEE 488 bus). The sampling rate is 20ms. The output signal from the DAC is 
sent to the voltage-to-current (V-I) converter used to drive the electromagnet (actuator). 
The V-I converter operates in the range of ±  2 volts, and has gain set to 0.1 ampere/volt.
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Figure 5.3 : System  identification
For the purpose of system identification the system of Figure 5.2 can be represented by 
Figure 5.3 in which u is the control signal produced by the PC, y  is the output from the 
ADC which indicates vibrations of the beam, and e represents measurement noises or 
external disturbances. A mathematical model of the plant is derived using system  
identification techniques based on observed input and output data of the plant. The PC was 
used to produce a signal u to excite the plant (i.e. induce beam vibrations) and the output 
response y  was then measured. In this case the PC was used simply for data acquisition, not 
as a controller. Based on the input and output data, the unknown parameters of the plant 
were estimated using least squares techniques [78]. It is noted that the plant order must be 
known (or presumed) before system identification techniques can be used. The order may 
be obtained by trial and error based on prior information about the plant. A ll the 
calculations during system identification were carried out using the Identification Toolbox 
software package which runs under PC-MATLAB [88].
In the system identification, the plant dynamics were observed when the beam was 
vibrating around its natural equilibrium position. We w ill treat any neglected dynamics, 
which may occur if the beam vibrates around different equilibrium positions, as an
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■uncertainty in the plant model. Two forms of step inputs u x and u2 were used for system  
identification: u i has an effect of holding the beam towards the actuator and then releasing 
it, whereas u2 has an effect of holding the beam away from the actuator and then releasing 
it (see Figure 5.4). When the beam was released, it started to vibrate before coming to rest 
in its natural equilibrium position. In each case, the output y* (i = 1, 2) was recorded and 
plotted with the corresponding input as shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 for u i  and u2 
respectively. In each figure the output y,- of the first few cycles is shown in the lower graph 
which clearly indicates that there are two kinds of oscillations in the beam motion: a low- 
frequency oscillation and a high-frequency oscillation. The low-frequency oscillation, 
which persists for almost 10 seconds, is associated with the fundamental mode of vibration 
of the whole beam. The high-frequency oscillation, which quickly dies down after less than 
one second, is associated with vibrations of the part of the beam from the clamped end to 
the point where the actuator is placed.
Using the Least Squares identification method for an ARX (autoregressive with  
exogeneous variable [58]) model, two plant models G,(*), (i = 1 ,2 )  of fifth-order were 
obtained based on the data ut and y*. The final model G (* ) of the plant was taken to be 
the average
a . o
The purpose of ( 5 .1 )  is to reduce nonlinearity effect in the linearized plant model associated 
with the fact that the force produced by the actuator is inversely proportional to the square 
of the distance between the actuator and the beam. After applying a balanced truncation 
with a relative tolerance of 3 X 1 0 - 3  (i.e. a transfer function is taken to have order r  if its 
( r + l ) th  Hankel singular value is smaller than 3 X lO - 3 X  its Hankel norm), the final model 
G (5 ) is again of fifth-order and has a transfer function given by
C ( s ) =  1 9 3  7 5  k  + 4 . 2 2 X 5 -  1 .1)(j2+4.52* + 9 .4 4 X  1 0 3)  ( 5  >
(*  +  1 4 7 .2 5 ) ( *  2+ 1 6 .8 9 *  + 2 .0 8 X  1 0 4) ( *  2+ 1 .4 3 *  + 1 9 8 . 1 )
The frequency response of G (* ) is shown in Figure 5.7 which clearly illustrates the two 
dominant modes of oscillations, as indicated by the peaks of the response. The natural 
frequency ((on ) and damping coefficient (£) of each oscillatory mode are given in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.4 : System identification
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Table 5.1 : Oscillatory modes o f the flexible beam
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Figure 5.8 : Model validation
To evaluate how well the model G(.y) represents the plant, time simulations were 
carried out using u-t (i = 1. 2) as inputs to GCO (see Figure 5.8). The simulated outputs 
ysimi were then compared with the plant outputs y t obtained previously from the system  
identification experiments. The results are shown in Figure 5.9 and 5.10 in which the lower 
graphs are the plots of ysimi and y,* during the first few cycles. It can be seen that the 
simulated and real outputs show good agreement. This satisfactorily concludes the system  
identification. The controller design in the following sections w ill be performed based on 
the model G(s) .
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Figure 5.9 : Model validation using u*
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Figure 5.11: Flexible beam control system
The flexible beam control system of Figure 5.2 can be represented by the negative unity 
feedback system shown in Figure 5.11, in which GOO is the plant and l £ ( s )  is the 
controller to be designed. It is assumed that the system is subject to external disturbances 
d  at the plant output, resulting in vibrations of the beam. Also, the reference input r  is 
taken to be zero.
The control problem is to design a stabilizing controller K ( s )  to achieve the following 
design objectives.
1. Suppression of beam vibrations (so that the beam comes to rest in the equilibrium 
position quickly) after a disturbance
2. Avoiding the use of excessive control signals
3. Robust stability
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Controller Design
To achieve the above design requirements, we propose to find a stabilizing controller 
K  (5 ) which minimizes
WiOOr^Or)
W 2{ s ) T ud{s') (5.3)
where Tyd = ( /  + G K ) 1, T^  = K { I  + G K ) 1 and W,- (i = 1, 2) are weighting 
functions. The minimization of Tyd reflects the first design objective for good performance 
in vibration damping, whereas the minimization of Tud reflects the design objective for 
control signal limitation as well as robust stability, since ir^C/w)!-1 is the maximum 
allowable additive plant perturbation for closed-loop stability.
Recently, Glover and McFarlane (1988) have introduced a robust stabilization design 
based on normalized left coprime factorization approach. They showed that the problem of 
finding a controller K ( s }  to robustly stabilize a plant GCr) whose coprime factors are 
subject to additive stable perturbations is in fact the H°° control problem of finding a 
stabilizing controller K  (s ) to minimize
( /  + GK  )-1M _1 
K { I  + GK  )-1Af-1 IL  (5-4)
where M  is the normalized left coprime factor of G Cr ), defined as
GCr) = M ~1( s ) N ( s )  (5.5)
in which M , N  e JM+ satisfy
M  M* + N  N* = I  (5.6)
Furthermore, this class of H°° control problem can be solved directly without requiring the 
y-iteration and the term M -1 in (5.4) can be considered as a weighting function. To use 
this robust stabilization approach as an H°° design technique, it is often necessary to shape 
the plant G using a shaping function W such that
Gw(s )  = W(j)GCO (5.7)
Then the robust stabilization problem is solved for the shaped plant Gw and the controller 
obtained has to be post-multiplied by W at the end of the design procedure to give the final 
controller K .  In this case the equivalent H°° control problem becomes a problem of finding
K ^ r i a p i e r  j p a g e  j j /
a stabilizing controller K  to minimize
(5.8)
w(i + gkY 'w-'m-1
K ( J  + G K Y ' W - ' M - 1
where M  is the normalized left coprime factor of Gw defined in the same way as (5.5) and 
(5.6). The role of the shaping function W is to make a trade-off between performance and 
robust stability requirements as represented by ( /  + G K Y 1 and K ( I  + G K Y 1 
respectively. More details of the robust stabilization design methodology can be found in 
[34.60].
The robust stabilization method has been used for designing a controller in our 
investigation. One of the purposes of adopting the robust stabilization design technique here 
is to see if the technique is able to produce a 'natural' choice of weighting functions for our 
control problem. By comparing (5.3) and (5.8), we can see that the above robust 
stabilization design can be directly applied to our control problem in which the two 
weighting functions of (5.3) are given by
W x = M ~ x, W2 = W-1M -1 (5.9a,b)
The results obtained are summarized as follows.
Results
The design was first carried out with no plant shaping i.e. W = I .  The frequency
responses of the resulting Tyd and are shown in Figure 5.12. The controller was then
implemented in the flexible beam system. It was found that the signals produced by the 
controller were very noisy. To overcome this problem, it was decided to decrease the gain 
of around the high frequency range in order to reduce high-frequency noises in the 
control signal. To make the beam come to rest in its equilibrium position quickly, our 
strategy was to concentrate more on damping down the low-frequency oscillation of the 
beam. Hence, the gain of Tyd around (o = 14 rad/sec must be further reduced and at the 
same time the gain of Tyd at other frequencies must be kept bounded within reasonable 
magnitude. Taking all these into considerations, we have finally chosen a shaping function 
W (5 ) as
W O ) =  0.04 (* + 12° )2 (5.10)
is + 8)
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The frequency responses of W (s ), G O  ) and W jCr ), W2(s ) (defined by (5.9)) are shown in 
Figure 5.13. By computer calculations, we have obtained a controller of seventh-order with 
a transfer function given by
K ( s  ) = 0 Q5 (* + 123.63)Cr + 1 16.85)Cr + 12.56)Cr +6.1)(.y - 1 .3 )(j2+ 16.52* +2.08X 104)
(* +33.51X* +4.45)(* +0.52)(*2+ 9.055 +2.03X 104)(*2+ 16* +64.08)
(5.11)
Figure 5.14 shows the frequency responses of the resulting Tyd and . The frequency 
responses of W f1 and W f1 are also shown as dotted lines. The gain of Tyd around 
0) = 14 rad/sec has been reduced to about -20 dB and the maximum gain has been kept 
below 2 dB at all frequencies. The gain of T^  has been increased to about 22 dB over the 
low frequency range and reduced to about -25 dB over the high frequency range.
The controller obtained was then implemented in the flexible beam system in order to 
evaluate its performance. Disturbance at the plant output were simulated by using an iron 
bar driven by a solenoid to strike the beam at a particular point at approximately every 5 
seconds (see Figure 5.15). Figure 5.16 shows the plant output of the system with no 
feedback controller. When struck by the iron bar, the vibrations lasted for about 5 seconds. 
Figure 5.17 shows the plant output and control signal of the system with the H°° controller. 
It can be seen that the vibrations have been considerably damped down well inside 1 second 
and the control signals lie within the specified operating range of ±  2 volts.
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Figure 5.18 : Flexible beam manoeuvring system
In this section we will consider a control problem of manoeuvring the flexible beam 
while simultaneously suppressing its vibrations. The closed-loop control system for this 
problem is shown in Figure 5.18. In this figure w represents a reference signal for deflecting 
the flexible beam to the some required position. To do this, the control signal u is required 
to track w in the steady-state but not the transient response. The controller i f  (5 ) now 
becomes a two-input one-output transfer function mapping [£r eTY  to u i.e.
(5.12)
Vibrations of the beam are induced by an external disturbance d at the plant output. 
Again, the reference input r is taken to be zero.
The control problem is to design a stabilizing controller K  (s ) to achieve the following 
design requirements.
1. Rapid manoeuvring of the beam without exciting the oscillatory modes of the beam
2. Suppression of beam vibrations (so that the beam comes to rest in the equilibrium 
position quickly) after a disturbance
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3. Avoiding the use of excessive control signals
4. Robust stability 
Controller design
To achieve the above design objectives, we propose to find a stabilizing controller K  is  ) 
which minimizes
max ( || W COIloo, II
w yryd (s) 
w 30 ) r ^ 0 ) ,) (5.13)
where Tgw , Tyd and are the closed-loop transfer function from w to £, d  to y , and d 
to u respectively. Wt (i = 1 , 2 ,3 )  are the weighting functions. The first design 
requirement for good performance in tracking is reflected by the objective function in Tgw. 
Since the other three design requirements are the same as those stated in Section 5.4, we 
have decided to use the expression (5.3) on a second objective function. The minimization 
of Tyd reflects the second design objective for good performance in disturbance rejection (i.e. 
vibration damping), and the requirements on control signal limitation and robust stability 
are indicated by the minimization of . Note that these two transfer functions can be 
combined into the second objective function given in (5.13) because they share the same 
input d .
The problem of minimizing (5.13) can be solved using the iterative method developed 
in Chapter 4. First, the system of Figure 5.18 is rearranged into the linear fractional 
feedback configuration of Figure 5.19 in which the generalized plant PCs’) is defined by
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Figure 5.19 : Feedback configuration for m ultiple objective problem  
The problem can then be solved using Algorithm 4.2. The results obtained from the design 
are as follows.
Results
The first task of the controller design was to choose suitable weighting functions 
Wi (i = 1, 2, 3) to reflect our design strategy. In order to achieve a good performance of 
tracking (u tracking w ) i.e. fast response and small tracking error, the gain of T must be 
made small over the low frequency range with good bandwidth. At the same time its gain 
must be kept below an acceptable bound at all frequencies to ensure no oscillatory action in
u . An obvious choice for to acheive this tracking performance is a low-pass filter.
The success of the active vibration control experiment in Section 5.4 means that it is 
natural to adopt the two weighting functions of Figure 5.13(b) as W2 and W3 for this 
experiment. However, to reduce the computation burden, we have instead chosen a lower- 
order W 2 and W3 with frequency responses similar to those of Figure 5.13(b). The final
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choice of weighting functions were made as follows.
is  +  10)W^s)  =  0.2 
W 2C f )  =
is  + 0.01) 
5 2 + 2 8 5  + 196
52 +  2 .2 4 5  + 196 
is  + 8)2W 3i s )  = 25
3 is + 120)2
The frequency responses of the weighting functions are shown in Figure 5.20.
(5.15a)
(5.15b)
(5.15c)
Algorithm 4.2 which has been implemented on a computer was used to solve the 
problem of minimizing (5.13). The program was run for three iterations through the outer 
loop and the results obtained are presented in Table 5.2. -
i (iter, no.) y i  (infimal norm) deg i K i )
1 2.1025 7
2 1.8147 10
3 1.7959 11
Table 5.2 : Results obtained from  Algorithm 4.2
It is noted that the final controller in each iteration was obtained after a balanced 
truncation with a relative tolerance set to 10“4. The frequency responses of the weighted 
objective functions W j T a n d  [ (  W 2Tyd Y  ( W -3Tud Y  F  associated with Ki ii  =  1 , 2 , 3 )  
are shown in Figure 5.21. The plots show that the minimization was completely dominated 
by [Tjd T h f , and T  was simply bounded by the bound on [Tyd T ^ Y . In the second 
iteration some improvements were obtained, as indicated by the reduction of the maximum 
value of [Tyd T ^ Y • Some slight improvements were obtained in the third iteration, in 
which the frequency responses of [(W2Tyd Y  i W 3Tud Y Y  were flattened over the high 
frequency range. The plots of the frequency responses of T^w , Tyd and Tud associated with 
K i  are illustrated in Figure 5.22. The three objective functions have generally been shaped
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into the desired forms. The gain of Tyd around ft) = 14 rad/sec (the natural frequency of 
the low-frequency oscillation of the beam) is about -15 dB and the maximum gain is 
bounded above by 2.7 dB at all frequencies. Tgw has a good bandwidth (up to ft) = 3 
rad/sec) inside which the gain is kept very small. Good robust stability at the high 
frequency range is obtained, as indicated by the plot of T^  . The controller K i which has a 
transfer function given by
K  r \  -  r 0.041(5+ 152.02)Cy2+ 1.575 + 197)Cy2+2.11y + 197.77)(,y2+ 18.045 +2.1X104)
1 S (5 +O.OIX5 + 1 0 .0 4 ) ( 5  +50.66)(52+2.285 + 1 9 6 .5 5 ) ( 5 2+ 2 5 .4 4 5  + 1 .9 4 X  1 0 4)
-0 .068(5  +0.01X5 - 103.92)(5 + 152.2)(52+ 1.465 + 198.5)(52+18.025 +2.1X 104) n 16) 
(5 +0.01X5 +10.04)(5 +50.66)(52+2.285 +196.55)(52+25.445 + 1.94X 104)
was then implemented in the flexible system in order to evaluate its performance.
Tracking performance of K i  was evaluated by inputting a square waveform shown by 
the dotted line in Figure 5.23(a) as the reference input w .  In terms of physical 
manoeuvring of the beam, this form of reference input has the following implications. At 
t  = 1 second the beam was required to be manoeuvred to the position corresponding to 
driving the actuator by a +1V step input (the beam being attracted towards the actuator). 
At t  = 5 second the beam was required to be in the position corresponding to driving the 
actuator by a -IV  step input (the beam being repelled from the actuator). Finally, the 
beam was required to be driven back to its natural equilibrium position after t  — 9 second. 
The system was operated. The control signal u was observed and plotted as the solid line 
in Figure 5.23(a), and the output y  indicating vibrations of the beam is shown in Figure 
5.23(b). It can be seen from these graphs that accurate tracking with fast action has been 
achieved. It takes only about 1 second for u to reach the required value. Furthermore, the 
manoeuvre hardly induced any vibrations of the beam.
Tracking performance of in the presence of disturbances at the plant output was 
evaluated. Disturbance were again simulated by using an iron bar driven by a solenoid to 
strike the beam at a particular point at approximately every 5 seconds (see Figure 5.15). 
The reference input w was the same as that of Figure 5.23(a). The system was operated 
and the results obtained are shown in Figure 5.24, in which u and w are shown in the top 
graph and y  is shown in the bottom graph. It can be seen that good tracking with 
simultaneous vibration damping of the beam has been achieved. The vibrations induced by 
disturbances were considerably damped down well inside 0.5 second, and apart from the
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moment when disturbances were introduced the control signal u was otherwise kept at the 
required value. The performance of the controller K \  was indeed found to be very 
satisfactory.
The plots of the frequency responses of Tgw,Tyd and Tud associated with K 2 are 
presented in Figure 5.25. Some improvements have been made in the second iteration 
compared with the first iteration. The gain of Tyd around ft) = 14 rad/sec has been reduced 
to -16.5 dB and the maximum gain is now kept below 1.8 dB at all frequencies. The 
bandwidth of Tgw has been increased slightly and the robust stability over the high 
frequency range, as indicated by T^ , has also been improved. Due to the these potential 
improvements suggested by the frequency responses of T gw , Tyd and , it was expected 
that K 2 would perform better than (or at least as well as) K 1 when implemented in the 
flexible beam system. However, this was found not to be the case. K 2 was found to 
produce an oscillatory control signal and its performance in disturbance rejection was not 
satisfactory. This contradicts the results obtained from a simulation which shown in Figure 
5.26, in which u is found to be tracking w very well.
It was found that the discrepancy between the experimental results and the simulated 
results was caused by the inaccuracy of the discrete parameters of the controller transfer 
function during the real-time implementation (the simulation was carried out using double 
precision numbers whereas four-decimal numbers were used in the real-time 
implementation). The performance of K 3 was not assessed due to the reason that our real­
time control software restricts the order of the controller to only 10.
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5.6 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter we have conducted preliminary experiments to investigate the use of 
the H°° approach to the control of flexible structures. A laboratory system used for this 
purpose consists of a cantilever flexible beam of which vibrations can easily be induced. The 
beam vibrations were detected by strain gauges used as a sensor, and control actuation was 
performed using electromagnetic forces. A real-time digital controller for the closed-loop 
system was implemented using a PC. Mathematical modelling of the plant was carried out 
using a system identification technique in which the plant parameters were estimated based 
on the least squares method. The plant was found to be of fifth-order and have two 
dominant modes of oscillations, a low-frequency oscillation and a high-frequency 
oscillation.
The first control problem considered in the investigation was the active vibration 
control of the flexible beam. The design criterion was to minimize the H°°-norm of the 
combined transfer function consisting of a sensitivity function (i.e. for disturbance 
rejection) and a robustness indicator. Incidentally, our H°° control problem was of the same 
form as the problem which arises from the robust stabilization design developed by Glover 
and McFarlane (1988) who have provided a non-iterative solution to the problem. The 
robust stabilization design technique was then adopted in the experiment. Our control 
strategy was to damp down the low-frequency oscillation very heavily in order to make the 
beam come to rest in its equilibrium position quickly. Also, good stability robustness in the 
high frequency range was desired.
One of the purposes of adopting the robust stabilization design technique here is to 
examine if the technique would be able to produce a ’natural’ choice of weighting functions 
for our control problem. This is found not to be the case. It was found that a ’plant 
shaping’ was necessary for the robust stabilization design in order to obtain an acceptable 
controller for our problem. To achieve our design requirements, a second-order low-pass 
filter was chosen as the shaping function for the plant. The controller obtained from the 
design was implemented in the system. The results were found to be very satisfactory. The 
vibrations of the beam were considerably damped down (by about 80% compared with the 
system with no feedback).
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The second control problem studied in the investigation was the manoeuvring of the 
flexible beam with simultaneous vibration damping. Three transfer functions for tracking, 
disturbance rejection and robust stability were used in the minimization. The design 
criterion proposed in Chapter 4 was adopted for this control problem. The implementation 
of the controller, produced by Algorithm 4.2 after the 1st iteration through the outer loop, 
in the flexible system was found to be successful. Fast and accurate tracking with 
simultaneous vibration damping of the beam has been achieved. The performance of the 
first-iteration controller is concluded to be very satisfactory.
It was suggested by the results from the frequency responses and simulations that the 
controller obtained after the second iteration through the outer loop would perform better 
than the first-iteration controller. It was however found that when implemented in the 
system the second-iteration controller did not perform as expected and the results obtained
j
| were unsatisfactory. It was found that the discrepancy between the experimental results 
I and the simulated results was caused by the inaccuracy of the discrete parameters of the 
| controller transfer function during the real-time implementation, (the simulation was 
carried out using double precision numbers whereas four-decimal numbers were used in the 
real-time implementation)
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In this thesis we have examined some important aspects of H°° optimal control.
On the theoretical front we have studied a new approach to solving H°° control 
problems. We have established an effective and efficient procedure for solving H°° control 
problems based on the Youla parametrization and Hung’s interpolation results. An outline 
of our approach is as follows. First, the set of all stabilizing controllers is obtained using 
the Youla parametrization technique, and consequently the H°° control problem is 
transformed into a model-matching problem. Then, the model-matching problem is 
decomposed into two simpler problems in the form of either an H°° interpolation problem or 
a one-sided model-matcing problem, which are subsequently solved by using the 
interpolation results of Hung (1988, 1989a). As a result a closed-form solution to the 
model-matching is obtained for both optimal and suboptimal cases. The H°° controller is 
later recovered from the solution of the model-matching problem.
In this thesis we have paid special attention to computational aspects of H°° control 
problems of the 3rd kind. This class of problems is known to be computationally very 
demanding due to the y-iteration required for determining the infimal H°°-norm for the 
problem. Three algebraic Riccati equations (ARE) of degree ^ n ’ are required to be solved 
in each iteration if the Hankel approximation approach [17,81] is employed, and two ARE's
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of degree 7T if the recently developed approaches [19,33,41,57] are used, where n denotes 
the McMillan degree of the generalized plant. A significant advantage of our approach 
associated with the y  -iteration is that we only require to solve in each iteration two ARE’s 
of degree possibly smaller than n. The two ARE’s are of degree Vi — z 12’ and 'n — z 21’, 
where Zi2 and z 21 are the number of open LHP Smith zeros of the (1,2) and (2,1) 
subblocks of the generalized plant respectively. However, it is noted that our approach 
requires a model reduction during the recovery process to obtain the minimal-degree H°° 
controller.
On the design aspect we have studied the use of the H°° approach to feedback design 
with multiple objective functions whose frequency responses are required to be tightly 
bounded and shaped. We have proposed, for a system with two objective functions T jfr)  
and r 20r), a design criterion of directly minimizing the function 
'max ( 11 TiCy ) 11 oo, 11 T2(j ) 11 oo)’ subject to closed-loop stability of the system. Although 
this problem cannot be solved directly as an H°° control problem, we have provided an 
iterative algorithm for obtaining a solution to the problem. The algorithm is a nested 
iterative procedure in which the inner loop involves solving a standard H°° control problem 
and the outer loop is concerned with updating the generalized plant of the H°° control 
problem.
The iterative algorithm is computationally very involved since in each iteration 
through the outer loop we are required to solve an H°° control problem (generally of the 3rd 
kind) which itself can only be solved by a computationally demanding y  -iteration. 
However, our numerical examples suggest that an acceptable suboptimal solution can 
usually be obtained in typically three iterations through the outer loop. Various 
computation aspects such as inclusion of weighting functions, controller degree expansion 
and the y -iteration are discussed and measures for alleviating the computation difficulties 
are suggested. In particular, due to the situation associated with the LHP Smith zeros of a 
generalized plant, the computation burden required by the y -iteration can be reduced quite 
considerably by using our approach for solving H°° control problems developed in this 
thesis.
A numerical example was given to illustrate the potential viability of the proposed 
design technique for problems in which tight bounding and shaping of frequency responses
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are essential. Our design technique may also be viewed as a ’fine tuning’ of the popular 
combined transfer function approach (in which the function | | [ r r 1(5') T r  )F  1100 is 
minimized). The improvement obtained from the fine tuning comes, however, at the expense 
of increased computational burden and controller complexity (i.e. controllers with a larger 
McMillan degree). Also, it should be pointed out that our design approach offers more 
flexibility since unlike the combined transfer function approach T  1(5 ) and TzGO in our 
approach can be specified independently i.e. they do not need to share the same input (or 
output).
The practicality aspect of the H°° feedback design approach has also been studied. We 
have examined the potential use of the H°° approach to the control of flexible structures. 
For this purpose some experiments have been conducted based on a closed-loop laboratory 
system consisting of a cantilever flexible beam, strain-gauges sensors, an electromagnetic 
actuator, and a PC used as a real-time digital controller. Design studies and control 
experiments of the flexible beam were carried out.
The design study involved two distinct steps. Firstly, a mathematical model of the 
plant had to be identified. This was carried out using the system identification technique for 
an ARX (autoregressive with exogeneous variables) model in which the plant parameters 
were estimated based on the Least Squares method. Associated with the beam vibrations, 
two dominant modes of oscillations were observed, a low-frequency oscillation and a high- 
frequency oscillation. The final model of the plant was found to be of fifth-order. The 
second step was concerned with controller design. Two control problems were considered.
The first control problem was the active vibration control of the flexible beam. Our 
design criterion was to find a stabilizing controller to minimize the H°°-norm of the 
combined transfer function consisting of a sensitivity function (for disturbance rejection) 
and a robustness indicator (also used for bounding the control signal) with appropriate 
weighting functions. The H°° feedback design was performed by choosing suitable 
weighting functions to reflect our design strategy. Our strategy was to damp down low- 
frequency oscillations of the beam very heavily in order to make the beam come to rest in 
its equilibrium position quickly. Further, good robust stability in the high frequency range 
was desired, which also implied a requirement for preventing high-frequency noises in the 
control signal.
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In the design the robust stabilization approach based on normalized coprime 
factorization [34] was adopted. The robust stabilization design has the same form of 
minimization criterion as our H°° control problem with weighting functions generated from 
a normalized coprime factor of the plant. The primary purpose of adopting the robust 
stabilization design was to investigate if the method is capable of providing a ’natural’ 
choice of weighting functions for our control problem. This was found not to be the case. 
It was found that ’plant shaping’ was necessary for the robust stabilization design in order 
to obtain a controller with acceptable performance. To achieve our design requirements, a 
second-order low-pass filter was finally chosen as a shaping function for the plant. A 
controller of seventh-order was obtained and then implemented in the system. Its 
performance was found to be satisfactory. The beam vibrations were considerably damped 
down and the control signal was bounded within the operating region.
Choosing a suitable shaping function for the plant to obtain an acceptable choice of 
weighting functions for our control problem was quite straightforward. Nonetheless, 
experience-based trial and error were still required. The use of the robust stabilization 
design was concluded to be successful for the first control problem.
The second control problem considered in the investigation was the manoeuvring of the 
flexible beam with simultaneous vibration damping. The design criterion of minimizing the 
function ’max ( 11iC^ s-!) 11 oo > 115^2  ^) 11 oo )’ proposed earlier was used for designing a 
controller in this experiment. The problem was solved using the developed iterative 
algorithm. The flexibility of our proposed design technique, that the two objective functions 
do not need to share the same input or output, was clearly demonstrated in this control 
problem. Choosing weighting functions to reflect our design requirements for this 
experiment was quite straightforward. Some of the weighting functions were chosen based 
on those used in the active vibration control experiment catrried out earlier.
The controller obtained after the first iteration through the outer loop was 
implemented in the flexible beam system. The results obtained show that fast and accurate 
manoeuvring of the beam with simultaneous vibration damping had been successfully 
achieved. The performance of the first-iteration controller was found to be very 
satisfactory. However, the implementation of the controller obtained after the second 
iteration through the outer loop was found to be unsatisfactory. This contradicted the
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i ~ j
indications given by the results obtained from, simulations. It was found that the j 
discrepancy between the experimental results and the simulated results was caused by the |
: inaccuracy of the discrete parameters of the controller transfer function during the real-
| ,
j time implementation, (the simulation was carried out using double precision numbers 
| whereas four-decimal numbers were used in the real-time implementation)
! As an overall assessment, we conclude that the use of the H°° design approach to the 
control of flexible beam is satisfactory. All the results obtained are favourable and 
| encouraing.
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A.1 : Proof of Lemma 2.1
(a) The following rank preserving elementary operations on the system matrix given by 
(2.4) are performed :
- D f
■D , and(i) scale the second row by
(ii) add (2nd column) X D*C from (1st column), 
As a result, we obtain
s i - A  B s i —A B s I - ( A - B D fC ) B
- C  D D fC - I — ► 0 - I
D l C 0 D l C 0
The Smith zeros of G (s )  is defined as the points s € C at which the above system  
matrix is rank deficient. The second column of the above system matrix is of fu ll rank and 
independent of the first column. Hence, the above system matrix loses rank iff
s I - ( A - B D fC )
D ±C
loses rank .i.e., iff s e (D is an unobservable mode of (A —BD^C, D LC ).
Part (b) can be proved by applying a transposition to the result given in (a).
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A .2  : P roof o f  Lem m a 2.2 (b)
Suppose conditions (2.19a,c,f) are satisfied. Cascading the realization of G (s )  with the 
realization of G* (s ) by using (2.8), we obtain
GCsOG'OO =
A B - A t - C T
C D b t - e>t
A b b t b d t
0 - A T - C T
C d b t d d t
Applying a basis change T  =
I  - P  
0 I to the above realization, we obtain
A AP  + PA t + BBr BDt + PCT
g COg 'CO = 0 - A T - C T
C CP + DBr d d t
A 0 0
0 - A T - c r
c 0 d d t
by (2.19a), (2.19c)
= DDJ
= /  by (2.19f).
Hence G (5 ) is all-pass.
Alternatively, if conditions (2.19b,d,f) are satisfied G ( s )  can be proved to be all-pass in a 
similar manner, by cascading the realization of G* (s ) with the realization of G (5 ) and
I  ~Q
applying a basis change T = o T '
□
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To prove part (a), we need the following lemma which contains some important 
results on ARE obtained by Doyle (1984).
Lemma A.1
Consider the ARE (2.20) with the associated Hamiltonian matrix AH defined by 
(2.21). Then
(a) There exists a unique stabilizing solution X  to (2.20) such that (A —BBTX ) is stable
iff (A , B ) is stabilizable and 8(A #) = 0.
(b) Q >  0 =4> X  ^  0 (if it exists)
□
Proof of Theorem 2.4 :
(a) The existence of a stabilizing solution X  to (2.2) can be proved by using Lemma
A .l(a). Therefore, we have to prove that for the case Q — C TC ^  0, the condition ’(A , C ) 
has no unobservable modes on the j 0)-axis' implies that '8(A //) = O’. We w ill prove this 
by a contradiction. Suppose S(AH)^ 0 ,  then there exists \ =  jo) and [ v* w* ]* ^ 0 such 
that
(A.1)
A - b b t V V
1 O O —A t w = X w
Premultiplying (A.1) by
w 0 
0 v* , we have
w* Av — w *BBt w = Xw* v 
—v*Cr Cv -  v * A r w =  Xv*w 
Adding the conjugate of (A.3) to (A.2), we obtain
—v*CTCv — w* BBr w = 0 
Since C TC ^  0 and BBr  ^  0 , (A.4) implies that
Cv = 0 and B r w = 0 
Using (A.5a,b) in (A.1), we have
(A.2)
(A.3)
(A.4)
(A.5a,b)
ppenaix
Av — Xv and —A Tw = Xw 
(A.5a,b) and (A.6a,b) can be written as
page 1 / j
(A.6a,b)
X /- A
C v = 0 and w* XI + A B = 0 (A.7a,b)
Since [ v* w* T ^  0 , either v ^ O  or w* 7* 0 (or both). (A.7a,b) imply that X = j o  is 
an unobservable mode of (A , C ), or —X = —jw  is an uncontrollable mode of (A , B \  or 
both. This contradicts the conditions required for the existence of a stabilizing solution, and 
hence concludes the proof for part (a). Also, by direct application of Lemma A. 1(b) we have 
X  ^  0.
□
(b) The proof w ill be carried out in two steps. First, we w ill prove that (A , C ) has at 
least r stable, unobservable modes where r  denotes the rank defect of X  ^  0. Then we 
w ill show that after truncating these r  hidden modes, the truncated (A , C ) in fact does not 
have any more stable, unobservable modes.
There exists an orthogonal congruence matrix T such that
TXTT =
Z 0 
0 0r (A.8)
where Z > 0 and diagonal, and r = def(X). Let us partition the following matrices 
conformally with (A.8)
TATt =
^11 ^12 B 1
— ^21 ^22 TB = ^2 Q I
I C i C 2 (A.9)
Since T is orthogonal, (2.20) can be written as
(TATt Y {T X T T}+(TXTTXTATTy) - {T X T TXTBXTB')r {TXTT)+(CTTy ( C T t ) = 0 (A.10)
Substituting (A.8) and (A.9) into (A.10), we obtain the matrix whose subblocks are given 
by
A T11'L + Z A 11- ' L B 1B T1'L-V C \ C 1 = 0 (A .l l )
ZA io + CiCo = 0
C t2C 2 = 0
(A. 12) 
(A.13)
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(A.13) = > C 2 = 0, and since L > 0 , (A.12) =^A 12 = 0. Hence, in the new basis we have
<J'ATt ,C T t ') = ( 
i.e. A (A 22) are the unobservable modes, and
T { A - B B t X')Tt =
A n  0
A  21 A  22
CA.14)
A n - 5  XB \  E 0 
A 21—B 2B i T> A 22
i.e. A (A 22) C (C_ (since X is a stabilizing solution). Hence, we have shown that at least r 
stable modes of matrix A corresponding to A (A 22) are unobservable i.e.
r ^  number of stable, unobservable modes of (A , C ) (A.15)
To prove that (A.15) is in fact an equality, we need to show that (A n , C 1) in (A.14) does 
not have any more stable, unobservable modes. Suppose for contradiction (A n , C 1) 
contains some stable, unobservable modes, hence by a suitable basis change we can 
transform
(A.16)-  (
A l l 0
A  21 A  22
• C i 0
where A 22 is stable. Let B 1 and L of (A. 11) be transformed accordingly and partitioned 
conformally with (A.16) as
B
*1 .. X 11 X 12-4 ~ and Z —> X = SL T1
b 2 X 12 X 22
(A.17a,b)
Substituting the transformed parameters A n , C i. B lt E from (A.16), (A.17a,b) into (A .l l ) ,  
we obtain the matrix whose (2,2) subblock is given by
A 22X 22 +  X 22A 22 -  ( X T12B 1+ X 22B 2)(_Xt12B 1+ X 22B 2)r =  0 (A.18)
Since A 22 is assumed to be stable, (A.18) =$>X22 ^  0 • But X 22 is a diagonal subblock of 
the positive definite matrix X  and so we must have X 22 > 0, a. contradiction. We can 
conclude that (A n , C i) has no stable, unobservable modes and hence (A.15) is an 
equality.
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Suppose H  is  ) and U i s )  have state vectors x and z  respectively, then the state space 
equations governing the system H i s  ) are (see Figure 2.1)
x =  Ax  + Biu i + B 2u 2 
y  l = C xx + + D 12u2
y 2 = C2* + D 2\Ui + D 22u2
(A.19)
(A.20)
(A.21)
and for system U is )
i  = Az + By 2 (A.22)
u 2 = Cz + Z>y 2 (A.23)
Substituting u2 from (A.23) into (A.21), we obtain
y 2 = AC2x + AD22Cz + AD2i“ i (A.24)
where A is defined by (2.28b). Substituting y 2 from (A.24) into (A.23), we obtain
u2 — D AC2x -f- i l  +D AD22)C z  4* D AD 2-\U\ (A.25)
We then eliminate u2 and y 2 from (A.19). (A.22) and (A.20) by using (A.24) and (A.25)
and finally obtain
X A + B 2D AC 2 B 2i I + D A D 22)C X B i+ B 2D AD2i
z b a c 2 a + b a d 22c z + B AD 2i u i (A.26)
and
y ! = [C i+D  12D AC 2 D 12( /  +D AD 22)C ] + ( D n + D 12DAD  21) (A.27)
Since A l l i s ' ) ju t s ' ) )  is the transfer function from u 1 to y lt its realization is then given 
by (A.26) and (A.27).
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A .5 : C alcu lations o f  th e  rea liza tion  (2.59) fo r  T (s)
Each subblock of TOO is defined in (2.58) in terms of the realization (2.41) for Pis')  
and the matrices of the Bezout identities given in (2.52) and (2.53). Here, the realizations 
for each subblock of T i s )  w ill be calculated using (2.41), (2.52) and (2.53) as follows.
T 12 is  ) — P i2is )Dr i s )  —
A b 2
c i d 12
a - b 2f b 2
—F I
A - b 2f b 2
— 0 a - b 2f b 2 using (2.17)
Ci 1 b b F> 12
A 0 0 I  - I
= 0 a - b 2f b 2 using a basis change 0 /
C 0 1 b D 12
a - b 2f B 2
c x- d 12f F> 12 ’ since \ i A  ) are uncontrollable.
T 21i s )  = D i i s ) P 21i s )  =
a - h c 2 H
C2 I
a - h c 2 h c 2 H D Z1
= 0 A B i
—c 2 c 2 &21
a - h c 2 b x- h d 21
C 2 F> 21
A B i
C 2 P>2\
using (2.17)
a - h c 2 0 b 1- h d 2 1 - /  I
0 A - B 1 using a basis change 0 - I
C 2 0 F>2\
since \ i A  ) are unobservable.
To calculate a realization for T u is  ), we first find 
P 12is)Ul i s )D l i s ) P 21i s )  =
A B 2
F> 12
A - B 2F H
F 0
A b 2f 0 0
0 a - b 2f h c 2 h d 2 1
0 0 a - h c 2 B i~ H D 21
C i d 12f 0 0
a - h c 2 B i—HD 2i
c 2 F>2\
using (2.17)
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A 0 0 01
0 A-- b 2f h c 2 h d 21
0 0 a - h c 2 B i~ H D 2i
C i “ (Ci - d 12f ) 1 o H* 0
by a basis change
I I I  
0 / 0  
0 0 /
Ci
B
D li
a - b 2f i / c 2 h d 21
0 a - h c 2 b x- h d 21
—(C i-/> 12P ) - C l 0
A 01
C 1 011
, thenSince PnCO =
T l l G r )  =  P u G r ) -  P i 2C f f ) ^ | C a ’ ) A C j ) P 2 l C j )
a - b 2f h c 2 h d 21
= 0 a - h c 2 B^-HD  2i
C 1- D 12F Cl 0 i i
Hence, the realization (2.59) for Pfa') can be obtained by putting together the above 
realizations for T u (5 ), T i2{s ) and T2i(s ).
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B.l : Proof o f Lemma 3.1
(a) Suppose X is an unobservable mode of the realization (3.16) for T 12Cr). then there 
exists a vector v / 0  such that
\I-CA-B2PlzC1-B2P5X') 
DuDlzCr-DnBlX v = 0
in which X € (D_ since T 12U ) e 1H1+. From (B .l), we have
D l z W u P l & x - D u P l x y r  = 0 =i> B T2Xv = 0 
Using (B.2) in (B .l), we obtain
(B.l)
(B.2)
\ i - U - b 2d t12c O 
D n D  13C 1
v = 0
i.e. X is also an unobservable mode of CA — B 2D \ 2C lt D \3C{). Since the Smith zeros of 
T 12{s ) are given by the unobservable modes of (A —B 2D \2C^, £>i3C i), we conclude that X 
is a stable. Smith zero of r 12U ).
Conversely, let X be a stable, unobservable mode of (A —B 2D \2C i , D \3C {)  i.e. X is 
a Smith zero of T 21Cs ) in C Then there exists a vector v ^  0 such that
X I - C A - B z D ^ C O
D T13C 1 v = 0 (B.3)
which implies that
Xv = (A —B 2D \2C^)v and D \3C \y  = 0 (B.4a,b)
We have
v* (3.6) v => v * X { A - B 2D T12C l ) v  + v* {A -  B 2D T12C {)r Xv -  v*XB2B T2Xv 
+ v*CiZ>i3JD[3Civ = 0 
=4> (2^e(X))v*Xv — v*XB2B 2Xv = 0, by using (B.4a,b)
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Since X € (C_, jRe (X )< 0  and so the above equation implies that
BlXv  = 0
Now, we have
X I - ( A  - B 2D t12C 1+ B 2B \ I - { A - B 2D t12C{)
D n D Tn C r - D l2B T2X V = D13D13CI V
= 0, by (B.3)
i.e. X is an unobservable mode of T 12(  ^).
(B.5)
Part (b) can be proved by a similar form of argument to Part (a), and hence the proof 
is omitted.
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B.2 : A n a ly s is  o f  Procedure 3.1 & P roof o f  Lem m a 3.2  
Analysis o f Procedure 3 .1:
Using (3.4) and (3.5), we can rewrite (3.6) and (3.7) as
(3.6) XAf  + A j X  + XB 2B t2X  + C T1D UD T1ZC 1 = 0
(3.7) Y j A l  + A hYj  + Y j J C \ C 2I t Yj  +  JB lD T%lD i lB Ti J T =  0
(B.6)
(B.7)
where A f , A h and Yj  are defined by (3.26a), (3.27a) and (3.23) respectively. Let the 
following matrices be partitioned conformally with X  in (3.22) :
A / =
Af  11 A f  12 
Af  21 Af  22
A
H
<A»
B 1 i?2
H  = * * i  = * £ 2  = *
Ci = 11 12
(B.8a)
(B.8b)
(B.8c)
where denotes a ’don't care’ term which w ill not be used in later analysis. Also, let the 
following matrices be partitioned conformally with Yj  in (3.23):
Ah u Ah 12 B 11
A* —
Afl 21 22
JB1
B 2i
(B.9a)
C-JT = C l * (B.9b)
c 2/ r = c 2 * (B.9c)
= 7^ * (B.9d)
Substituting (3.22) and (B.8a,b,c) into (B.6), we obtain a matrix whose subblocks are given
by
ZxA f u  + ( A / / E ,  + ^xB 2B T2 i:x +;Cnr D 13D T13C n  =  0 .
^ *  A f  12 +\ llT ^  13 “^  1 3 p  12 ~  0
C 12 -^ 1 3 -^ ? 3 C i2  “  ^  = ^>’ H I3C 12 — 0
(B.lOb) implies, by (B.lOc), that £* Af n = 0. Since > 0, we then have
(B.lOa)
(B.lOb)
(B.lOc)
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Af n  = 0 (B.lOd)
Similarly, by substituting (3.23), (B.9a,c) into (B.7) and equating the subblocks of the 
matrix equation, we can verify that
+ Ahn-Ly + Xy C lC 2?,y + B u D h D ^ B ^  = 0 (B .lla )
D 31B T21 = 0 (B .l lb)
(B .llc)
Using (3.4), we can rewrite Cf of (3.26b) as
Cf  =  D 13D T13C 1 -  D 12B t2X  
By substituting (B.8b,c) and (3.22) into the above equation and using (B.lOd), we have
C/ u  0 where C/ n  = D i3D \ 3C 11- D i2B 2 'Lx (B.12a,b)
Similarly, by using (3.5), (B.9a,c) and (B .llc) we can verify that Bh defined by (3.27b) is 
equal to
Bh =
By li
0 where — B u D^\D3i — "Ly C 2D 2i (B.13a,b)
We now substitute (B.8a,b,c), (B.9a,b,c), (3.24a,b), (B.12a) and (B.13a) into the realization 
(3.28a) to obtain
r GCsO =
Af  11 0 h c 2
* h d 2 1
A
B 2 ~ ^ C u D 13
A f  21 A f  22
* * * * 0
0 0 A hn Afl 12 **11 0 0
0 0 0 Ah 22 0 0 0
C/ u 0 Ci
* D n D \ 2 D 13
0 0 c 2 * D 2\ 0 0
0 0 —D 31B 11'Lf1 0 D 31 0 0
(B.14)
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Clearly, the realization (B.14) has unobservable modes corresponding to X (^ /22) and 
uncontrollable modes corresponding to \ ( A h22). By truncating these hidden modes, the 
realization (B.14) for Ta fa ) is reduced to
r afa) =
Af  11 h c 2 h d 21
A
B 2 - X ^ C n D n
0 Bhn 0 0
C/ u C i D 11 D 12 D 13
0 C 2 D 2i 0 0
0 —DsiBn'Lf 1 D$i 0 0
(B.15a)
Likewise, by substituting (B.8a,b,c), (B.9a,b,c), (3.17a,b), (B.12a) and (B.13a) into the 
realization (3.28b), we can obtain an alternative truncated realization for Ta fa ) as
r afa) =
A f  11 b 2f
A
B i
A
B 2
0 Ahn B*n 0 0
C/ n d 12f D n D 12 D 13
0 c 2 D 21 0 0
0 —DziBiiLy  1 D 31 0 0
(B.15b)
Following step (ii) in Procedure 3.2, we then apply a basis change
to the realizations (B.15a,b) and denote the realizations in the new basis by (3.32a,b) in 
which we have
B ii
B 21
A 11 
0
^  12 
A  22 =
T'V1 A V —^  V % r7/~< v Vi ^ x A f n Lx Bx HU2Ly
0  y  y % (B.16a)
B\2
0
Biz
0 =
X*HD21 X ?B 2 - X - ^ n D n  
X-*Bhu 0 0 (B.16b)
c n C 12
r* v —Vi r* v  v  X1 x ^ 1^ 3?
0 C22 = 0 c 2z “ (B.16c)
0 C32 0 - Z ^ T i  V *
A n  =  X^B2FX^
B n  =
(B .l 7a) 
(B .l 7b)
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c 12 =  d 12f z ;a (B .l 7c)
Proof o f Lemma 3.2 :
T 12( s )  T 13( s ) is inner as well as(a) (i) By Lemma 2.2, we can show that
balanced by verifying (3.34a-d). (3.34d) follows from Assumption 2.3. By direct
substitution using (B.16a,b,c), we have
A n + A Tn + B 12BTa + B a BTu  =  E - i4(E ,A / u + U / l l )r EJe+EI i 2B 2r E%+CriZ)13£>5'3C11) £ r K
= 0, by (B.lOa)
A n + A ^ + C & C u  =  ^x- ‘^ A f n +(Af  n)r Zx +(.C, n )TCf  n)E 
= Z-^CLxAf u +(Af  ll)TTx +ZxB 2B l X x + C Tn D 13D T13C n ')^xfi. by (B.12b), (3.34d)
= 0, by (B.lOa)
d \ 2 b \ 2 Dvt
D lz
C n  + II D T13 . ( D 13D T13C n - D 12B 2U  +
B l Z i
- D T13C n X - *
= 0, by (3.34d)
(ii) Similarly, we can prove that is inner and balanced byTi l  GO T h b )
verifying (3.34a-d). The verifications are performed similarly to part (i) as above i.e. by 
direct substitutions using (B.16a,b,c) and then making use of (B .lla ) and (B.13b).
(b) By direct substitutions using (B.12b), (B.13b), (B.16a,b,c) and (B.17a,b), we have 
A 1 2 + 5 1 1 - B 2 1  =  T^H C 2Z ^ 'L ^ H D 2l(.DT31D 31B Tn Z f v‘- D T21C2-L ^
= 0, by (3.36d)
B n D h  = I.^HD2lD l1
= 0, by (3.36d)
A  12+CnC 12 = Z?B  2F  £  « + (Z -KC ^ Z) 13D (3 -  H?B t2D \2 )D 12F  £  «
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= 0, by (3.34d)
-Ov*Ci2 = 13-L/12X
= 0, by (3.34d)
(c) Note that the realizations (3.28a) and (3.28b) are related by the basis change
/  J T 
0 I
where
I 0 0 0
0 0 I 0
0 I 0 0
0 0 0 I
J T =
in which the (1,1) identity subblock has the same dimension as that of the common block 
El of X  and Y  in (3.20) and (3.21). It follows that after truncation of hidden modes in 
(3.28a) and (3.28b), the realizations (B.15a) and (B.15b) are related by the basis change
I { n - d x ) diag(/,0) 
0  I  (ji - d v )
(B.18)
Since (3.32a) and (3.32b) are obtained from (B.15a) and (B.15b) respectively by the basis 
change defined by
E*4 0
0 E7%
It follows that (3.32a) can be transformed into (3.32b) by the basis change defined by
E“ 0 E “% 0 I ( n - d x ) diag(E!,0)
0 E ”% X c B. 18) X 0 E^ ^  I ( n —dy )
which is (3.39). An application of this basis change to (3.32a) verifies that the relationships 
(3.40a,b,c) hold.
(d) The relationships (3.42)-(3.44) in Corollary 3.2.1 w ill be used in the proof here. These 
relationships are directly derived from the results obtained in part (a)-(c) of this lemma. 
The system zeros (or Smith zeros) of the realization (3.32b) are given by \ ( A Z) where
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A z is the zero matrix defined by
A n  A 12 B n  B 12 B 13
0 A 22
00CQ
A n+C fiC 11 B 11B 21 + C n  Z>n
0 A 22+^21-^21
d t d t21 u  31
Z>12 —D 12-D\\D  21 12-^11  ^31
■^ 13 —^ 13-011-0 21 “"-013-011-0 31
by (3.42), (3.43), (3.44)
C 11 C 12
0 C 22
0 C32
■A ii B u P z i + C  rn D n B 21 
0  A  22
by (3.34b), (3.36a)
Since A n  and A 22 are aymptotically stable, the above equation implies that \ ( A Z) C (D+ 
i.e. all the system zeros of Ta (5) are in the open right-half-plane. The poles of Ta (i-) are 
given by A (A n ) and A (A 22) which are in the open left-half-plane. Hence, there are no 
pole-zero cancellations in the realization (3.32b) for Ta( s ) and A(AZ) are in fact the 
transmission zeros of Ta (5 ). Therefore, we conclude that the realization (3.32b) is minimal 
and so is the realization (3.32a) since (3.32a) is similar to (3.32b).
□
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(i) (3.42) is directly obtained by pre-multiplying (3.34c) by D 12 D 13
(ii) (3.43) can be obtained by post-multiplying the transpose of (3.36c) by
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
D  21 
Dzi
A 12 B 12-012C12 — A 12 + (C11+ B 13Z) 13 )c 12. by (3.42) 
= (A 12 + C 11C 12) + ^13-Oi3Ci2 
= 0, by (3.38a,b)
EzA 22 + A n E z + B i2D \ 2C i2 + B 11B 21
— £ z A ?2 +(A !2+EzA 22- A  i2)+ JBi2ZlT2C i2+(-Su+'^z B 21) B l 1 , by (3.40a,b) 
= Zz (A 22 + A 22+-5 21B 2 1 )—(A 12“ ^ 12-  ^12^ 12)+ (A 12+jS n-5 21)
= 0, by (3.36a), (3.37a), (3.44)
n-^31 + ^z^32 — C-Sii+Ez5 2i ) ^ 3i + ^ C 32 , by (3.40b) 
= B n-O 3i + Ez (5  21^ )31+C 32 )
= 0, by (3.37b) and (3.36c)
□
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From (3.87), we have
Qh = t e n  + UH21)Q 
o  Q =  t e n  + u h 21t 1q h
= H r f V  + UH21H n 1r lQH
= H 12i l  -  UH22) - 1Qh (B.19)
A  _  4  -
in which the last step is obtained by using Lemma 2.6 i.e. we have H u  — H i2 and 
H 2\H n 1 —"H22' Using Corollary 3.4.1(a), H ( s )  given by (3.102) has \ \H22^^\\oo <  1.i
Since H 22 s^ ) = H 22^  ) and U( s )  is sub-inner, then we have 11U (  ^ ) 11 <» <  1. By
the small gain theorem, we can deduce that
( /  -  UH22)~1 € ff l+ (B.20)
By construction, it can be verified that the transfer function matrices H q (5 ) and He (5 ) in 
Theorem 3.4 belong to JOT+ (see Appendix C in [40]). Hence, we have ZfCs-) e JST+, and also
H 12(s  ) € M +  (B.21)
since H \ 2{s ) shares the same A-matrix as H (5 ) (see (3.102) and (3.107)). Therefore, from 
(B.19), (B.20) and (B.21) we can conclude that
Qh (5 ) € 1H1+ =#■ Q ( s )  e 1M+
It can be seen from (3.108b) that H( s  ) € 1M+. Hence, from (3.87) we can also deduce
that
Q (5 ) € 1M+ =£► Qh (3-) € JEK+
This completes the proof for (3.109).
